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a Parisian Sunday. Many of the places of
business were closed, but none of the places
of amusement,—indeed there were many
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SEPTEMBER

Marseilles

even

and

‘There

the

of these

permitted

14, 1870.

A

waters of

Arve,

whose

waters

being

southern latitude, and

first and
breth-

of irregularity in

?
cept his Baptist brethren.
And Dr. Brock, at whose chapel.I en“Joged the mnever-to-be-forgotten privilege

of remembering the Lord's dea'h on the
Mist Sabbath evening I spent in London,
said “we had some American close commubut

they are not here to-night; they avoid our
>
commuuion season,”
The next Sabhath wad - spent in Paris.
There ‘is too much truth in the oft-repeated
remark, that Paris has no Sabbath, but I
fonud a little Sabbath, even in gay, godless

In the morning I enjoyed a rare
at the American Chapel, where I gat
a goodly number of fify countrymen
listened to a good, sound, stiong serfrom the pastor, Rev. Dr. Robinson.
Hart preached a very timely and

Rev. Mr.

sermon in the evening, in the

touching

' English Congregational Chapel. His appre-

ciation of the great calamity of the impending war; his apprehension of the suffering which must result from it; his
strong confidence in a guiding, overruling,

overturning Providence, made a very deep

impression

on

my mind, and the few who

gathered in a very close und uncomfortable
chapel on that sultry Sunday evening,seemed moved by the solemn service, But Paris
seemed

to be having a special holiday, aud

yet I suppose this

and,

portico

indeed,

leaving

itself entirely

un-

perceive

has not excited any
His adherents came

it theniselves,

but

still really

a slave,

The

There was more wealth here, and more
slaves,—and wealth in slaves meant aris-

even

It

if before

a

is

proverbial,

unionist,

went

old

elements

sometimes

—

when called to

Bishop Kavanaugh.

ii

nightin the same room at a hotel with him,

were familiar with those

been

had

particular point

the

was

matters, but there

many changes,

in men and

and as slavery was

things, since that time,

—

dead, what was now the hindering cause,
After much difficulty in drawing him away
from ** forty-four,” he replied it was because

the * Chtirch North ” is a ‘political church.”

land, six miles from Oshkosh. On arriving at

Fond du Lac, we

were told, by

those

who

professed to know, and who ought to have
known, (better,) that we must go to Van-

until the train from

we should be at Oshkosh on this train, and

is the plain English of it. Iam sorry it is
80; but I can’t help it. Ihave a family to
support; and as I have embraced this calling, it is too late to adopt another, even if I
had the means and the leisure to do so. I
must adapt my labors to the people who

on this day, too, and had

pay me my salary.

the south came

along.

Now for Oshkosh, and six miles out to East

from our course

by

only

been

turned

those whom

we

posed knew more than an eastern man oughg

to know about western localities. Arriving
at Oshkosh, just at dark, we-were greeted
in the crowd at the depot with the calling
of our name.
The reply,‘ here,” was sent
back. Going towards the place whence

but

no

one

hallooed

8
Events

did

no

one

that

be done
We con-

we should attend
no

wrong

‘|
OND DY LAC.
% found Brother Rufus Clark and

his kind family, toiling hard and persistently in building up the new interest in this
city. .Two years ago we were in this section, and brethren living here and elsewhere

were talking anxiously about starting a
church in this place.- Now we find a church
of sixty members, a comfortable and convenient chapel, a good Sabbath school and
a self-sacrificing and successful pastor.
Truly it may be said, ¢ What hath the Lord
wrought [” as we look back over the two
years last past. The prayer-meetjng on the
evening of our arrival indicated that there
were strong workers in the church, and

he

supposed

THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN

McMahon's surrender,
week, was unconditional.

the

thought would keep coming up, that such
spiritual life as was there exhibited, and
such earnest laborers would succeed. And so
at present struggling under som financial
burdens, would be triumphant in the end.
This is an important point, being only the
“ gecond city”’in Wisconsin. Business is

my,where he made

of lumber

are

with

the

initials

S. R. Y.,

change them to

Many

take us four miles to the meetings. @hitrendering our own convictions to the diction of
others, we got off the train at Vandyne and
and behold,"—we were told that
—“lo

Fond du Lac informant was with us, who still

Pulpit

were driving at.

we

not seen what

he had

this polat,

Up to

here for rebels?

Per-

five

or

six

miles

and back

|

him

water !

¢ Then,” said we, “it

seems that the practical
reason why you can not
are of one political party
the other,”—at which he
bly

off.

excited,

and

the

Bishop Kavanaugh

difference, and the
unite, is, that they
and you belong to
became considera~

conversation

broke

has been for a while

was a fair specimen of | pastdooking after his flock of the ‘‘ Church

F. W..

B.

sister out there,& member

why

he

for

ef-

who | fect, adding, ** I am confident you do n't be-

of the | tions; that he

ual sermons,
Nehimi church, whose place of meeting was | and intellect

upon

which

to mistake,

he

was

From friends whom TI found at the hotel, I
learned that the Emperor, who had started early
in the morning for the field of battle, had returned about the same time that I did, and passed
through the streets with his staff. One of my
friends was near him on the Place Turenne when
a shell fell under: the Emperor's horse, and,
bursting, killed the horse of a general who was
behind him.
He himself was untouched, and
turned around and smiled; though my friend
thought he saw tears in his eyes, which he wiped

ineffectual

away

with

his glove,

Indeed,

he

had cause

Meantime, shells began .to fall in the direction

to-

which

report

reaches

its

readers.

of foreign

have

Metz

brave Gen. De

Jules

Simon

Freedom of

to be seen whether the Prussian King will
make good: his assertion that it was only

against the villainous Emperor.

THE REPUBLICAN SENTIMENT IN EUROPE.
The new position of France has aroused
the republican sentiment in several of the
Congratulations are
European powers.
gent in to Paris from various quarters.
The feeling in Spain amounts almost to ex-

but without soflicitement,and it is rumored,

cient confirmation, that a republic has been
declared in Madrid, Tolosa, and Saragosga.. The news from Italy is quite menacing, a great crowd having lately assembled
in-one of the public quarters of Florence,
shouting for a republic and endeavoring
police
to hoist the republican flag. The
In

Wijmpffen? Mad

with

anguish,

and in direct opposition to the Emperor’s orders,
be had resolved to rally what men _he could and
make a stand. He could not have known that he
was bound
in the grasp of at least 300,000
‘men. ...

The war will now be
France, and it remains

order.

together into

inthe rear. News which had been current all
the morning at intervals, coming now from the
mouth of Gen. De Wimpffen, seemed to be believed, and a few thousand men were rallied and
followed him out of the town.
People began to
have hope, and for one brief moment we believed
the day might yet be saved.
Need Isay that
this intelligence was a patriotic falsehood of

place 13 comindications are

atfairs;

sent us all

En avant!” But there was no response. He
cried out that Bazaine was taking the Prussians

press has been restored, amnesty for
political offences decl red, exiles allowto return to Paris, and the government
strengthened in every possible way.

finally restored

would

another ‘world, that Gen. De Wimpffen came
past, making & vain effort to rally and inspirit
his flying troops. He shouted,‘ Vivela France!

has a voice. in the management of his conntry. The revolution has been accomplished without blood-shed, and the whole populace are addressing themselves to the de-

than half you say, and that you
said there was a Welsh Baptist church some | lieve more
of your rhetoric is in bad
much
know
|
&
made
four miles further on. The ‘doctor
ap:
taste.”
»
with
out
us
ng
loadi
little sunshine by
The clergyman admitted the truth of the
and garples and plums from his orchard
on ; but gave as a reason thai he
accusati
|
in
spots
bright
den. So there were some
in all | was compelled to write florid and highlythis dark day, as there always are
a | spiced discourses to insure full congregatrying and dark times. At last we found
had ‘tried a number of quiet

answered, ** Y-e-s!

it was impossible

battle-field over which a victorious enemy
swiftly advancing.

Rochefort is out of prison, and Victor Hugo

but finally, very

r,
church, except & good German docto

uniforms which

of our street and hotel.
We all stood under the
vaulted stone entrance, as the safest shelter we
could find. Itrembled on account of the caissons
still standing in the
street, and
filling - all
the space from end to end.
It was at this time
when we waited, watching painfully for the shell

the
all
ed
is

again.

haltingly

but

remaining important offices.

ceiving it now, he hesitated and stammered,
reluctantly and

the

my, but hastened to give himself up to the
Prussian King, fearing the vengeance of

fense of the city.
against republican

merely

moat,

horses breaking their legs and ribs.
Men were
scrambling over each other.
There were officers
of all ranks—Colonels,
and even Generals, in

minister of public instruction and worship ;
and other prominent republicans hold the

Sensationalism.

tion of a sensationalist, asked

jumping—horses and “all—into the

enough for tears on that fatal 1st of September.

minister

VERITAS.

No one could tell us of any Baptist | preached 80 many sermons

~

been
nesr me
was complete.
Already soldiers were crushing against each other in the
struggle to get inside the town.
Dismounted
cavalry were trying to make their way, some
even by the ramparts, leaping down from the
counterscarp ; others forcing their way in by the
postern gates, From a nook of the ramparts,
where 1 rested a moment, I saw also Cuirassiers

clared a Republic. The throne of Napoleon
is pronounced forfeited, and the people
have asstimed the control of affairs. There
is a new ministry elected, with Jules Favre

bit.doubtless there is
team to drive us out to the meeting. . Away
inexisting to which it refers:
and
evil
bad
good,
‘
roads
over
we went,
man on intimate terms with a
|
literary
and
A
good,
different,”—more mdifferent, than
this city, who has the reputain
n
clergyma
|
erent.
travWe
indiff
as
about as much bad
eled out about

It was first a

thought myself

hour afterward, the rout of those forces that had

leon was known in Paris, the Imperial ministry was overthrown, and France was de-

Flemington, W. Va., Aug. 29.

or meetBut our

I

lucky to get away from the field as I did ;«foran

FRANCE A REPUBLIC.
Immediately as the surrender of Napo-

vailing creed of the C. Baptists, yet there
are many holding more charitable and
Christian views.

retreat, and too soon a rout.

that it must soon fall.

much toward establish-

and cry, Water!

bold

still holds out, but the
pletely invested, and the

old veterans, who have with-

experience,

upon SeLx

was severely wounded, and has since died.

-this

stood the shock of time, the tear of
opinions, and the progress of the day, still
stand on the banks of Jordan in their Christian

a

victorious in the first batile of the war;

ing “landmarkism,” i. e., a rigid nonaffiliation on the part of the Baptists with other
denominations. ‘‘The‘Church” is a favorite
Baptism is the divine
phrase with many.
planting which makes one of Christ's peo-

ple.

the final repulse

To one entering the town as’I did, there was

day a wretched prisoner, shorn of authority,
his own subjects repudiating him, and his
main army prisoners. His residence’is ap-pointed at Cassel, the capital of Hesse Cassel, in Germany.
The Empress and Prince
Imperial are in England. The Prussian
army is pushing on to Paris, and will
doubtless be near the city walls by the time

Wo

ing with the Mt. Vernon church, Barbour
Co.,W. Va., last Sunday.
Letters from the

done

story of what preceded

no longer any battle to describe.

boasting, arrogant ruler, reporting himself

The Union Association of Close or Calvinistic Baptists closed their annual meet-

have

er the

of McMahon’s forces, and their retreat
dan.
The writer says:
>

his own soldiers.
The change in his condition is wonderful ;—a few weeks ago a

W. Va. Baptist Association.

nessee,

army and

French

the captureof Napoleon.
The whole account is
wonderfully graphic and thrilling, but we have
réom for only a few extracts, and omit altogeth-

Napoleon did not die at the head of his ar-

we will

Aug 30, 1870.

—

which re-

resistance of a few hours, and then surrendered his whole command.
He himself

very

C.0.L.

Plymouth, Wis.,

witnessed;

sulted in the surrender of the

by the armies of Steinmetz and Prince
Charles, and was finally surrounded in Sedan by the greater part of the Prussian ar-

extensive, while other industries are- receiving much attention.
)
As some out here have been much puzzled

pondent with the French army, who

WAR.

so down by Thionville, to effect a junction
with Bazaine near Metz, but was opposed

manufactures

:

from an interior position, the struggle

as reported last
He had started

we felt that the Fond du Lac church ,though

brisk,

on

‘We copy from the New York Tribune the following paragraphs from the letter of its corres-

to go around near the Belgian frontier, and

-meant to be un-

Yes!"
which he promptly résponded,
« And,” we continued, your Church are
soft name
mostly ¢ Conservatives’? the

Oi.

Close of the Struggle at Sedan.

mixed in this shameful melee.
Behind all, came
guns with their heavy calriages and powerful
the coming man. The Senate is almost horses, forcing their way into the throng, maim
wholly republican, and tke House stands ing and crushing the fugitives on foot.
about 200 republicans to 30 democrats. In
To add to the confusion and horror, the Prugsian batteries had by this time advanced within
the 1st District,where an attempt was made
to defeat Mr. Wiliard for Congress, by run- range, and the Prussian shells began falling
ning another republican, the former gentle- among the struggling masses of men. On the
ramparts were the national guards, manning the
man was elected by a large majority. guns of the town, and replying with more or less
effect to the nearest Prussian batteries.
It was
RETIREMENT OF THE VICE PRESIDENT.
a scene horrible enough to have suited the fancy
The country reads with regret the letter ‘of
Gustave Dore himself.
I could form but one
of Vice President Colfax announcing his idea of our unhappy army; that it was at the
determination to retire from public life at bottom of a seething caldron.
.
TI hurried back, as best I could,to my hotel; folthe close of his present term of office. He
assigns as his chief reason for this change, lowing the narrow streets where the shells were
the fact that he has had eighteen years of least likely to reach the ground. Wherever
rough and stormy life at Washington, that there was a square or open place, I came upon
the bodies of horses and men quite dead or still
‘the exactions, cares, misrepresentations and
quivering, mown to pieces by bursting shells.
excitement of political life are becoming Reaching my hotel, I found the street in which
distasteful to him, that his ambition is sat- it stood choked,like the rest,with wagons, guns,
isfied, and that he prefers for the future the horses, and men. Most luckily, at this moment
rest and comfort of a_quiet business life. the Prussian fire did not enfilade this street, for
a train of caissons filled with powder blocked the
In view of his retirement, the Brooklyn
whole way, itself unable to move backward or
UniomY* takes pleasure in nominating, as | forward. There was every chance that these
Colfax’s successor, Frederick Douglass, of caissons would explode, the town being then on
the state of New York.”
5
fire in two places; and I began to think Sedan
was a place mere uncomfortable than even the

sider this a real case of ‘* the pursuit of a
Q. M. under difficulties.” It certainly was
80/we hope
hefng there.

of the Week.

“art, of Burlington, one of. the most prominent and influential citizens of the State, is

‘ headed off,”turn which way
we just stepped on the train
and found a home at
Bro.
du Lae that night. We do not

that meeting, and
was done by not

That

Imuch prefer to preach

—

for us to be at that Q. M., and that we were

not fore-ordained

engagement.

VERMONT ELECTION.
Vermont has opened the fall campaign
with the election of a republican Governor
by about 20,000 majority. John W. Stew-

came. After waiting in the dark until all
the carriages and people were gone, we
came to the conclusion that it was not right
destined to be
we would; so
going. south,
Clark’s,in Fon

my

Christ and his doctrines in pure and vigorous Saxon but'if I am ordered to get bread
and meat by imitating in the pulpit the
style of the newspapers, I must obey orders or break owners.”

sup-

w—
insisted that we were on the right track.
which occurs in the
|
story,
hed
g
furnis
followin
Tae
kind,
very
was
family
by that, then, that they were The depot
derstood
of the Chicago
ondence
York corresp
« Radicals?” the term by which Republi us with a good dinner (and eventually sup- | New
strongly put,
rather
probably
is
an,
Republic
a
their son, procured
cans are more generally known here; to per), and Herbert,
more or less of the

We said we

shoemak-

ter will terminate

With such, baptism is the bond of union
dyne,and we should find somebody there to and Christian affiliation. This is the pre-

there was no Free Baptist church
ing anywhere in that section.

may

by Mr. and Mrs. Morgan,depot custodians,

.

way you turned? Well, the other day, we
had an experience in this direction, which
is perfectly expressed by the phrase, ** headed off.” We were on our way to the Waupun Q.M., Mich., which the Star, or Freeman,or both,said was to be held at E. Vine-'

throw both Pius and the King.

pews

If I should

ing. I must draw large audiences; must
be a popular actor ; or my theological thea-

resist, with

anything, and get * headed off,” whichever

By the way, we not very long since had

we inquired what

by

the

‘‘ that

trade, like law, or journalism, or

churches showed soundness in the faith,—
over to democracy and rebellion, when it varying temporary results, and sometimes, election and final perseverance of the saints,
became evident that unionism meant liber- at least in words, invite. But gradually and baptism a prerequisite to the Lord's supsurely the new is preponderating; and this per, &c.
a
As is very natural, this Kanawha valley beautiful valley, so long the stronghold of
The C. Baptists of this state claim to be
has been more congenial ‘to that stripe of slave-holding chivalry, will ere long be in a unit in doctrinand
e practice, but such
Methodism, the Church South, that was in the peaceable possession of progressive en- is not the case.
What one church holds
A.D. W.
such hot haste to baptize rebellion with its terprise and thrift.
as doctrine, another denies. Oae minister
benedictions, than other portions of the
says he is a ¢‘Calvinist all over;"” another
State. Though not very numerous here,.
says, “Tear eternal, unconditional election
Headed Off.
they still can get up something of a crowd
from our Articles of Faith, and burn it.”
upon a special occasion,—as yesterday,
The publications of J. R. Grover, of TenDid you ever attempt to go anywhere or do
the ministrations of their

America unite with them in this service ex-

Paris,
treat
with
and
mon

itself,

through all our State, that whoever owned

ion, #nd hatred of Yankees and of northern
ideas, than in other parts of the State.

of difference that prevented a union with
the ** Church North,” as they call it—
though the * North " is an interpolation. of
theirs. He began at once to recount the
« wrongs " they suffered in 1844. We cut
him short with the declaration that we

to have Christians of all denomination’ in

morning,

than

one half of the

weaker than they came. There was the
expectation of victory. But the event was
a defeat from inherent weakness, without
any resistance from the enemy.
The fact is, the scepter is departing from
Judah in this valley. New and northern
men, ideas, institutions and influences are
fast coming into possession, and power here.

a somewhat amusing passage with one of
Elders. - Spending the
Presiding
their

us this

smaller

fertile and prettiest of the valleys of this
young State, bu especially because there
has thus far been manifested here more of
the old-time F. F. V. chivalry ofrebell-

Oa being introduced to Mr.
England.
. Spurgeon, after their communion season,
he remarked that it seemed very strange

with

omitted, the other

thoughts for twenty minutes more, and sat
down; having constructed an immense
portieo, with a house to attach it to much

in from a distance, but met no rising tide
of interest here, and went back, ; probably
they could not tell why, nor even perhaps

come to sit at the Lord's table with Baptists

Baptists

¢ thought,” as he called

believed that rothingfielsej can’ prevent a
revolution which nearly threatens to over-

be rented on favorable terms.

stumps

like to own it, butit-may as well
ps not, we really, ‘backed out.”

because it concerns |. nstructed.

rebellion.

over

strong, though neither advanced nor mold-

on account of its being the largest, most

and

plydded,

answered, and

the Shenandoah is to old Virgipia. . It Is so,

tocraey

we

87

in the pulpit,”

and around trees,to Vandyne, where we
were entertained again, well and cordially,

again,

1 it, and then ran over, or

Letter.

found, so back

are not exceptions, but are characteristic
of his pronunciation throughout. He often
used the words * potent power,” and said
something was ¢¢ better'n t'other.”
His ideas are unusually clear, so that you
have no difficulty in understanding what he
is driving at, and he sets them before you
in so bold a light that you have no trouble
in grasping them. And they are often

of his preliminary

i

desert,to see one good,open-faced Freewill; / fail of that, I should be permitted to pesign
—in other words, I should be kicked out—
er, and listen to her words of welcome.
But one could not tarry, the Q. M. must be as my predecessor was. Preathing is a

here”

The Bishop’s visit
popular enthusiasm.

be very regular at home, I was made wel-

nion

in the pulpit cor-

southern things. Aud this Kanawha'valleyis to West Virginia very much what

Sabbaths jn London, I was

strange

No

“Iam

he farfher remarked,

Bap-

¢his German

and

I propose to write a letter that shall be
southern, both because it goes from a

interested,

The

Southern

belong te. the’Free

It was truly an oasis in

the best we could;

After a delightfal week in Ge-

upon his hearers.

No.

\

had spent a deal of time, and they fell dead

bright

son said,—

We

—

E—

are not suspected

rushing

manner

another
her

the call came, no one came to us.

CHARLESTON, W. Va., Aug. 29, 1870.

ren in the celebration of the Lord's Supper. Toese seasons will be remembered as among the most precious of my sojourn abroad. They were not the less fo
from the fact that, though regarded asan
irregnlar Baptist by those who assume to

who

turbid,

and anun-

nounces again as if ‘agane,’ and says ‘sperit’
for spirit, and ¢ idears’ for ideas.
And these

Berne, Switzerland, Aug. 4,.1870.

Abroad.

to unite with

transparent

head,

was

when

Vineland, and then we shall ndeet cordial
greetings from the good brethren in Q. M.
We had previously written the clerk that

respond,
and remind one of the backwoods Methodist preachers of Pennsylvania,
thirty years ago. He says ‘git’ for get, prc-

There is the clear lake

the

tists.”

ed in the currents of modern thought.
But
neva and vicinity, we proceeded to Berne, his mind is sluggish, and his conceptions
the capital of Switzerland. It is a beautilag along so haltingly, that even a great
unique and interesting feat-’ thought fails of power through iis slowful city, we
ures. In the museum ofNatural History, ness. The monotonous tone of the delivery
we find specimens of the animals of the
and the sluggishness of conception incite
country, and among them *‘Old Barry,” the
weary lids to sleep, while a good thought
famous St. Bernard dog, who, while in the will pry them half open for appreciation.
skin we see stuffed here, saved the lives
Bat, despite his clearness, he stumblesof many snow-bound travelers.
over the most manifest distinctions. He spent
This morning we leave for Schaffhausen
nearly an hour last night in ostensibly
on the Rhine, thence to Constance, the proving the exi:tence of *‘ hereditary sin”
place from which John Huss and Jerome —confessing, at last, that he used the term
of Prague went to heaven jn chariots sin in a double sense; while all the time
of fire, four hundred years ago, and Zurich,
he was aiming at, not sin, but simply dethe home of Zwingle, the great Swiss re- pravity, inborn, hereditary crookedness, or
former, and perhaps Lucerne, classic from perverse tendencies of our nature,—a very
its association with thetraditions of William different thing from ** sin,” unless we foreTell.
:
go all distinctions in language or ideas, and
The long cherished hope of visiting the accept a partial cause for the effect.
Holy Land has been vegy reluctlantly abanHis sermons also lacked proportion and
doned, owing chiefly to the unsettled state completeness.
At one time, he occupied
of the country.
H.N.H
an hour with-one of the two sub-divisions

The three Sabbaths spent in London were
full of interest. It is a great privilege for
one whose calling forbids a frequent hearing of the Word, to listen to those of whom
he has heard and read till their names
have become household words. The habitual worker finds suggestions and inspiration where the habitual idler would perceive
nothing.
The American Christian can not visit
London churches, Sunday schools, ragged schools, ‘and become acquainted with
the various forms of mission work which

last

His delivery and

ciers, from which ittakes its rise.- And away
over other ranges of rugged mountaics,
we can see the majestic mountain monarch,

them while your heart is true;
meaner joy eclipse
which they ean bring to you!
the pleasure they impart,
to a happy heart:
future sorrows sting,
the comforts they may bring!
p
—Food Words.

refreshed.

see

lvoking

This

We felt glad

“ Mother, these

yesterday

one can mistake him for anything but an
Irishman. In dress and personal appearance,
he is negligent, well-nigh to untidyness,
without the least affectation of *¢ style.”

the lake break its barriers. and fornr the
Rhone, to be joined a few rods below by

Kiss them with delighted lips;

without

we

and

mistakably Celtic cast of countenance.

to desperate

reflecting the shadowsof the grand old
mountains which form the natural fortifigations of this prosperous little republic.

Making earth so very fair!

here,

is stirring the

equipages, its wilting heat and

Jy more of God's.

Lovely sights and colors gay,
Tints and shadows, what are they?
Grace that dies beneath a touch,
Oh, how little, and how much!

finds

costly

hither,

is a short, thick-set man,

with a bull-dog

war fever, I proceeded to Geneva, where,
if there is less of man’s work, theres vast:

Oh, the joy that flowers give!
Oh, the perfume on the air!
Oh, the life that mosses live,

instructed and

The Bishop

¥rom Paris, with its beautiful streets
and buildings, its exquisite works of art

Is a miracle to me,
.
And the fairy blossoms show
More than I can ever know.

he

to be sung,

came

complained of having a poor hearing.

The

hymn, which is now allowed and

ordered

he

a building erected to accommodate the recent Democratic State Convention. Boats
plied up and down the river, to accommodate the friends at a distance, and a congregation was assembled that was respectable for numbers, though not very large.
It would seem, however, that there was
some disappointment in the number; for,
it is said that the Bishop, or his friends,

deeds.

Bn

—

the

The fearful scenes of other

heart of the French people

To the wonder in the grass!
Every tiny blade I see

From

for

days may be reenacted at any moment.

Allthe wonder in the skies
Careless glances can not pass;
-* But how blind are many eyes

8

provide

Paris seems to me like a slumber-

ihg volcano.

Little Thin gs.

Love
Let no
That
Sweet
Taken
And if
Sweet

to

spot.

ministered in the Democratic * wigwam,”

threng of men, women and children who
were out in search of entertainment. In
passing through «the celebrated Champs
Elysees, from the Congregational chapel
to my hotel, the contrast hetween the golemn ~services of the one dnd the mirth and
giddy gaiety of the other, was painful in the

Mt. Blane.

The Morning Star,
—

entertainments

six miles away.

wise in these parts. In the furtherance of
end,

14, 1870.
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DOVER,

South,” whether it be ** political,” or otherthis

| still retain the chill imparted to them by
percent-" those wonderful ice rivers, the Alpine gla-

4
When Agents receive premiums, no
axe on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in adtion,
#9 We gend no books out to be sold on commisSion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
em,
;

WEDNESDAY,

AND

the meantime,

SHOCKING

SCENES

followed.
A boy, the son of a tradesman around
the corner of the street, came in crying, and asking for. a surgeon.
His father’s leg had been shot off. A womun in front of the house met the
same fate. The Doctor who went to the tradesman found him dead; and returning, attempted

to carry - the woman

to an

ambulance,

He

had

scarcely made a step when she was shot dead in
his arms. Those of us who stand in the gateway
and witness such scenes have got beyond the
feeling of personal fear.
Any
one of us, X
will venture to say, would give his life to spare
France on this dreadful day.
Yet we stand pale
and shuddering at the sight of the fate which befals the poor people of the town.
I care not to dwell upon horrors,which, nevertheless, I shall never Ye able to forget. I can
mention more than one brave officer who did
not fear to own that he shrank from the sight of
Those who
what liad become a mere massacre.
were safely out of the way as prisoners, whether
‘When, after a
officers or men, needed no pity.
time, it became clear that there was no sign of
Bazaine, the hopes of the French again departed.
guns of
A sullen sort of fight still went on. The
An aid-dethe town answered the Prussians.
and I
camp of the Emperor went by on foot,
him in
help
to
by
near
officers
the
ask
him
heard
Em- .
putting an end to the fire. Such being the
peror’s wish, at length the white flag was hoisted

on the citadel: . The cannonade

ceased suddenly

about 4 1-2.

The next day we were told that the

had gone to the King’s

headquarters

Emperor
to treat for

a surrender. At 11, hiv household and carriages
left the town,and we knew that he was a prisoner
and the Empire no more.

there was

About the

posted in the streets

same hour

a proclamation

from Gen. De Wimpffen saying that, notwithstanding prodigies of courage, the army, having
no more ammunition, found itself unable tp respond to the simmons of ‘its chlets and force its

On with way to Mohtnfedy. That being surrounded he
active negotiations are gomng
of ‘had made<the best conditions he could, such
subject
the
on
the Papal government
army.

transferring the cap'tal to Rome.

It is

as would in

o humiliation on the

fad
[}

THE

@omvmications.
+

tendency to depress the tone of honor. And
they may be repeated until, by and by, that
man’s feeling on the subject of honor and
his power of resistance to dishonor, are so

Tampering with Sin.

dull and’ feeble that
length,

We find in the issue of ¢ Plymouth Pulpit” for Sept. 3,a discourse from Mr. Beechdeserves

suspects Mr.

pondering.

Beecher’s

nobody

BE

}

Der

Es

ea

CE

§

Gh Se

An a

{|

and

gradual

STAR:

timate tendency is not taken into account,
and men think they are not dangerous.
There are a thousand

liberties

that

from the early faith, We are. arawing near
to the heavenly land; but oh! with what
freight do we go? What love we in the
world? What has been our life? We had a
fair start, most of us; how have we improved our epportunities?., Thete are some who
had not a fair start. . There are some who
had drunken parents. I have inmy mind

men

take in the various relations of life which
are full of peril. Little things they are;
but the very grounds on which -we stand
in
ntdining decorous observances in the
family and in the community, are

groulds on which we are to stand in condemning these little levities.

They

SEPTEMBER

now two men who were the

grad--

were in him, and it required but the

appre-

and places?”

Because no man

can

render

bimse]f familiar with such things, even out
priate circumstances and temptations to
of curiosity, without marring his purity,
bring them out.
without dulling his sensibility, without lowThis leads me to say that men are capaering the tone of his resisting power, in
ble of a course at which their whole nature which is-his safety. I-do not care who you
revolts. But it must be through a gradual are, if you acquaint yourselt with evil from,
reduction to a lower
condition. Each no other motive than curiosity, you are not’
step toward it will be slight. There will be safe. A man Who, as a teacher,or a censor
few plunges in the early periods of deca- in literature, has the unpleasant duty imdence.
Men do, at first, things that are posed upon him of probing and exposing
right in themselves. Then they go still| wickedness, may fulfill that duty and not be
further along through things that are not harmed, for the reason that he is acting
wrong in themselves. Then they go still with his mind under the predominant influfurther along in things that, if they are ence of benevolence and obligation; but
equivocal, can scarcely be called positively when a man, merely for the sake of gratipernicious. I think that men in evil cours- fying his curiosity, goes into the midst of
esare like persons who’ go
down winding things that are perverting in their tendency;
hide the lower he is taking out of his nerve that which
stairs. The upper stairs
ones, so that they can see only three or four gives his nerve the whole of its preservasteps before them. Mengo down courses tive power. I regard, therefore, as most
of pleasure and vice and crime, seeing only pernicious, the familiarity which men have
one or two steps in a whole career. And with bad men ; with vulgar courses; with
go each stepis a slight one. Although the low conversation; with obscene wit and
whole of their career may be mostrous, stories. Men who call themselves respectthere is no one single point of it, clear able are accustomed to listen to operas and
down to its very last stages, that taxes very plays that are inherently bad, as portraying
and vices.
much their fear or their conscience.
Men the most loathsome crimes
seldom,

until

they

become

hardened,

do

wholesale wickedness.
This is the last
part. That takes place when men are given, over to do iniquity. But in all the early
stages in all those periods in which men
think they are perfectly safe, the peculiarity is that they take short steps, and but few
- of them, adding a little more to-day, anda
little more to-morrow, and a little more
next week, and a little more next month,
and a little more next year,dand alittle from

year to year.

And

so.they

are gradually

demoralized and carried down, until at last

That which there was
they are destroyed.
no power to do suddenly, in time they have
done themselves.
There are persons, some
forty-five and some fifty years old, some
younger and some older, of whom people,
looking on them, would say, ‘‘What monster is that?”
And yet they are persons
who came to their degradation withouta
shock, little by little, little by little.

Thisis the reagon and philosophy of keeping aloof from courses which lower the
moral toneof the mind, There are very
many courses in life which are wrong, not

' “i pecause the things themselves are wrong,
* not because the

immediate

consequences

are mischievous, but because they have an

effect upon the mind to lower

its moral

tone. A man, for instance, may begin in
things that at first do not particularly vio-

late honor. He may be sensitive and highminded. And yet these things may have a

you are not afraid ; if your hand is reached
out for the cup when it is red,and you have
no concern ; if you scorn the warning which
is afforded by ten thousand instances of men

who are just
as good as you, and just as
strong as you are, but who tampered
with the cup and were destroyed,it re-

quires no prophet to foretell the issue.

I

by him with an airof mjn
1 paged ain and res ancient blabkelettored edition of the Bible,
buke which causes that.ill-tenipered little’ printed in 1522, more than thrée hundred
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testi

blaspheme more hideously
to bawl out to his sad-eyed
yoked with an unbeliever,
another of her infernal hypOn the contrary, he stops
shop-window ; goes further’
errors in our. version of the

upon

Seriptures than Tom Paine himself, the tailen for a coat; makes the little blasphemer

parents, but

who

worked

lives are.

word.

or's favorite author; gets his

to your side,

yourself to his will.

this a'n’t

croakers

like

If to have been the favorite, intimate friend

of the greatest number of hearts be an ambition worthy of a poet, David has had
more of this than any poet who ever wrote.
Ile has lived next to the heart of men, and
women,

and

children,

of all ages,

.in all

and a thousand more errors may be alleged
by the sco
-and freely admitted by the

David's

believer, the eternal

and will everbe till earths sorrows, and earth

truths of the Bible

still as near the taifor’s soul, and oftip
A
mendous

importance

to

back parlor, prays with the

tailor's wife—

not a dry, Bet prayer like Skimp’s,
heartfelt talk

with

his Father,

but a

which

the

tailor hears through the door; as he comes
out, gets a light for his cigar frem the infidel’s pipe, recommends him to procure
such and such a brand of tobacco, and goes |

away leaving Skepticus badly staggered,
and on the high road to Sunday
clean
shirts and
surreptitious attendance at
‘“ evening meeting.” The live man in the
ministry never preaches; he talks. Christ.
is not to him an abstraction, he says, but
hig flesh-and-blood brother,who loves to be
addressed familiarly, sp, when preaching

and praying,he is not averse to a little slang
—provided it is not of the kind called Sermonese.
What harm is therein a joke
from the pulpit? In short, the New Timothyis usually a young gentleman with
more blood than brains; with more ability
to talk fluently than capacity for thinking;
about as spiritual minded as a stock-broker,

and yield

By prayer, and by

Is it a Caricature?

and not so well

mannered;

as learned asa

magazine writer; as witty as a sophomore;
as noisy as a stump speaker ; as displeasing

a person to anybody who likes spiritual and
moral teachers to be men of clear heads and
clean hearts as any person -that can well be
conceived of.
His existence and present popularity are
no doubt a part of a reaction against a bad
state of things; but it is not the bes part
of the reaction. [t was not well that young
men or old men should undertake the complicated work of the

Christian

ministry,as

that office is understood in these days of declining
for the

dogma, with no better preparation
social, intellectual, moral, and re-

ligious work before them than used to be
given the preacher in the days of Bellamy
and Hopkins. The learning of those men,
such as it was in

kind

and

degree, made

them, in that time, the intellectual masters
of the men among whom they lived. The
reverence for the minister's office made the
possession of tact and of trained skill in social life ‘comparatively unnecessary. The

expounding of the

Calvinistic scheme

of

salvation was in one way a harder but in
most ways an inconceivably easier task,

than it is now for our clergymen to satisfy
the inquiries of an age which brings to the

strict examination of the whole superstructure and substructure of faith and morals as
much learning, as much patience, and honesty, and eagerness, perhaps as much love
for man

and

reliance

upon

God

and

the

truth, as our clergymen can show in their
enforcement of Christian doctrines. Such
an age assuredly would not be content with
the teachings of men so able and so -good
as Calvin and Edwards themselves ; and its
dissatisfaction with such religious ingtructors as still offer the world the interpretations of Scripture which even such men as
those made-—the dissatisfaction with the
*¢ articles of faith ” still preached tq the inquirer in most of our Protestant” churches,
is not going to be decreased because'other
men, offering the same doctrines, learn
sparring and riding instead of studying
hard; wear moustaches instead of shaving their

upper

lips; are

us

‘‘ genial ” as

politicians instead of being oppressed by
the thought of a world doomed to everlasting: misery, or to be saved

for

words

has become

everlasting

Jesus Christ.
:
As a man, Jesus had a human life to live,
a human experience to undergo. For thirty
silent years he was known among men

only as a carpenter in Nazareth, and the
Old Testament was his daily companion.
When he emerges into public life, we find
him thoroughly versed in the Scriptures.

Allusions to-it are constant, through all
his discourses;

way, nor really doing anything to bring
into real

.

harmo-

'

tion and final triumph, foreshadowed. He
quoted them to confound his enemies.

When they sought to puzzle him with perplexing questions he met them with others
equally difficult,drawn from the Scriptures.
“The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou
on my right hand till I make thine enemies
thy fool-stool. If David then in spirit call
him Lord,-how is he is son ?”
The dying words of Jesus, the words of
his extremest agony, were a quotation
from the Psalms: ‘My God, my God, why
hast thou forsaken me?”
When

we

read the Psalms, we go along

a track that we know Jesus and his mother

must often have trod together.
The great resemblance in style between
the Song of Mary and the Psalms of David,
is one of the few indications given in the
Holy ‘Writ of the veiled and holy mystery
of his

mother’s life.

‘prophetess,. one

what she has written on a vital:

us read
in our

marks

read.
here

We

and

see,

there,

perhaps,
which

mind that they were the comforters,

the

Syrian,

and

the

widow

of

Sarepta.
When the Sadducees raise the question of
a future life, he answers by quoting from
the Pentateuch, that God calls himself the
“God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and
God is not the God of the dead but the God
‘of the living, for all are alive to Him.” He
quotes the history of Jonah as a symbol of his own death and resurrection, and

at the moment

of his last trial before the

High Priest, when adjured to say whether
he be the Christ or not, he replies in words

that recall the sublime predictions of the
coming of the Messiah to judgment in
the prophet Daniel.
One who should
read the New Testament through with a
view to see how much the Old Testament
was to our Saviour, would find how constant are the allusions to it in all that he
says.
And,

after his resurrection, when he ap-

pears to his disciples, he opens to them the

That talk on the way to Em-

maus was an explanation of the old Hebrew
Scriptures. We must regret it as among
the lost jewels of the church. We have it
only through the heart of those who heard
it, but it is something, that at the very last
we hear of Jesus on earth, we find him di.
recting the study of his disciples back to the
Hebrew Scriptures.
Nor did the disciples, in the or of the
unfolding Christian dispensation, cease to
and

value the

‘Old Testament

Scriptures. They did not speak of them
as a worn-out thing that had had its day,
but they alluded to them with the affectionate veneration due to Divine oracles.
*“The prophecy came not of old times
by the will of man, but holy men of old
spake as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost.”
St. Paul congratulates Timothy that
“from

a child

Scriptures,”

thou

which

hast known the Holy

was able

to make thee

wise unto salvation,” and adds,‘All Seript-

ure is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,

for

instruction

in righteousness,

that the man of God may be perfect, lacking

nothing,

thoroughly furnished unto all

good works.”
Even while the New
being formed, its ‘writers
plete testimony to the Old
make wise unto salvation
man’s spiritual education.

pencil

show what

backward along the bright

Let

the Psalms again with the thought

Naaman,

they loved and what helped and comforted
them in the days of their life-struggle, and
the Biblé is dearer to us on that account.

Then, going

mind was capable

the counselors of Jesus and Mary.
What
was so much to them can not be indifferent
to us.
Our Saviour quotes often also from the
Prophets. On his first public appearance
in his native village, he goes into the synagogue and reads from Isaiah. When they
question and disbelieve, he goes on to
answer them by allusions to the story of

We read the Bible which our fathers and
mothers

She was a poetess, a

whose

of the highest ecstacy of inspiration.

Mrs. H. B. Stowe, recognizing and deploring the tendency to undervalue the
Old Testament Scriptures, even among
intelligent Christifins, sends the following
direct statement and indirect plea to the
Christian Union, which ought certainly
to receive attention, both for its great interest and its high importance. It deserves
reproducing, and we are sure not a few of
our readers will thank us for the privilege
reading

to it

them he saw himself and his future life,
his trials, conflicts, sufferings, resurrec-

reverence

topic. She says:
Not the least of the charms of the dear
old Bible is its sacred:and tender relations
to those who have gone before us to the
better land.

refers

are they that testify of me.”
The Psalms of David were to Jesus what
they are to us, and more. In certain of

Qur Lord's Bible.

of

he constantly

as a book that reflects his own image.
“Search the Scriptures” he says, *‘for these

common sense "in the pulpit, instead of Scriptures.

warning of judgment to come. Men and
women who do any thinking at all resent
this shifting of issues, and are apt to think
the live man a charlatan of bad taste and
little ability, who, for all his noise, is neither reforming the world in the church’s

ny.

His heart

It is too much the fashion of this day to
speak slightingly of the Old Testament,
Apart from its grandeur, its purity, its tenderness and majesty, the Old Testament
has a peculiar interest to the Christian from
the fact that it was the Bible of the Lord

bliss; smoke cigars and go to the theater
with ostentatious liberality; jest and talk

the church and the world

in their mouths,

the universal Christian heart,

itself are a vanish&d dream.

it, as ever; eg

the tailor’s son a lesson in boxing; leaves
the tailor in the shop, and going into the

faith, and by reliance upon the power of the
Holy Ghost, live so that at whatever hour
the Son of man may come, he shall find you
ready and willing to depart and be with
Christ, which is betlér than life.

|

hollow-chested

years old: In this mncient edition many
of the Psalms have been read and re-read,
till the paper is almost worn away.
Some
human heart, some suffering soul, wore
this away before us.

climates, in-all times and seasons, all over
old Smith,or young Skimp,or that Merkes;’ the earth. They have rejoiced and wept,
points out, then, that though this and that ‘prayed and struggled, lived and died, with

Listen to the’ testimony of God's

Call God

measure tak-

think to himself, ¢ Well, anyhow,
one of your

can myself tell what the end shall be.
—EP
:
Here arevthousands and thousands, and
The Nation, in reviewing Baker's New
some that I know, who are dying now from Timothy, takes occasion to sketch the modthis very cause. . Their life looked as fair ern type of minister which it asserts to be
ag-yours; their hopes were as bright as pretty often displacing the clergymen of
yours; they were as certain of their power the old school, “ even in our most dignito retrace their steps in time to save them- fied denominations.” We reproduce the
selves as you are ; and yet they have fallen sketch, which seems to be kindly meant
and are perishing. Oh! that men would even if a little sevege, to see if our readers can recognize the clerical type in quesponder these things.
I behold men of generous impulses start- tion. We hopeit is not so common as the
ing in life on certain courses; and I know Nation thinks; though that paper hits off
what the end will be. _Isee men sacrificing admirably certain tendencies in the rising
themselves for gain. I see men giving generation of ministers, —tendencies which,
their time for mere money. They do ngt in this instance, do not seem to strike an
care for the welfare of the community. .outsider altogether pleasantly :
They are not interested in, charitable enterWe have all seen the sort of ¢ live man”
prises. They have no.sympathy for the who among the dissenting sects corre‘There is many an opera in New York whose unfortunate classes. And yet they are men sponds = with ‘‘ the muscular Christian ”
central element is reeking lust of the most who, before they were attacked by the de- whom Mr. Charles Kingsley invented for
detestable and hideous character. Nothing lirium of avarice, had gengrous and noble the Anglicans, And with some of us, neiwhat Will become of ther of the pair is a favorite. The muscucan be worse.
But then they take a silk natures. I know
string and wind about it; they cover it up them. They grow up more and more ava- lar Christian is a creature a good deal more
with exquisite little airs and melodies and ricious, and less and less manly. As their disgusting than the live man; but the latscenes, and men go to enjoy themselves; richesincrease, their manhood dies out. ter is not a creature to please one, either.
and more and more they become fascinated, And I see them. forsaking, one after anoth- He believes that ‘‘religion is not the
and gradually they lose their manliness. er, their old compaions that are not profi- gloomy and formal thing ” that it is made
If you say anything to them on the subject, table. I seethat as they pile up treasure, out to be in seminaries. In seminaries,
they say, “Why, I do not care for those their. generosity diminishes. There is a pale, knock-kneed young men, with long
things.” Ah! can a person let those out- fever of gain which a man who is inspired hair, hollow chests, and bad digestions, eat
rageous abominations be dressed up so ex- to watch can discern. And] see them at, Graham crackers, and read Jonathan Edquisitely and dance so gaily before their last, lying back in their pondering me- | wards, and practice the writing of elaborate
eyes that they do not think they are wicked, ments, and turning over and over their sermons, and are afraid of a horse, and
and be unharmed?
I do not believe in that money. Night and day they live for mon- wear black coate, and blush painfully when
purity or that integrity which can become ey. And every other thing is destroyed in young women look at them. No, religion
so accustomed to prurient sins in life that them except the love of gain. They are ut- is a cheerful thing. So he wears a mousthey gently pass before them without a re- terly carried away by avarice. If I had told tache. He says nothing forbids the devolt. I believe thatas a true ear is actual- them when they began, that they were com- voutest follower of Christ to keep his liver
ly pained by hideous discords, not because ing to this, they would have said, ‘‘Is thy in good order, and that if a fast trotter conthe books or the philosophy of music pro- servant a dog P” And yet, those very steps duces to that effect, why, he shall get one.
claims that they are disagreeable, but be- which they were then taking were steps by He holds that the weaker brethren are very
cause they stab the ear; so a pure nature which they would inevitably become mi- weak if they think his glass of wine is
hates all that is salacious, not because cus- sers.
worse for him than their strong coffee is
tom or religion says it-is bad, but because
And so of every other wrong course—for for them, Why should not a sinner set
all the power of the soul feels that it is pos- time fails me, and I can not éarry out in forth to his fellow-sinners the infinite meritively abominable.
And if to any persons detail any farther, the thoughts which are its of the Saviour without tying up his neck
they are not abominable, it is because they suggested by this general history.
in white muslin? So he valiantly turns
have lost their sensibility. There are a thouWe are all of us either advancing from down his shirt-collar; and his conservative
sand things which men do, and which are strength to strength to appear before God, deacons are lucky if he does not wear a
permitted to be done in society, whieh wear or we are, consciously or unconsciously, necktie of some light shade, and smoke oiaway the enamel,rub off the bloom, destroy drifting further and farther from the early gars in the outskirts of the village. When he
the freshness of the sensibility, but their ul- period of innocence ; from the eatly fionot ; meets the infidel tailor, he does not pass

i
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should be true of him?”
Yes, you are a
dog, of whom just these things are true. If

1870.

the farm to support themselves and earned
their way through college; and now both

worthless

ually lower the tone of the moral feelings,

14,

scoundrel to
than ever, and
wife, a believer
that there goes
ocrite parsons.
genially at the
children of in pointing out

-| till, by and by, all resisting power is gone,
in which he is predisposed to wrong.
so that when temptation comes all is de- stand high in the Christian ministry. And
¥en are seldom stricken down with mastroyed. . . .
I know men who. were born of Christian
Eiggestions touching the perils that threatlaria when they first go into malarial reen character.
Ve quote portions of the
I would to God that some prophet could parents, who were the children of Christian
gions.
Fregque tiy the disease does not
sermon in question, and commend them to
come with authority, and stand in my ministers, and who had everything to help
"show
itselfdnt
cond or third year.
the attention of our readers:
J place, and lower his face, and look fixedly ' then, both in regard to organization and
And persons livéng in| new countries often
upon the young that are here. I wish that precept, during their childhood, but who
You can not predict, from a man’s early rejoice in their immunity.
I have lived
at
that young person, cheerful, gay; sweet- have worked their way straight down, until
‘natural disposition, what he will be capa- a
where chills and {fever was prevalent, and
ble of.
There is a gradual unfolding heard a great deal alfout it, and seen other minded, apparantly amiable and gentle, they are miserabld wrecks and outcasts.
but with a Totter point of self-indulgence But, thank God! if there are persons that
which takes place both in goodiand in ‘bad.
people have it; and I noticed that often
in
him, which leads him to live from day to go away from the Christian ingtruction of
"And though itis true that a naturally good
.| they escaped until the second year; but.
day for the present sensation, for the their childhood, there are also persons who
disposition is a very great adyantage, and
during the first. year they weré breathing
pleasure of the present hour, without re- do not. 1have known many persons who,
creates some presumptions in favor of a
the malarial atmosphere, and a gradual
gard
to the benefit of to-morrow or the next though they came out of the battle scarred,
man,
yet
natural dispositions are not
process of poisoning was going on in them.
hour—I wish that at that young person the nevertheless grew better as they grew
enough. Men need something more than
which had not disclosed itself. But the prophet could stand and look, prophesying older. Are you growing better as you
that which simply makes them appear ami"moment it did disclose itself they broke
and showing what that self-indulgence will grow older?
able and lovely in the beginning. For, if a
down under the disease.
I feared that I lead him: to, far down in his career, and
Fellow citizens, men, brethren, is not
man has ever so amiable and kind a disposhould have it; but I was not susceptible how it makes him accessible to all those this practical business? The year is drawsition, it is possible for him to lapse from
to such things. I seemed to have a pecul. who can tickle his vanity, and renders him ing to an end. You are going fast to your
one step
to another, and from that to
iar temperament in that respect.
The
a prey to every seduction and ip leave account. I see in many of you the signs of
another, and from that to yet another,until,
facts, therefore, showed that a manin one him, by and by, a child of damnatlen. Oh! decay. I bearthem myself. I am no longby and by, he is far down below that dispostate being attacked by disease would take thou round of cheek, smooth of brow, and er a young man; and you, many of you,
sition. Nothing can save a man but firm
it, whereas a man in another- state would serene of eye, thou wilt die in a brothel! have passed your youth. Do ySu ever take
habits, steadfast principles, and the grace
not. Ifa man has vigor and resilience of ‘“ What,” you say, “is thy servantadog, an account, an inventory with yourself?
of God in confirmation of them. No natunerve; if there is that in him which, ‘when that he should do this thing?” Oh no, not
Do you ever say, “What am I? How dol
ral endowment of amiableness can keep a
.he comes into the atmosphere of contagious
now—not until you have forgotten much of ‘compare with what I used to be? Am I
man from being spoiled; for although a
diseases, fights them and throws them off, home ; not until you have had wound at6und harder, or more generous? Am I truer, or
man may not, with such a disposition as
then he can walk in the midst of dangers you the fascinations of flattering society; am I less scrupulous? Have I divine wisthis, rush into every sin, yet every man and be safe.
But if there is a certain lack
will be tempted decording to the disposition of tone and resisting power in his System, not until a thousand influences have dazed dom, or have I sneering, worldly wisdom ?”
your mind; not until the day appointed Are you nearer to the spirit of Christ than
that is in him. And though he may not be he breaks down. °
comes. But then, ¢ when lust hath con- you used to be? Are you nearer to the spirit
accessible to all kimds of sin and temptation,
It is precisely that state which is the most ceived, it will bring forth sin; and sin, of God? Are you better prepared for the
yet there is some one line in which he is acdangerous in the early -lifé of young men when
it is finished, will bring
forth society of angels than you were half a score
cessible. Every man may be so t
ted
and maidens,
It is that moral condition death.”
of years age? Does the world hold you
that, although in his youth everyihjig was, 1,
in which there is a want of tone and resistIs it cruel to say so? Butoh! isit nota less tenaciously than it did? Do you feel
fair, in his old age everything turns out
ing powe#, so that when sudden temptation greater cruelty that it should be true? My prepared to let go, if it be the will of God
blighted.
comes upon them their system breaks down
heart is pained when I know what is going this year? Can you say, when you meet
If you could, by some power from on
under it. It is not alone necessary that a on it life. Hideous stories come down to your God, not, “I am spotless"—oh, no;
high, go back and read the early history of
man should not do ‘technically wrong. us of monsters of mythology that claimed but, ‘I love, I honor, I adore Thee above
men who hav&’made shipwreck of life; if You are not safe when you simply keep,
some virgin at every festival to be given to all, as the Chief among ten thousand and
you could look upon the faces which they your feet from known sins. Noman is safe
its maw ; but we sacrifice, not single ones,
the one altogether lovely ?” Is the language
bore when they were beautiful, amiable, who does not keep his heart. as in the fear,
but hecatombs. And how cool is the pub- of reverence and love possible to your life?
sweet children,beloved of father and mothlic pulse! how little indignation there is! How have you been living? How are you
er, and around whom all hopes clustered;
He must love that which is right.
In this How
many there have been, born and living? Will you not take this home to
and if you could see how promising was
temperament, if I may say so, of the soul built with angelic mold, full of thought yourself to-night, and make inquisition into
their ear'y manhood; and then contrast this
there
isgafety ; but there are ten thousand
that might have made them majestic as yourselves? You know better than anybody
with their old age, when they are blighted,
flitting pleasures, ten thousand associations, kings
and transcendent in loveliness, else what secret thoughts and feelings you
scarred with passions, disgraced by crime,
ten nt
acts in the life of young men whose early steps were such as to lower ‘have cherished, and what secret sins you
utterly’ wrecked morally, you would be
and maidens, which, though they are not their moral tone, and who kept sliding bave committed. You know what your acamazed at their rapid and complete deteriwrong in themselves, have a tendency to down and down until they were destroyed,
tions have been, and what the motives of
oration. There has béen many a man who
drag men down lower and lower, and more utterly and without remedy.
those actions have been; and you can take
has swung on the gallows, and many
‘¢ Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the
and more weaken their resisting power, and
a general account of your life. And why
another who ought to; there has been many
prepare them for the attack of evil when it leopard his spots? Then may ye also do good, not be faithful to yourselves? Is there any
a man who has lain in prison, and many
that are accustomed to do evil.”
another who onght to have bzen his com- comes by and by. And one reason why so
I would that the prophet could lay his use of cheating.yourselves? I can undermany fall so quickly and so completely
panion ; there has been many a man who
eye upon some young men that I see, who stand how a bad acsQuntant might make yp
when the stress of temptation overtakes
has been marked by public reprobation;
are healthy, and strong, and noble in their a false account to cheab\his employers; but I
them, is,that they have been gradually and purposes, but who say that they aré going can not understand how ® merchant could
there has been many a man ‘that has been
swept by bankruptcy and disgrace, who imperceptibly brought into a condition in to be free and independent, that they are make up a false account to cheat himself.
which they were predisposed to corruption not going to be bound by superstitious pre- And will you make up your moral account
in the beginning of life had just the same
under evil influences.
Their final destrac- cedents. Wine bad? Not to them. Tip- 80 as to blind your eyes and hoodwink your. chance of being honored and beloved while
tion
is
the
legitimate
result
of the way-in pling bad? ¢ Yes, to fools, but not to selves, and stagger on for years, and at last
living, and lamented when dead, which
which
they
have
been
tampering
with them- young men of my spirit.” Drinking in a so- plunge into the other world ail unprepared
those men
‘had who
have reached |
selves.
cial way bad P - They scorn the idea that to meet your Judge and the judgment?
saintship.
You can not tell by the way a
It is not enough to say, “Is thy servant
People
say,
“Is
it
wrong
for
a
man
to
they need to bind themselves with a pledge,
- man feels to-day how he will feel a year
a
dog,
that he should do these things?”
read
any
books
he
chooses,
if
he
never
alorto
turn
out
of
their
way
to
insure
them
hénée, or six years hence.
lows himself to go wrong?
There are against becoming drunkards. Oh Prophet! Ah! many and many a man has done everyIt is not enough, then, that a man should
books, of course, that I should not want to where art thou? Look upon these young thing that he abhorred in the beginning.
have simply good dispositions or- good inMany ard many a man has made shipread in my family, nor in the presence of men, and say to them, ‘I see you early
tents.
When Hazael received the declaraladies; but they are extremely entertaining, overthrown ; I see you early death-struck; wreck of faith, though at first he started for
tion that he should become a monster of
I beseech of you, take
and I read them; but Ido not think that I see you dying in disgrace; I see you ly- the other thing.
cruelty there can be no question but that it
there is any danger in it for me.
Why not ing ina drunkard’s grave.” They would say, heed. Read the lessons that are around
affected him
with horror.
He did not
read all books and see all sorts of pictares
*¢ Is thy servant a dog, that these things about you. Watch men, and see what their
believe it then. And yet, the seed and root
floubts his keenness of obsérvation upon
life, or questions the value of his practical

ahve

this discipline

do that which is dishonorable and scarcely
steps that lead a
feel it, It isthe early
man to wrong under such circumstances.
They gradually bring him into a condition

Whoever

theology,

after

when there comes, at

change, the appropriate temptation, he will

er upon the subject indicated by our eaption, that

MORNING

|

This

book,

then,

so

Testament was
gave this comas being able to
and to complete
4

dear

to Christ and

his Apostles, is something that should be
lived in former ages, the Bible becomes di- dear to Christians. Its study will enrich
It is wonderful, mysterious,
viner to us for their sake, by what it was the: soul,
to them.
The Bible of the Martyrs, the unjque—there is no sacred book like it in
Bible of the Waldenses, the Bible of Lu- the world ; and in reading it. we come nearther and Calvin, of our Pilgrim Fathers, et to Him who sprang out of it as an imhas a double interest.
mortal lily growe out of the bosom of a
We have in our possession an extremely rocky mountain.
pathway of the sainted

and

blessed

who

crchaofthi

séemed among her

becomes ‘spiritually illuminated.

flowers and birds

snow?

1s.”
morsels.”

‘He sendeth

:
Does it rain?

hot?

And muse on all 116

neweth the face

early
«
Wh

e garden walk,

tumn?

nt

:

Of golden eves when she and I
: Set aiehing Bers the jusbing sky,

sunset and the

eart.

OF heard He Shildon in tho Jmas,

hours an

|

But when the daylight dies away,
And ships grow dusky in the bay,
These recollections cease ;
And in the stillness of the night,
Bright thoughts that end in
ommunicate

dreams as bright,

their peace.

I wake and see the morning star,
And hear the breakers on the bar,
The voices on the shore;
:
And then, with tears, I long to be
Across a dim, unsounded sex, :

With her for evermore.

* Sunday School Paragraphs.
How TO HAVE A SMALL Crass.—First,
come to Sunday school late, so late that the
superintendent is about looking for andther
teacher, and the scholars are beginning to
think ‘‘ we might as well be going home.”
When you at last reach your post, have
no knowledge of the lesson; perhaps, indeed, it would hasten the end to be igno-

rant of the subject for the day. You can
find out from the class.
Having commenced your exercises, ask
any random questions you can call to mind.
If there is anything you ,can not well explain, read from
Scott's Commentary, or
Barnes’ Notes which
you probably find it
convenient to have on hand.
A page or two from practical observa.
tions would fill in time nicely, an#l if Willie or Sammy whispers, and Henry looks st
the clock, thed frown upon them, and tell
them sternly tospay attention. If they do
not obey, threaten to tell the superintendent.

After you have finished
. ure to the class awhile
poor lessons. Tell them
ashamed of themselves.
When school is over,

forth’ his snow like | jy,
in He sendeth the

of the

earth.”

Is it au-

you

tell

them

to behave themselves on the way home.
Do not take any pains week days to see
them
or interest them. Banish every
thought of them from your mind.
Follow even a few of the above rules,
and you will doubtless soon have as small
a class as you can desire.

He will thus make these varying
Zolian

harp

that

sings

divine

epirit.

© have passed through a season of violent and unchanging
heat. Day after day
the sun rises hot and dry, sweeps through
arid heavens.
and o
3
shed soil.
heavens,
yer
arenec
S05:

|1nfants faint and perish; invalids pant and
die; laborers toil wearily at their tasks.

and

the blaze of heaven, as from
nace, shoot «down upon you.

fly from

hot temptations and lusts; fly from skepticism, and that worse than skepticism, dull
indifference. Hasten to Jesus. Not especially desirable to the outward eye, he will
be most delightful to the soul. As the rock
pus on beauty, so will Christ. Get under
ig shadow, and be fall of rest and refreshment to soul, body, and spirit forever.—

of children,

who

are
i

HONOR oF THE SUNDAY ScuooL TeAcHER.—It seems to me that every Sundsy school
teacher has a right to put ‘* Reverend” before his name, as much as Ihave; or if not,
if he discharges his trust, he certainly is a
*“ Right Honorable.” He teaches his congregation and preaches to his class. Imay
preach to more, and he to less; but still he
is doing the same work, though in a smaller sphere. I am sure I can sympathize

this | aim¥ to obsoure its glories—to

deny

-

dal

~

2"

| rincipleto please the nearest friend.

You

fear. « There the infidel and

|. good ever after.—8. S. T¥mes.
:
:
;
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The

Mechanic's

el of mercy

Sa

do

do.

close by
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|
b
hankful f
. “| of death,
|
Ave always been. thankful
for an in- | {14 world
| cident that taught me a good hymn. I|,1oq-with
[ Was idling away an hour in a neighboring | |
died
| shop, like other boys, whittling, and NOW | «yop
iro
’
has
:
and then exchanging remarks with a workman, and very trivial remarks they proba-

Efforts for Boys.
—

They are in

ways the same
They are more

all

in

our

streets,

general

accessible

:

0.

os

not

most of us

tians.. They go out literally into the highways and hedges and compel them to cdme

in to the gospel feast. Their power of
compulsion lies in gentle and wise words,
which spring right out of tender, earnest,
and bold Christian hearts. If there is a
sign of the coming of Christ upon earth, it

is certainly seen in the mission-schools, and

ragged schools, and reform schools of our
day, and, by no means least, in the noble

—

that I need give

you

here only

a verse.of

those sung’ by the happy’ mechanic, and
this a verse some books unhappily omit:
‘Sweet to reflect how grace divine,
My sins on desuslaid;

Sweet to remember that His blood,
My debt of suffering paid.”

My voice is not very musical, perhaps
yours is not; but if we can not sing aloud,
might. we not profitably make more melody
in our hearts? And then, if Christians in
the company of idle boys, or worse than
idle men, or when engaged in perplexing
duties,

were

to

collect

and

elevate

their

thoughts by “humming such hymns, they
might thereby not only keep their own
minds in a better frame, but be making a
happy and lasting impression upon some
careless hearts. When a direct word
would, asin the shop

spoken of, be as cast-

ments

to which

they

awaken a longing
N. Y. Observer.

are

strangers,”

for the same

and

grace.—

Adorning

telligence, fled?
id, ghastly

de.

;

fears;

it is the

which removes all

stroys error.

Great God! What

and
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immeasurable

of doing
1

the minister, but at the sky, and said, *¢ Of

such is the kingdom of heaven.”
‘““And on this account you

tend

and

adorn them with so much care,” remarked
the minister, who was greatly struck with

the reply. .
* Surely, sir,” answered John, “I can not
make 100 nice and fine the bed-coveringof
a little innocent sleeper that is waitin’ there

till it is God’s time to waken it and cover
it with a White robe and waft it away to
glory. When such grandeur is a waitin’

systems of public schools which exalt our it yonder, it's fitit should. be decked out
ew England cities and towns. But more here. I think the Saviour will like to see
is needed. A boy wants a friend, A boy white clover spread above it; do you not
with Mr. Carey, when he said of his son wants respect, - esteem, love. He has think so, too, sir?”
Felix, who left the missionary work to be- strong, generous, restiess impulses. He is
‘“ But why not cover larger graves, also?
come an ambassador, ‘‘ Felix has driveled reaching out after sympathy in his own as- ‘asked the minister, hardly able to suppress
into an ambassador;” meaningto say that irations. Yes, aspirations. Every liv- his emotions. ‘The dustof all his saints
he was once a great person as a missiona- ing boy is ambitious. He pants for dis- is preciousin the Saviour’s sight.”
ry, but that he afterwards accepted a com- tinction. He is dead, if his ambition has
“‘ Very true, sir,” responded ‘John, with
been crowded out. Such a boy is a victim great solemnity, ‘‘but I can not be sure
paratively Insignificant office.
2
either to some infamous appetite, or to who are his saints and who are not. I hope
WARNING OF A SUPERINTENDENT.—A wasting oppression from a task-master.
there are many of them lying in this churchNow meet this noble desire with its ap- yard, but it would be great presumption to
Sunday school superintendent, as he saw one
priate aliment. As Abbot so apposite- mark thém out. There are some that I
of his
boys near a Place of temptation, said
y tells us, *‘ load him.” Let him prove am pretty sure about, and I keep their
kindly
to him, “Take care,
George, take
care!”
Twelve years after, that superin- his mettle and his endurance. Let him graves as neat and clean asl can. I planta
tendent was met by a stranger, who told feel that he is not forgotten, that his on- bit of flower here and there as a sign of my
him that he was that boy, and that his cau- ward, upward struggles are observed, ad- hope, but dare not give them the white
mired, and commended.
Add. counsels of skirt,” referring to the white clover.
tion had saved him from ruin.
‘It’s
guidance, words of encouragement. Feel very different, though, with the children.”
the
value
of
the
prize,
a
good
citizen,
an
INFLUENCE
OF - TEACHERS.—A
certain
—Beeds and Sheaves.
:
philosopher was always talking very
much humble Christian, perhaps a future governto his friends about the
garden in which he or, president, or general.
It is a sad truth that numbers of the sons
Christian Heroism.
was in the habit of walking, and where he
carried on his studies. At length, one of of intelligent piety, often of the highly eduIt is nearly two generations
since a
them came to se¢ him; and he found this cated and honored, live in merited obgarden was a patch of ground about twice security. Too many such are dwarfed by boat's crew left their ship to reach the Hertheir
hot-house
training.
Others
never
vey islands. -One of the passengers upon
esize of the floor of his own room.
*« What !” said he; *‘is this your garden? prize privileges which come so cheaply to that boat desired to lahd, but the boat’s
Yet others seem to feel it enough crew feared to do so, as the cannibals were
It’s not very broad.”
¢¢No,” said the phi- them.
losopher, “it's not very broad, but it's a to be called by their father's name, as if gathered together on the shore; but holdinfluence ing up the Bible in his hand,he said, ‘‘ Live
wondrous hight!” - And so I would say ¢o that was both position and
But sad though itis, itis true or die, put me ashore.” They would not
you, Sunday school teachers: your work in enough.
your classis not a very large one, but it's a that our future depends upon ‘‘ rescued go near the land; he plunged into the surf
Who of us is en- and held high the book.
He reached the
wondrous hight.
It goes up to heaven; to boys ” in a great degree.
conceive of it aright, it goes right out to rolled and equipped, and at work here P— land. The cannibals did not kill him, but
he won their favor and lived among them,
Boston Recorder.
- eternity.
p=
and, for aught I know, died among them.
Thirty years afterward another ship reach. ADAPTED TEACHING.—A little girl was |
ed the same Hervey islands, bringing literEvil Friendships.
asketh whether she would visit Aunt Mary
ally a cargo of Bibles. They were all
or Aunt Jane. She Slee to visit Aunt Jane,
‘‘ because she made
‘lots of
inger-snaps,
There is nothing in which the young wanted, and were taken with the greatest
and kept them on the lower shelf.” So the need more caution, than in the formation eagerness and paid for by these people.
If you form an evil This was the result of the labors of that helesson should be made interesting to the of their friendships.
roic young man, who said, ‘‘ Live or die,
scholar,
acquaintanceship, you will surely get a put me ashore.” 1 was preaching to my
snare to your soul, Itis so much easier to
Fople some time ago on behalfof the Bible
o wrong than to go right, that he will
IMPORTANCE OF TEACHING.—The teacher
00 ety; I mentioned this circumstance in|
rag you downward instead of your being
is like the switchman, who holds the key to
illustration of the fact that it is not so long,
the switches on the railroad. If he does his able to lift him up. A friendship founded after all, between the sowing and reaping.
principles,
duty faithfully, the train will reach its des- on anything but sound, virtuous
flames. It When I came down from the pulpit and
tination safely; if he neglects it, disaster is not stronger than tow inthe
and ruin follow. A misplaced switch, ora will not suryive self-interest, As soon as was standing in the middle aisle,there came
up to me a tall, manly looking géntieman,
wrong signal, may send hundreds into eter- the rulers had made Judas their miserable
tool in betraying
Christ, they cared no a man that looked as if he might be a de* nity unprepared,
more for him. .‘*
What is that tous? See goendant of one of the’old Vikings, and
me for coming u
PURPOSE'IN TrACHING,
—It is said of Per- thou to that,” was their sneering reply, said, ** Yon will excuse
myself;
icles, the Athenian orator, that, heh he when he came back, tortured with remorse to speak to you and introducing
went out to address the people, he prayed atthe consequence of his deed. Those who I am Captain” o and so,—I need not give
ou ‘his name,—*‘1.am in command of her
to the gods that nothing might go out of his have been your foremost flatterers in the
ajesty’s frigate” so and so, ‘‘ and I take
sunshine,
utterly
desert
you
when
the
dark
mouth but what m rg To to
the purpose
What an example does this heathen set for hours come, no matter what benefits you the liverty of coming to speak to you in
reference to what you said’about these 1isthe Christian preacher and teacher! How have heaped upon them.
much is uttered by these public instructors,
Pope
Clement V. had surrounded him- lands, I was there with my ship; I saw
which, 80 far as one can see,is to no purpose self with a throng of flatterers, on" whom these eople and Isaw the circulation of
whatever, except to fill up the hour,—0Qy- he had bestowed vast riches, amassed by the Bible among them, and I never i
e
his scandalous sale of benefices. The such Christianity in all my life as amon
clopedia of Illustrations.
Said be, * hey
wealth that poured in upon him, he scat- people of these islands.”
tered with a lavish hand among his favor- reminded me of those people of whom you
With Christianity, it is twilight in the ites, but whep it was known
that he was read in the Acts of the Apostles."—Dr, John
world; without it, night,
dead, there was a general rush for his Hall.
Ae

re

other

was

if the

unscrew,

would

theories could

with in the crystal.

kinds

largest

an

that

all

including

the

and upon reasonable terms.
Orders are solicited from all parts of
the country.

Addygss,

Lamp

Without Oil.

uneasiness;

she

was

REMEMBER

and tréubled about many things, but neglected the one thing néedful.
One night,
whilst alone in her room, she saw the lamp

which lighted it suddenly go out. Although
she was alone, she said aloud, (thinking
only of the accident which left her in the
dark,) “There is no oilin the lamp!” The
words thus spoken echoed in the room and
sounded jn her ears, but with a new sense,

She recalled the parable of the five foolish
virgins, who had no oil, and whose lamps
had gone out at the coming of the brideand

that

an

from

word

arrow

that moment,

of God

day

and

remained in her

remains in the side
of a

stag who flies away from the hunter.
It
recurred to her constantly: “No, 1 have
no oil in my lamp! My God! what will
become of me?
have not the grace of
God in my heart!” She was filled with
fear; then she began to pray, and continued in prayerauntil God answered her favorably, and gave her his peace through the
Holy Spirit, and now she is happy and full
of zeal. Liké Enoch, she walks with God ;
and we trust, that like him, she will continue to do so until the end.—L. Gagssen.
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Clothes Wringer

(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
‘After careful examination, we recommend
“Universal” as the best and strongest maehine,

?

the

rate sufficiently to run through the largest article easily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will dia
connect and lose their power, as is the case with oth-

whether

the

cogs are on one or both

How made from Cider, Wine, Mo-

sides of the shaft.

lasses or Sorgham, in 10 hours with-

screws, 80 arranged that each screw presses on both
ends of the rolls alike, the same as if it was in the
center, while the two together give double the ca-
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Ct.
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It also has the peeuliar advantage of two pressure

pacity for pressure.

The “Universal” has its iron parts either

or malleable, and is built so strongly
ally that for years it cannot

“Universal” wringer a good and

for the uge of Sunday School scholars, wae

Xt is more

a very superior quality, and its mechanical

excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publication should be addressed
to “Tue MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.

TermMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a yeam
Ten copies or.more sent to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
of the Myrtle, under the new law,
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cents a year; and no more on 10 copies,
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etween one and 10, when
gent to one
pddress, than on a single one.
The postagle is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the

and
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The apple was put into

Whilst spending a week lately in the society of a great number of faithful pastors
from the
Canton of Vaud, one of them, at
a public meeting, related to us the recent
conversion of a lady of his parish. She
was one of those: who lived only for this
world ; the thought of her sins had never
her

First

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by

DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant
is suffering from pain 4nd exhaustion, relief will be
found in fifteen ‘or twenty minutes after the syrup is
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therefore,
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—Spurgeon.
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Scott
Are

had an

of Job-printing,

de-

the bottle while it was little,and grew there.
Just so must we catch the little men and
women who swarm our streets—we call
them boys and girls—and introduce them

as

has

It is believed,

that

or if there

remained to me an enigma and a
One day walking in the garden,
all. There, on a tree, was a phial
within it a tiny apple which was

soul,

and Philadel-

of the best offices in the
of the country.

wonderment

be supported, and

HILDREN

——.—

ence of twelve years, and that in some

had been a join in the glass throughout |
the length of the phial. I was satisfied by
careful observation that neither of these

groom;
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night,
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oun and objectionable,
i
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
‘We manufacture Bronze Lamps at Sreatly reduced rates;
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has been selected with great care from

On the mantelpiece of my grandmother’s
best parlor, among
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most excellent work.

The Job

The Apple in the Bottle.

Mr. Gray had not lung been minister
of the parish before he noticed an old habit of the grave digger; and one day coming upon John smoothing and trimming
the lonely bed of a child which had been
buried a few days before, he asked why he
was 80 particular in dressing and keeping
the graves of infants. John paused for a
moment at his work, and looked up, not at

:
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contradictions,
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which held the immortal essence which has
now left—left to range, perhaps, through
illimitable space—to receive new capacities
to delight, new powers of conception, new
glories of beatitude. Ten thousand fancies
rush upon the mind as it contemplates the
awful moment between life and death. It
is a moment big with imagination, hopes
and
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make the hymn more precious to those for
Heavens! what a moment that must be
whom it was chiefly written. You may
| when the last flutter expires on our lips!
find the hymn by this first line;
’
- | What a change! Tell iY: ‘who are deep“ When languor and diseasef divade. ”
est read in nature and in God, to what new
It is one of the sweetest of Toplady’s
world are we borne A
Whither has that
hymns, and you can turn to it so.readily spark—that unseen, incomprehensible, in«

and are al-
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than
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sphere of life, and health it encounters an |

6
;
wisei disapproval
of whatis | occupies.
But from the mouth of the grave
| gon g, may vr forfor the the ‘tiny
disploasi
time seem
displeasing, the world retires. It shrinks from ; the cone.
A kind,and

i

| 8ctive antagonist; the world confronts it,—sButior's Theology,

ing pearls before swine, the hymn you enjoy may tell powerfully of pure enjoy-

suppose. But to reach them effectually
takes time,
patience, and genuine good.
RESCUES OF SuNDAY ScHooLS.—Six lit- natured resolution. Half-trying is of "no
tle children got into a boat, and were use. Every success will cost half its labor
swept away to sea. All that could, put to get at the boy—a quarter more to prove
out in search of them. Great anxiety filled your honesty and remove prejudice—then
the place. All night, the children were you have time left for instruction and coundrifting on the cruel sea. Next day a fish- sel.
The truest philanthropists are often your
‘erman discovered and rescued them. The
Suchmen and womcry, ‘* They are safe !" ran through the town. earnest boy-hunters.
The work of the Sunday school is to rescue en are frequently the most efficient Chrishim up.

x

do

all others, where the gospel, if it.enshines and triumphs. In the busy|

a fiery fur- ' measure,to preclude a general use of words
The land is that ought to be common, and yet, they

from vain and fierce speculations;

cut |

off all escape. Some days after, bis body
was found, and near it the above text cut in
the soft coal. The Lord had indeed taken

not six, but millions
drifting ‘to ruin.

in which to robe for his tomb one

of the sepulcher, it is the Spot,

us into the low ¢
er of the graye,—bids
us look on-its silent inmates ; and to look on
The whole head is sick, and the whole
them with the persuasion that they only
heart faint. Murmurs against the weather bly were. At the farther bench, a sedgte sleep. It assures us that death, like sleep,
man
was
st
work.
He
had
met
me-with
a
climb the sky. God hears these complaints,
is not the destruction of the living principle,
too often couched in oaths, rarely couched friendly Erecting, but took no part in our ‘but only a temporary changein the mode of
folly.
His
thoughts
were
on
nobler
things,
in prayer.
:
its operation ; that, like sleep, it is a stdte
And yet God intends this very dispensa- and as if forgetful of the heedless minds of rest, discharging us from all the conhe was humming, ina voice cerns of the world ; that, like sleep, it printion as one of instruction. He would lead around him,
us through this burning, to the cooling hardly audible, some verses of a hymn. cipally affects the body, the activity of the
shelter of his side. He would instruct us It was not long before I found myself in-. soul being meantime continued, and perby it of the greater heat that falls upon the tently listening, for I saw that he was haps greatly increased; and, most of all,
soul—a heat that burns up happiness in’ the drinkingin the spirit of the words, and
that, like sleep, it will not be perpetual, but
found in them a rich enjoyment.
only endure for a night. It tells us that a
destroying flames of death, that consumes
The words were new to me, but after day will dawn on the world when Jesus,
holiness in the more destructive flames of
much
search
I
found
them.
Careless
as
sin, which burns unto the lowest hell. He
agsuming an aspect of infinite benignity,
points us to himself as the only shelter. He I then was, I would have given much fer will say, in effect, of all his sleeping saints,
the
peace
of
mind
I
felt
he
possessed,
who
proclaims himself ¢* the shadow of a great
as he said of Lazarus: “I go to awake
rock in a weary land.” How cooling such .at the bench could sing and enjoy such a them out of sleep.”— Dr. Harris.
a shadow is! Go into the treeless pasture, hymn. I have often almost regretted that
or the dusty and shadeless highway. Let | the first stanza shouldbe such as, in a

INFLUENCE OF SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
—A lit- Zion's Herald.
tle boy learned in Sunday school the text,
*“ When my father and mother forsake me,
‘Christian
the Lord will take me up.” While working
in a coal mine, the water burst in,

;

over | p..imoay, 18me.in Sheep,

+ The summer is past, the harvest | Jossen hy so’ much your influence over him | 100k anxiously around; but the world has | Thoughts upon Thought,

weary. You sink umder the shafts of the
fire. Before you rises the rockshuge, gray,
rough, an object far from beautiful in itself.
You hasten to” it for coolness and shade.
How refreshing! How you cling to its
cool side! How you cast yourself under its
moist shadows !
So come to Christ. The hot sun of
temptation beats upon you. The fashions
of the world weary you. Its pomps and
vanities tire.” Its toils and sufferings wear
away soul and spirit, no less than the body.
your reading, lect- In the stifling airs, how Tefreshing ‘the
for having such shadow of this great Rock! Blessed Rock!
Rock of ages! ‘* This Rock
they ought to be Divine Rock!
: is Christ.” Come now to him, and.find
do not speak to rest and refreshment to your soul. Fly

your pupils, unless, indeed,

!

Ts it spring?‘ He re- | wiih hig lips.” Never yield an atom of |-and unveil its glories, without opposition or |

songs in this devout

:

in their glee.
And shouting

a

mouth

~ Prices of Freewill Baptist

| Single and by the dozen ; aiso Postage on the same.

Does it | the gratitude which follows such an unholy | Claims—to drown jis voice—to dispute its | =

is ended, and we are not saved.” So
Shouly every one SWune the weather to the

.

sea;

Conquered.

SO

ei

’

and the latter rain.”
Isit + coldP+
:
0 can stand before his cold?”
Is it| py he who, exercises it, will afterwards | test there; it leaves a clear and open space
do. do
* He.is the shadow of a great rock | « find more favor than he who flattereth | in Which the gospel can assert its claims, | Church Member's Book,

in a weary land.”

A i

Enemy

m—

Dense fig the gloom is which hangs

and ‘half “consyming | the

the hands of the inspired penman, always | = mpi is the friendship. of the py

Last

A

foolish of all themes, the weather, in the | wh go lately had been clothed in purple.

: Twas summer ts
then; ’tis autumn now; ;
The crimson leaves fall off the bough,
And strew the gravel sweep.

I wander down

—

most fruitful, and, as usually treated, most | found

of things

the While;

‘Until she
h fell asleep.P

The

pre-eminently learn—his soul's salvation. | 40 body. A
miserable DE Armonte not | abové
It makes every season preach Christ. That thought ~ worth taking,
could alone be | ters,

Then, after some sweet parting words,
She

No one thought “it “worth
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Wringers of all kinds repaired.
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We have sent to the Q. M.

Clerks

the Blanks necessary to secure full statistical Reports of all the churches,

Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the
Register for the year 1871.

Clerks having this matter in charge,
will greatly facilitate the early issue of
Orders are solicitAre you deficient in powers of -wreason- first number in April.
ing?
Read Chillingworth, Bacon and ed.
the
Register, by promptness in collect:
Locke,
No percentage is allowed on. money semt ing and transmitting their statistics to
Are you deficient in judgment and good
sense in the common affairs of life? Read us for the Myrtle.
his office.
Franklin.
Sample copies will be sent free on appl
Let there be special care to give the
;
Are you deficient in political knowledge? cation.
Read Montesquieu, the Federalist, Webster
Post Office addresses of the Yearly
and Calhoun,
TREATISE.
Are you deficient in Jota
Read
Meeting Clerks, as well as those of the
Demosthenes and the
ife of Washing- | The New Treatise, just revised by order
Quarterly Meeting Clerks and Pastors.
ton.
of the General Conference, can now be had

Milton, Akenside,

Are you

Burke and Shakespeare.

deficient in conscience?

sofe of resident Edwards's works.
re
ou deficient in anything?
the Bible.

Read

Read

on application, for 25 cents for each copy
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
9 gents each for two or more copies. Orders are solicited.
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very best men of France

‘A great
WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

are

made

is our hope.

mem-

bers of the new government. The humiliations on the battlc-field sober the masses.
p serious
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national
side.

calamity touches

The

fearful

peril

their

that

When we are full of the Holy

Spirit, divine power rests upon us, speaks
by us, works through us.
It is not faith in
ourselves, but faith in Christ who is in us,

that we

im-

need,

By ‘him our

made strength; our folly is

pends unites them.
They beginto see that
the glory of imperialism is only a surface
show, and the growth of liberal opinions
throughout Europe will help instead of hindering their gredt experiment. And now
that the dynasty which the civilized world

weakness
made

is

wisdom,

and *‘ we can do all things through Christ
Ad
0
GEORGE T. DAY,
strengthening us.”
EDiTons,
{
GEORGE H. BALL,
Having such power at hand, shall we not
lay hold of it and enter the field? Shall
A@ All communications designed for publication
we be guiltless, if we failto doit? Now is
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
the time to begin. Satan will suggest deurged
Prussia
to
depose
is
a
thing
of
the
»n business, remittances of money, &c., should be
lay. There will be many obstacles, many
past,
public
sentiment
will
promptly
prcaddressed to the Publisher.
There . always
are.
test against a needless warfare upon a | discouragements.
nation that has béen cheated into presump- They will rise like mountains, and rage
Overthrow and Rebuilding.
-| tion, eajoled into battle, pushed into defeat, like the Red Sea wave; and doubts and fears
b

Gee

.

and which is knownto be strong and brave,

Great events crowd upon each other in
Europe until they outrun imagination and
almost stagger belief.
Six weeks ago
Bonapartism

was apparently strong

in

be

wisein her methods,

the

but against Napoleonism.

that should wipe out forevesthe humiliation
-of Waterloo.
How the facts have falsified the prodie.
tions! Twc-thirds of the strongest and
best disciplined army of France has surrendered to the Prussian commander; the
remaining third is hopelessly shut up in
Metz and may lay down its arms at any
hour; McMahon is slain; Napoleon is a
prisoner; the Empress and Prince Imperial
are exiles ; the Empire has burst and disappeared like a bubble; a Republic is pro-

Hugo

and Louis Blanc rush back to Paris and
are welcomed with ovations; and the brilliant capital divides its: mercurial energy
between its efforts to express its joy over
the collapse of Napoleonism,and its struggle
to bar out the triumphant German army that
is already thundering at its. gates.
The

seem

like

the

era,

and

the plainest statement of facts puts to
shame the wildest chapters of romance.
Louis Napoleon has fallen into utter contempt. Almost nobody mourns or pities
him. The officers whom he had leagued in
his imperial projects, leave him to his fate.
He did not dare to risk his life with the sol-

i

?

diers whom he had organized

and

petted.

The masses drag his statues and symbols
from the squares and gardens which he had
decked out for their gratification. The National Guards join in smashing his thrones

TRE
gE

women

A.

into fragments, and trampling his portraits
and eagles irto the mire of the streeis.
The bourgeoise speak his name only to

marry it to

goes up

some

insulting

epithet.

The

tear up their skirts to cover the im-

perial ¢“ N.’’

A cry

of horror and

relief

and

ham-

town

and

a a

city

let, which deepens as it rises; and which
goes on till it circles the globe. And after

ck

from

this, there follows the

sigh

of

relief

rp

is still more terrible as a- witness

that

against

the fallen ruler; and then comes the most
terrible testimony of all,—the silence of
contempt in France, and ‘the
silence of the civilized world.

acquiescent
Never was

there a haughtier or harder-hearted ambition than that which flung the gage of battle at the head of King William at Saarbruck ; never was there a more

overthrow than was

retributive

witnessed: when

the

cowed Emperor handed his useless and dishonored sword to his opponent at Sedan.
The presumption had become insufferable;

it was time for a fall.

Pride needed a pub-

Jic rébuke ; Providence has administered it.
Imperialism had become drunk with seeming successes; the hour had come for
promptly putting it out of sight, that room
might be made for a sober liberty. And so
the fiat went forth,—‘‘ Exit THE EMPIRE !
ENTER THE REPUBLIC |”

What will come of this new effort to establish free government in France it is

dif-

ficult to tell. The problem is a complex
one. Previous attempts have issued poorly
and pitiably. The Revolution
of 1789
brought in anarchy,

Napoleon

the

Great,

and a still worse phase of Bourbonism.
The Revolution of 1848 brought in a few
months of bombast, a brief military dicta-_
torship,a pseudo-presidency,and ‘‘ Napoleon
le Petit.”
What the Revolution of 1870
may
yield,
time
alone will tell.
The
French statesmen have been divided be~fween imperialists and impracticables, and

the French people
from servility to
tion is nervous,

swing

back

and

forth

sansculottism.
The naspasmodic, sentimental,

extravagant ; the leaders

seem

unable

to

forget that they are performers on a stage
with a world of observers and listeners before them,
Practical wisdom and steadi-

ness of nerve are lacking in the rulers; an
intelligent stabilily is wanting in, the

people. ' They overtarn
society under a headlong

a dynasty

after

the foundations of
impulse,

dinner which

depose

received

“their acclamiations at breakfast-time, and
proclgim a new regime as though it were

one of the incidents of a holiday.

Beyond

any other people in the world, the French
mix up in their character the noble and the

childish elements, and put into their history
Lu

_equal portions of the sublime

and

diculous.” Whether the best or the

~ qualivies will

Lately

the ri-

trinmph now, nobody

Napoleonism

double folly of trying to stand a siege and
of inviting an insurrection.
It would be
sheer madness.
The King is haughty and
heated; Bismarck is shrewd and grasping ;

Germany is clamorous for decisive measures and large guaranties; the army has
tasted blood and is not easily called off
from its prey. What will be done?
We can not answer that question yet.
But we hope for magnanimity on the part
of the conquerers, and for discreet concessions on the part of the

claimed with‘a wild shoutthat rings from
the English Channel to the Mediterranean,
and drowns the muttering of every dissenting imperialist; Rochefort comes cut of
prison and is borne in triumph on men’s

political

of Eu-

is dead now. ‘Will he fight France after
she has spewed out the hateful dynasty?
He is pressing on with his victorious army
to Paris. In spite of all the threats
of the new government, we
can not
think that the capital will be guilty of the

ise of grand triumphs and a crowning glory

inauguration of a new

part

gerly watched. King William publicly declared that he did not war against France

and shuddered at the spectacle, while Paris
went mad with enthusiasm over the prom-

- {events of one short month

best

The course of Prussia will now be ea-

almost

Victor

the

rope will rally. te her side, and undivided
America will lend her the best sort of
aid.

invincible, bent upon cutting his way to
Berlin with the sword, and then upon dictating terms to the strongest and haughtiest ruler in. Europe. .The world paused

shoulders to an official seat;

can’t do it;

willing to be just and earnest to be free.
If Franceis now true t> her promises and

imperial ceat, and its audacious defiance
had a terror in it for the larger part of
Europe. The military power of France
‘was something to excite wonder.
Napoleon IIl. went forth from the Tuileries at
the head of an army believed to

will torment

Tr

\

violence.
.

Some

of the

not

hear,”

will

be

whispered in our hearts.
*‘ Wait: for ‘an
opening, fora convenient season, for favorable indications,” will be suggested.
But we must not delay. Obstacles must
not discourage us. The greatest victories
of grace have come from efforts in spite of
darkness and opposition. God loves to
have his children venture on him ; to go out,
not knowing whither ; he honors such faith ;
‘¢ hoping against hope” receives the richest
blessing. There is no man so incompetent, and no field so hard, asto justify despair of success. The Lord uses the weak
things of the world to corfound the mighty.
If a thousand pastors will begin now to
labor for. revivals, call their churches to
cc-operate, or enter new. fields, hold meetings, or make personal efforts, every man

may gather fruit. Jxthere a man who can
not win one soul If: we can not move
select

one soul for an audience.

one

or

more,

Every

pastorate

certainly affords one soul who may be
reached by the gospel. -If we can do no
more, let us single out one, two or three,
study their case, visit them, pray for them,

French leaders and

people. The Prussian King and minister
and army may well rest upon their laurels.

literature of ancient Rome have since been
found only in those secluded places. Valu-

——FRATERNAL, The Watchman & Reflector

peal for help; assert that they must haveit;
that they are sure to fail if they do not get

able historical works, systems of astronomy,

theories of morals, treatises on the immor-

ring to the Freewill Baptists,it says, among

it; and yet they will not,they.
can not get it,
unless the churches aré more generous in

contributing. - May we not ask pastors and
people what they desire in respect to

weak churches?

these

Are you willing to have

them die? Do you vote their extinction?
If you desire that they live and flourish,
are you willing to prove it? Show it by
sending funds to their aid.

The treasury is

empty, the appropriations remain unpaid,
the missionaries are in distress, and you
Regios, to contribnute, We need money.
Every church ought to do something to
supply it. Will not the brethren inquire
whether their churches are among the delinquents P Will they not correct their error ? Will they not act promptly, and send
funds to the Treasurer, ere irrevocable disaster befalls these numerous struggling interests?

courage and a field,

arise and

faith,

work, enter the vineyard,
sickle,” vote, yea.

begin

the

‘ thrust in the

The idle and doubting,

who pray to be excused, and do not

try

to

promote a revival, vote, nay. Ob, how
many ministers there are who arenot in a
proper spiritual state to labor for souls ! How
many lack faith,zeal, and love forsouls!
If
they felt as Jesus felt, if they had the zeal
which they ought to have, they
would
not plead incapacity, that they have no
work, try, because of the burning love, like

demonstration,

Christ

is in it, and

that

es are needed, and
plant them, but we

a little Jnoney
would
can not enter them,

from lack of funds.
God is raising up
ministers among us rapidly; there never
was a time when so many talented young
men were pressing into our ministry as
now, and if we would use them profitably,
we must enlarge our borders and multiply

our churches.

The

Home Mission Socicty

the

benefit

come’ through

the scathing devastations

sword and flame, to bring

waves

over the

land,

and

been

active in

Bible

were

obtained,

constantly at work

and

men were kept

transcribing

these, as

well as multiplying copies of their other
works, which were preserved for fliture use-

fulness.

Works on history, medicine, anat-

omy, physiology,

mathematics,

law,

&o.,

were collected ina similar way, multiplied
and

preserved in those cloistered archives,

until, at length, the monasteries came to
be the store-houses of the books and

is disposed to use funds for this purpose,
and the more liberally it is sustained, the the seats of all the learning in the land.
more vigorously it will strike for new inAnd ‘it is just here that God’s over-ruling
terests, If there is any eifiergy, enterprise, ‘powér appeared in those bitter persecutions
or desire in any heart to increase our of his people. For afterwards, when the
strength and usefulness, it should find e¢x- Vandal hordes invaded southern Eirope,
pression through the treasury of this Socie- and destroyed every vestige of literature
and art thut could be discovered, the mon
ty.
We haven great many feeble churches adleries, scittered over the country escaped
which aré unable to procure pastors, ‘ A the general destruction, and thus secured
little help will put them on their feet, But their precious treasures to posterity. The
the Society can not°help, if funds are not best works in the Greek language and the

day is not very ‘distant, when ourtwo de-

nominations shall see their way clear even
to ‘organic union. Already the doctrinal
difference, which was once very broad, has
‘become, in New England at least, so slight
as to be hardly recognized by the common
mind.
We reciprocate the kind words and
wishes of the Refector,

were ascetic and secluded, bigoted and often
pernicious in their doctrines; yet they have
been the instruments of a great work, and
to

Current

their

memory

those of to-day.

———

There were able, learned,

good men in the past;
in the

ministry

at

thgre are more such

present.”

A

very

CHURCH IN South Boston.

few

The account

given of the church in South Boston, by

is

Topics.

Se

We are apt to think of those old cloisters
as mere prison-houses,—unattractive without, and cheerless and gloomy within,—
where men who should have breasted the
tide of evi), which was then rolling its great

In refer-

legeand the Theological Seminary at the
east. Instead of one denominational organ, hid away in New Hampshire, the
have one in New York and another in Chicago. . . . And we further hope that the

the” world relief from a worse death and
deeper misery.
Grant that their inmates

to praise God. The cases are numerous
where-in the promise has been verified; ——MoODERN MiNisTRY. It is common to
but seldom has its fulfillment been more honor the ancient, and criticise the niodmarked or the results greater and better, ern. The Jews built monuments to those
than in the causes which led to the estab- whom their fathers killed, and killed better
lishment of the old European monasteries, men than those they honored. Great
"and their connection with the literature of praise is awarded to the ministry of former
that sage, as well as their relation to that of days, and depreciation bestowed upon
succeeding ones.

kind things.

dale College at the west, and of Bates Col-

to the world, in a lit-

of the Vandal

There is a promise that as much of man’s
wrath as is not restrained shall be made

tenderly, earnestly, persist- staying its progress, fled at its approach,
and we shall win. Not a only to seek cowardly safety and an enerFor astuteness in the civil cabinet, for stratsuch opportunities. If we ‘vating ease.
egy in the military council, for discipline in
if we fail to find them, and
The cloister life of the middle ages did
the camp, for endurance on the march,
There
to succeed in some of them, the fault is present some such phases as these.
and for skill and dash and valor in the
were cowards among its devotees,no doubt;
ours.
Ina world of millions of sinners,
field, Prussia is to-day the wonder of the
each one of us can certainly find one who there were mary who sought safety in those
century. If now she can be as magnaniwill hear and repent. When we are filled secluded retreats, of whom we can think
mous in victory as she has been irresisti- with unutterable yearning for souls, when no ‘better than we could of the man who
ble in battle, she will complete her renown
Christ "has full control of our thoughts and would leave his family to perish on a wreek
and make herself little less than the moral feelings,
and we are burdened for the lost, at sea, while he sought the shore in the
and beneficent dictator in Europe.” The we shall find a way to win them. So it has only boat at hand, instead of'staying by unrule of her own spirit now will asserta always been; so it will be now.
til all could be taken aboard. But there is
might greater than does her capture of
Would it not be well for each one of us to a different aspect of the case. .
cities and her death-blow to an overshadmake a new consecration to this work ?
The old monasteries are the direct reowing Empire.
We preach revival
; let us practice it upon sults of religious persecution. The men
King William properly encugh goes
our own hearts. . A few days of heart- who devoted themselves to religious purwith his army to Paris,—goes to learn searching,
confession
and supplication suits in the early Christian centuries were
whether there is a real government with for a fuliness of the Spirit, just now, will do positive men; they were “fully resolved
which he can negotiate, and whether that
us good. We ought to lead in the revival that neither life, nor death, nor any other
government really repudiates the insults spirit. If ministers get thoroughly awake, thing ‘should separate them from the truth;
and menaces of Napoleon in the name of the churches will feel it, and sinners will that they would practice every possible virFrance,—goes to find what indemnities and feel it, too. The lack of fervency isnot all tue,
ppose every namable vice; that
securities will be offered him as the repre- in the laity; the * refreshing from the neither rank nor title should awe them,
sentative of Germany, and to judge of the presence of the Lord” is, first of all, nor squalor and
wretchedness repulse.
value of the disavowals and pledges of the needed among the watchmen. Let us them; but that everywhere and always,
upspringing Republic. We trust that the war seek it with fervent prayer. We can not the material must ggbmit to the immaterial,
may prove to be substantially over; that be too earnest.
A few faint efforts, desires the body must be suhject to the spirit, and
France may found and maintain a govern- and prayers are not enough. We should that the wrong in no case should receive
ment really solid and free; that Germany
begin the work of consecration, and not countenance or quarter.
may become united and anti-monarchical ; cease until our souls are all aglow with love
Of course such men as these soon came
that Italy may find a capital at Rome un- and pity for the lost, and tears gush from to be persecuted. Evil always feels called
stained by blood; that Spain may have the oureyes in view of their sin and peril. upon to defend its course, if truth so much
wisdom to make a President at home inJesus calls us to the task; Jesus offers ef- as stir a finger.
But now, truth was up
stead of indulging the folly of inviting a fective help; Jesus says to us all, ¢ Receive and busy with both hands; so there was
King from abroad ; that Europe may soon
ye the Holy Ghost.”
bitter opposition. Evil mustered its forces ;
learn to dispense with thrones and find the
the contest was spirited for a while, and
virtue that lies in public education and the
then the defenders of the faith were obliged
Home Missions.
ballot;
that a vital Christian faith may
to seek safety in the caves and dens of their
come in to hallow the civil liberty of the
Shall we abandon our Home Mission country. Others frequently joined themold world, and that the convulsions of war
Society
? Isitbest to try to sustain it? selves to their number. They meditated on
may disappear before the speedy coming and
The
Anniversary
is at hand.
Would any God’s goodness; they studied his word,
reign of Him who is the Governor of naone recommend there that the Society be both as it was written in their hearts and
tions and the Prince of peace.
given up? Of course not. But there are on their parchment rolls. The battle ragthousands who do vote that it shall be use- ed outside,—the fierce, hot contest of truth
Watchmen.
less. Howso? :By neglecting to contrib- with error,of sophistry with the convictions
A
ute to its funds. Suppose we count the of an enlightened conscience. By and by,
There are a thousand or more of them
churches which have not sent money to victory came; truth had conquered, and the
who read the Star. Are they watching for the treasury. The list would be a long religion (of its defenders became the acsouls?" Weare in the gates of winter.
one. Andall such decree Home Mission knowledged creed of their country.
But the life of seclusion had won those
The bracing air and lengthening evenings work a failure, Ifvthers followed their exsuggest ‘that the harvest time has come.
ample, it would be a failure, Do they who had entered upon it. Their solitary
The fields are white. It is time to thrust
mean that? Do they desire it? If not, retreats were so filled with God’s presence
that the bare thought of visiting the scenes
in the sickle.
Are we ready? Do weights,
they should cast a vote on the other side.
worldly entanglements, deadness of soul,
There are various” reasons for this neg- of their former persecutions was a horror
‘doubt or fear burden us? Do we feel ur- lect. The chief one is lack of interest. to them. Thus their condition was fixed;
fitted for the work? We should promptly’ They are actually ignorant of the demands they became monachists,—*‘alone-ists,” acstrip for the conflict. ‘Lay aside every for effort in this field. They do not realize cording to the proper derivation of the
weight.” And if sin besets us, we ought
that we are pressed, appealed’ to, pleaded word. The study and practice of truth,—
to know our remedy. Ministers often need with for help, to extend the work among no matter if it was as they understood it,—
to renew consecration, break their hearts the freedmen and into many new fields, ‘became their constant pleasure. They conbefore the Lord, and seek a double portion and to help feeble churches. God has tinually increased ip numbers ; they acquirof the Spirit. That is what we need at blessed our labors among the colored peo- ed wealth and distinction; they became
present. Itis a great thing to be ready ple wonderfully ; and if we had more mon- powerful and aggressive ; they erected suitto win souls. It is no ordinary work. ey, we could increase our usefulness ten- able dwellings for themselves, and in
Great love, tenderness, spiritual power, fold, We have letters from all parts of the course of time every mountain and hilltop
| fervor, faith and ‘enthusiasm are required south, asking for missionaries, and we of any note throughout the south of Europe
for it. Itisnot ‘by might, learning, elo- have men who are willing to go, but no became the site for their cloisters aud monmoney. Indeed, there 1s danger that we asteries. Men of every condition in life had
quence, logic,that men are won to Christ,but
by that peculiar love and desire which Je- shall be forced to abandon the fields al- added themselves to their numbers, —the
sus infuses into those who come very near ready occupied, on account of the decrease prince and the peasaut, the ignorant and
tohim and receive him into their hearts. of contributions. And while we are do- the learned, —and under the name of
That is what we need, and when we have it, ing so little, the Papists are filling the Monks they devoted themselves to the acsouth with Jesuits, who are using every quirement of wisdom and the pursuit of
revivals will follow.
Shall we have revivals in all our borders ? artifice to mislead the people, and pervert truth.
Thus the study of theology became a part
Who votes, yea P Do any vote, nay? We them to their own dogmas and superstiof their daily duty, and works which treatvote by deeds, and by the spirit which tions.
Then there are more than one hundred ed of this subject were collected from every
moves us. Those who lay themselves upon
places, important towns, where our church- part of Europe. Different copies of the
the altar, devise ways and mesns to win

souls, wrestle with God. for grace,

Thus

erary, and moral point of view, that has
come from those old cloisters, can hardly
be estimated. Like as those fearless veterans passed through the hail of death-shots
to the relief of Lucknow, or asthe provisfon ships once outrode the storms of ¢cean
and bore lite and happiness to that starving
island in the sea, sothe monasteries have

the world in its enlightenment, pointing
back to their efforts and forward to heaven.

and Literature.

knows how to say

other generous words :
A]
We are glad
tality of the soul, and, above all, the only
now that our Freewill
already correctin
remaining copies of the Bible were preserv- Baptist brethre
errors in, which,
ed to the world in those.monastic retreats, Yihein
the bac to any ‘extent, haze G he
und. The old pre] juthemselves at first the hiding places from dice against ministerial education is dying unsparing persecution,
qut, as is evi
by the founding of Hine

the fittest monument

" Monasteries

follow them up
ently, wisely,
minister lacks
don’t see them,

er palos utr plain warnings. The Empire has tobe, We are earthen vessels. But the
"been repudiated. with unusual modération gift, the gospel, comes with power and
and freedom from

will

will fail; you

and labor and pray for them. We have
known many protracted meetings with but

| fire in their' bones, ‘dmpelling them.
We
|
gs are hopeful at present. are all forced to cry out, ** Whois sufficient
Sing?
have had added Tessons, for these things?” We are none of us
be “wiser, "Their past fol- sufficient. Thank God,we are not required
a

TheSame

men

*“You

the multitude, let us

worst’ gift, that they are not revivalists, but would
can

us.

contriblited. - The life or death of hundreds
of churches depends upon the resources of
the Home Mission treasury. Brethren ap-

N

the pastor, found in another column, is one
to awaken both gratitude and encouragement.
The resolution with which that
company of earnest men and women have
taken hold of the work of buying and paying for a house of worship, the steady faith
and courage with which they have kept on
in the taxing service, the aid from outside
which their ready acceptance of self-denial
has

brought

them, the

devotion and good

judgment shown by their pastor, and the
religious prosperity which has been steadily
shared, ®may well give them hope and call
out confidence afd aid from our churches

generally. We hope for a strong and true
church in South Boston.

smoke, chew, drink wine, and live jolly,
sumptuous lives, but not an hundredth part
as many as formerly. They are generally
well educated,
temperate, clearly pious
and generous, a noble class of men, preeminently devoted to the good of the race.

ANOTHER WAR Mar.
E. Steiger, 22
Franklin St., New York, has published a
saperb map of the seat of war in Europe,

There.

bition.

of raifway

towns

and

are

scamps,

hypocrites,

egotists,

windy self-seekers ameng them, but no
more than might be expected, and not as
many as heretofore. The social standing
and reputation of the ministry - tempt
sordid men to *‘ steal the livery of heaven
to serve the devil in,” but they are-soon
spotted; it is difficult for them to hold position ; and though they boring disgrace upon the profession, their fate proves the
excellence of the ministry as a class.
ie

——THE
BETTER
Wav. Ministers are
often tempted by schemes of money making. Poor, perplexed, galled by a sense
of dependence, tormented with forebodings
of the future, they desire to get something
ahead.
Some yield and go into secular
business.
A better way is to give the
whole soul and strength to the ministry.
It generally pays, pecuniarily, better than
to turn aside. The ministry will not bring
in more than it imparts. The more one
gives to the cause, the

more it will

return

to him. Comparing those who devote their
entire energies to the ministry with those
who have resorted to secular business, the
former generally have the best of it. They

receive more .temporal

comforts, and cer-

tainly réap richer satisfaction of spirit.
There is something terrible in spending
one's life in money-making, when the
eart is set upon preaching Christ. There
are indeed many hardships in the ministry ;
80 there are in other pursuits. It is no
worse to be a poor preacher than to be poor

in three colors, £0 # to exhibit the face of
the country, &u. - It is very full in its exhi-

lines, roads,

streams,

villages, and has besides, plans

exhibiting the: fortifications and arrangements of the three cities—Paris, Strasbourg,
and Metz. It is sold at one dollar.

Denominational News and Notes.
Mission

Boxes,

Returns from the flest quarter's receipts of
the Mission Boxes are coming in, and show
that the people are at work. The Boxes
average more than fifly cents each. Some
contain greenbacks as well as pennies.
Where they use them, the unanimous verdict is, that they afford a splendid means
of raising missionary fands. They pick up
the pennies, and mix interest in missions
into every-day life. This proves to be a
means of grace in the family.

The reports from western New York are
first rate.

Some

come in from Ohio

have

We hear of others which are

| equally good.

From what has been done,

being collected.

it is evident that a general use of the Boxes
would increase our funds many fold. We
have sent out about 4000 of them. The
calls are increasing. Some are just hearing
of their existence, and sending for them.
Some are afraid to try them. Some would
like

how.

to

come

queries

Many

know

don’t

but

introduce them,

to

us about

them ; most of them have been answered

in

will re-

We

the Star, but escaped notice.
peat the explanations :

in any other profession. Moreover, poverty is not the worst of evils, nor riches the
greatest good.
A soul full of the love of
Jesus, and many fouls redeemed by one's
ministry, are infinitely better.

By writing to the Corresponding Secretary of the Home Mission Society, No. 30

——Tue

express.

TRUTH IN SPAIN.

Prof. Knapp,

who is doing a great work in Spain, has a
curious experience. He began as a Baptist, gathered the people

to hear the truth,

“How can the Boxes be obtained?” ~
Vesey St., New York, and they will be sent

by mail or express.

It is safer to send by

‘How much do they cost?
They cost

is made for theme

No charge

abou six cents each ,and are furnished to all
will use them. Yet it would
parties
aid in the work for those who order them

was forced by stress of circumstances to
form » Presbyterian church, reserving the
right to adhere to Baptist doctrines himself.

to send along

Acting as their pastor in all matters except

cost of manufacture, and it will be credited

in that. of sprinkling children, he expounds
the gospel, and they come voluntarily to
him and. ask to be immersed. Brother
Knapp has been pre-eminently frank, liberal
and honest, in all his course in Madrid,

to them as missionary contributions.
‘‘Are they used for Home Missions only?’
They are used for both Home and Foreign

Missions.

money enough

their

plan for

last

The

pay

to

the

use

adopted

which we have heard of has been

seeking to save souls more than to build up

by the several Y. Meetings in New York.

a sect,
church

They divide the year according to Seasons,
and devote all that they can collect during

and now
suddenly

finds his Presbyterian
turned into a Baptist

quarter

to

Missions;

Foreign

the

church.

one

It is evident that the Professor adopts the
policy of many of the English Baptists, of
not holding communion with Pedobaptist

next quarter they devote to Home Missions; the next, to State Missionsor local
objects and the next, to aid young men in"
preparing for the ministry. This assigns a
‘specific object to each quarter, and is found

Christians, but of receiving them to church

‘fellowship. His experiende is pretty likely
to confirm him in the faith, that it is quite

to create more interest than any other

pro-

safe'to do, and to trustto the influence of the

light to bring them to obey the gospel. = His
success is exceedingly gratifying.

cess, and gives good satisfaction, Where
there is no state Mission Society, one quarter may be devoted to miscellaneous objects. By this division of time and specifi-

——CHRISTIAN UNION.

cation of collections, each object

The Congregation-

alist, endorsed by the Examiner& Chronicle,
makes an excellent statement of the basis
and bond of Christian union. It says:
“Christian union isthe oneness of Christ's

people in him. + The last clause expresses
that which distinguishes that from every
other union,
It is the oneness of believers,
not in external organization, not in meth-

ods of work, but in Christ”
To this we most heartily say, Amen.
This agrees with what Paul says: 1 Cor,
12: 1227.
** The members are many and
diverse,but are in Christ. For as the body
is one, and hath many members, and all
the members
of that one body, being
many,
are
one body;
so
also is
Christ.” “Now ‘we are the body
of
Christ, and members in particular,” And
in referring to the suppér as an emblem ‘of
this diversity in unity, he says,

17.

“For

we,

chapter 10:

being many, are one bread

(or loaf) and one body, for we are all partakers of that one bread.” Every time we
eat of that Supper, we testify to the union
of all saints in Christ. And the more diverde the members in organic life, the more
imperatve and significant the privilege and
daty of coming to the Lord's table together,
and testifying to our oneness in him.

claims its

proper attention ; the calls for one do not
crowd out the others;

we avoid the ‘rregu-

lar and spasm-like process of effort which
has done us much harm. If this can be
adopted all over the denomination, we shall
get more nioney, and get it easier and more
regularly than at present.
“How are they introduced P"
The best way is for the pastor, or some
one appointed, to visit every family, and
leavea box with some one member, who
will agree to take care of it, and ask the
members of the family to put something in-

to it every Lord's Day.

A little girl, or

boy, generally does best. They may also
be given out through the Sunday. school
and the Congregation. A record of each
person who takes a Box must, in all cases,
be taken by the pastor, or the person haying charge.
“How are they opened”
They are to be opened on or near the

first Sunday of every quarter.

The pastor

may go to each family and break the seal,

and count the. money.
way.

Bat in all cases

public missionary

with the opening

That is the better
there should be a

meeting,

in connéction

of them, speeches,

mon, or tomethifig’oof the kind, and

sera col-

-

THE
on.

to make known their wants to the Compittee on the state of the Y. M.

ported. By this means the public bepome
interested, the benefitsof a missionary concert are secured, the information spread.
The boxes ®an be used in, connection

:

1.

That

whichin the

Convention at

Resolved,

good

fruitg of

2. That

to do val-

former

Churches

and

efforts

‘to

and

any

Yearly

to

the

:

ist,

and

Open

Meeting

we

hope

to receive

without any handle at all.

name of Baplists,

the

close,

steadily gained in the love and
the church=-

aid and

"

and

society,

and

But they are cousoled by the

of

still be blessed in winning

homes.

and

justifica~

pardon,

his name,

eral rule of Art. 5th, Sect.

very

4th, of

the

Tuaomas E. PEDEN,

Clerk.

$1,000 of which
‘Penobscot

whether in or out

X, M.

first of

we

down, and gave two notes

wil respond

in

means, and the ministers in work, and we
shall rejoice at the close of the year, over
substantial progress.
t
B.
Ohio

River

XY. MM,

MISSIONS.
That this Y. M. approves
Resolved,
the plan of collecting money for Missions
through

by the Sec. of our Home Mission Society,
the contents of the boxes to be appropriated according to. the wishes of the do-

rator, and Bro. Joseph Mauck, Assistant.
Meigs, Litfle Scioto, and Shiloh Q. Ms.

reported by letter and delegates. Atheng;
by delegates only. No report from Tay1

missionary boxes as recommended

Lors.

Whereas,

CENTRAL

of $1,500

each,

the Maine

Central

several good revivals have blessed the
churches during the past year, and a gener-

al steadfastness seems to prevail. Rev.
Job Kettle, one of the Fathers, was with
us and gave words of encouragement to
the younger ministers. Rev. I. Z. Hae-

ing, S. H, Barrett and J. W.

Martin were

appointed a committee to procure a’Y. M.
Missionary,and forward his name to the Parent Society for appointment. The usual
committees
were appointed, and ‘their labors are indicated by the following resclu-

tions:

:
THE BIBLE IN SCHOOL.
foundation

is the

Whereas, the Bible

of

our civil and religious liberty, the sourceof
“ali just law, the true standard

the only reliable

fad pe early

ages

of

history
the

of morality,

of creation

world,

there-

denomination

it has
doing

has

, Bytoys men in other portions ofthe
state pledged to regard-it as a common

our

interest, and to aid in the liquidation of
ite debts, and whereas, the school has con-

ditionally
ment

secured

$10,000 as an exndow-

from the state, therefore,

Resolved, 1st. That it becomes us to take
hold of the work before us with the courage
and energy of men who mean and who con-

fidently expect to succeed.

9d. That this Conference approves the
action of the Board of Trustees inthe agpointment of Rev. G. W. Bean as their
General and Financial A gent, and in the
course of effort marked out by that body.

pledge to it such a measure of sympathy
and support as our means will allow ; and
that we will do what we can to make its
new home a permanent and congenial abid2. That the attempt of the Roman Cath- ing place.
Ba That the ministry of this Y. M. be
olivs, infidels and their aiders and abettors
to exclude the Bible from our common requested to exercise a fatherly care over
the young men who are preparing for the
sochools is an indirect thrust at Republican
government, and should be resisted by ev- ministry, and that they communicate to the
ery friend of virtue, free government and faculty at Lewiston such facts as may ren:
der aid in this good work.
. religion,
:
8. That, should the enemiesof the Bible
A resolution, declaring the firm adherthe: ence of the Conference to the principles of
succeed in any locality in prohibitin
use of

this sacred

Ig

in

school,

we

and

ed-

earnestly advise the friends of truth to re-

frain

from sending to such school,

noate their children, even

W

if at their

own

expense, where the Bible is read.
'
EDUCATION.
Whereas, in order to more fully meet the
demands of the times, we as a ‘denomination ought to be fully committed to the
cause ot education, therefore,

Resolved, 1, That
: we. recommend
the tull confidence of our brethren, West
Virginia College, and. Cheshire, Atwood

and Randall Academies, and expect’ a
liberal patronage for each,
|
,.2 That we invite all indigent young

temperance, was also adopted.

The next

fl

will be held a. East

session

Corinth, Penobscot
Co.
A. L. Gernisy,

Clerk.

Revivals,
SA

&e.

—

DrerrieLD, PA, There has been a revival in this place under the labors of Rev.

8. Butler,

Nine were

baptized

July’ 24.]

New

Cea

the

Agents

>

LJ

Garvin,

E.

and

cattle or sheep.

:

437

Lott,

North Scituate, R. I., July 17th, by Rev. O. H,;

True,

and

Miss

C.

Mr. Albin F. Rb
both of S. Aug\
Germany, and

E.

Hil, of Vanetten..

and Miss

Lizzie

K.

Miss

Rev.

MAINE

on

Monday,

PRICE

»

at 7.30 A. M.,12 M,,3,

the

lia Balm

LOZENGES-

changed

marhle beauty

that

sallow

you now

complexion

see

into

the

This is emphatically

the language of all who use these articles.

A fine

est attractlons a woman can possess.
The Kathairen and Magnolia Balm are just what will give them
to you, and nothing elsc will. The Balm is the bloom
of youth.
It makes a lady of thirty appear but

session.

;

articles are entirely harmleas and
They should be in every lady’s pos-

_-

Printing

PES

WASHINGTON, Pa.,Q. M.—~Held its Sept. sesThe most of
gion with the Bloomfield church.
s
the churches were well represented by delegate
set apart
publicly
was
and letters. Bro, L. Burret
10. the work of the ministry aceording to the
Next session with
usages of the denomination,
Friday eve
Spring Creek thurch, commencing
ning. Nov. 4th, Opening sermon by Rev, Ju G,
burg.
W. Parker, Clerk.
VARYAMRERDUTE

five of one family, The ordinance was!
also administered to five, one week previOWEGO Quo M—Hold irs Just session with
men, contemplating
the Christian ministry,
otis, in the same place ; othera are exp: cted the -Lotehfield church, Aug, 26--28th. Thi
meeting proved to be a feust to our souls. Thé
0. C. HiLLs.
who desire to continue a course of study, } to go forward soon,

T. E. Perkins and Rev. Alfred Taylor.
A REAL BOOK OF PRAISE,

are

« Songs of Salvation”

THEODORE E. PERKINS,
76 E. 9th Street, N. Y.
Price $30 per hundred, beautifully
bound in board covers. Send 2c. and

Notice.

to the

you will receive a
tion, post-paid.-

Association, are requested to
money WITH THEIR APPLICA-

abbath schools instead of preaching. —A. A. Smith;
2.
The importance of all our congregations ann es-

our

church

members

attending

Sabbath

schools, —A. W.
Purinton;
3. The importance of
with the
school training as connected
Sabbatn
S. Burgess; 4.
young,—J.
future usefuluess of the

preaching

our

The importance of adapting more of

to the young; not only as a means of their salvation,
W.
but to interext them 1a the Sabbath scnool,—E.

Porter.

_

A.DEERING,

Quimby, G. 8. Hill,T. Kenniston,
to take

and

D. TL. Edg:

of

the services.

charge

A'l are invited to “ come over and help
protraet the meeting over the Subbath.,

us® and

In behals of the committee of arrangements,

-

E, TUTTLE.

Postage extra ; on the

BosTON Q. M. will hold its next session with the
éhurch in
hartestown, in Seminary
Hall, on the first
Wednesday in Oct., at 2 0’aloek,
M,
Miaisters’
meeting at 10 o’clock, A. M3 “Opening sermon in the

evening by Rev. E. N. Fernald.

QT

TROY Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Bai ton church, at Hick’s Town, on the Winkoop
Creek, 8 mi'es north of Shemnng and 11 miles north
eart taom
Elmira, Sept. 3-33,
Conference
at 2

A full delegation is solieited.

DURHAM

Q. M.will hold ita next

the Farmington church, commencing
25th, 2 o’clock,

At the Aug.

al ronvention

Clerk.

gession with

Tuesday,

Oot.

P.M.

session of the Q M.there was a Revivcommittee

appointed.

consisting

Rev.G. 8. Hill, Deerfleid, D. 1, Bdgeriy. New

of

Dur:

All wishing the convention
“ham, BE. Tuttle, Milton.
can correspond with the comm ttee.
.
C, L. PINKHAM, Clerk,
"

Q. Ms.

sending their reports

Letters

Enosburg

t*

R. Island & Mage. Y. M.
Boston Q. M,

ROOM

,

*¢

Y. M.

Y.M

Iowa Northern

.

Washington

OUR

7 DER (BAT. GOLD INTEREST

Q. M.
“

Zumbro

Q

SINKING
Q.

OF

“

FOR

Y.

MUSIC

,

.

of sacred

BOOK,

‘No.20 WALL

PALM,

thiges

hipeelf,

and

that

o

he

MOOT

&

CADDY,

Obicago,

KiL

180

NINETY,

ST, NEW YORK.

.

B
8 6 0 _— VEE
Wat

|

who

himself be
w ull ghow others how to teach, should
fwa have great eat
an experienced, practioal teacher,
work, Mr.
the
of
r
{sTi tion in announcing as the eat
undoubtedly to-day
O. M. WYMAN, of Boston, who is
work of New
the foremost man in the convention .
:
England.
$13.60 PER DOZ,
‘PRICE, $1.50 SINGLE;
A For §11e hv the trade generally

Swit.

Co.

RB.

B.
AT

SALE

Bankers and Financial Agents of the Company,

iey of
The unprecedented circulation and Ropular for a
« esire
the ** Trinmph,” coupled with a general
year
this
issue
to
induces
size,
new work of the same
Palm,
our second large book of « hurch Music —The
labor
no
ared
st
have
we
work
In undertaking this
that he who
or expense—and entertaining the belief first teel the
would lead others in sacred song should

spirit

BONDS

HITE, MORRIS & CO.,

80. River, Towa, Q. M.

CHURCH

GRANT

THE

Wisconsin

West

Y.M,

Liberty Association
Not connected with

LAND

FUND

M.

M.

NEW

MORTCACE

FIRST

& Houston

Union Y.M.
Chenango Union Q M,
Penn: ylvania Y. M,
Lawrence Q. M.
Westmoreland
Ohio & Peon Y,M,

Bank,

Albany, N.Y.; D S. Heffron, Utica, N. Y,; Keystone
Nationa] Bank, Erie, Pa ; James Calder, Harrisburg,
Pa.; C. 0. Libby, Dover, N. H.
tf16

Minnesota Y. M.
Winona

PERMISSION.

Chieago; Nash, Spaulding & Co., Boston; Harding,
Grey & Dewey, Boston;
Ist National Bank ot Geneseo. 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York city; B.
8. Wolcott, President Hanover Insurance Co., N. Y.;
1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Perry & Co.,

Y. M,

River Raisin
**
Shiawassee
St. Joseph’s Valley
No. Berrien Q. M.
Ilincise Y M.

Walton Q. M.

BY

Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National

Cnicago

Susquehanna

BLOCK;

Chicago, Illinois. . -.
REFER

Wisconsin Y. M,
Apple River Q. M.

Y. M,

Wayne

8, MAJOR

Corner LaSalle and Madison Streets,

Q. M.

Hancock & Quincy
Livingston

Genesep

re

GRAEAN, PERRY & CO,

religious

By C.M. WEMAN,

W
Andrews—0 8 Brown~T R Brackett =W Booth—P
W Belknap—J Bishop—A R Blodgett -W
H Bowen—dJ
Rronnswm—'J Chamberiin—=B H Damou—~P 0 Dean —~A
KP’ Davis—W N Davis—N Davidson—J Edecomh—Adah
EWtridge—! Eldridge
=W M Fisher—S T Falrtield—Dea
Ford
-8 8 Foster <L D Falebanks -H Graves —1 Graves
A Marmon=('J Hall «=H Holt-~I O Hainvs=J Hallet—d
W Hinkley
P P Houghton™0 OQ Hills—=W
# Hopxing=
Mes 0 LoHud =D Johnsons-A ¥ Jordan L J Jones—P
Kinsley—I Leach—Lucinda Litt'efield -J H Locke—F P
Ladd <i: 8B 1A ubooker—8 MoKuown—R Vartin—D A
Maddox—W
R Mapning
-J L Odell -W
Ordway —( H
Powers=N Preble~i, LPurker<V Pope-+~MMrs L Rich
ards Mrs J W RogersDD Riekar—S sernton -H Small
Mys 8 BH 8iminei 8 J Bmith—AA siith<salome T Saws
ay
smith
L Dstout—d E (Tibbets—dJ I. Van Epps—

rs ¥Johnson.

Other

Michigan

purchasing

property for others, we take half the pecuniary
sponsibility for half the profits,

Northern Ind. Y. M,
Putnam Q. M.

THE

Received.

place Money upon loan on two and three fold
Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per an-

We
Real

num, the interest payable semi-anoually.
We invest on joint account, that ie, in

Richland & Licking

Vermont Y.M.
Union (P. Q.) Q. M,

the
rate

upon at the time of sale in each case.

per cent, agreed

Liwle Scioto Q. M.
Marion (Ohio) Y. M.

Maine Western Y. M,
Parsonsfield
: Q. M,

from

property he has purchased, we, of course, tal
property upon paving the money. The time and

belonging to the several

immediately.

guarantee to purchasers of our property

12 to 15 per cent. per annum; that is,at the expiration
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal
and 12 or 15 per cent, interest per annum, if the purchaser then prefers that amount of money to the

bodies, either in the States or British Provinces, that
are Free Baptists in sentiment, but not in 1orm, are
earnestly requested to send us statistical reports corresponding to those in the Register, and any other
information concerning them that they may
demimportant or interesting to us as a prople:
.
Ohio River Y.M.

Pons Office Addresser,
Rev R Martin, Woodstock, Ontario.
{

We

Y. Ms. named, have not sent us their reports for the
next Register.
If we have to get out the Register by
tng jith of Oct., the clerks will see the necessity of

MOULTON.

W. BROWN,

GUARANTEED.

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

BawDOIN Q..M. will hold its. Sept, session with the
1st church in Brunswick, on Tuesday, Sept. 27, at 1
o'clock, P. M,
A. A. SuMird, Clerk,

o’clock, Friday, P. M,

FIFTEEN PER CENT.

only 25 cts.; in paper

The following

A Revival Convention will be held with the church

1v27

ork.

New

8t.,

87 Nassau

Q. M. REPORTS.

in Milton
(Three Ponds), commencing
Tuesday
evening, Oct. 4, at 6 o’clock,’ with a general class
meting.
Preaching and other religions services on
Wednesday and Thur-day following.
Revs. M. A.
are appointed

QUACKS.,—A victim of early . indiscre
VOID
tion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
&c., having tried in vain every advertized remed
has discovereda simple means of self-cure, whi
he will'send freeto his fellow sufferers on receiptVE of
Address J. H,
e.
a stamp-to day gos

covers, 15 cts.

Pres.

JUHN H. WILLARD, Troy, N. Y,

2m33 .

our By-

Price, in cloth,

NOTICE.

‘erly

useful and ornamental education, under the direction
of a corps of more than 20 professors and teachers.
&
For circulars, apply to

comely appearance. It should be in
every Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—

Bowdoin Q. M. Sabbath School Convention will be
holden in connection with the Q M., Wednesday, P.
‘M.-and- evening. Subje ts assigned: 1. The propriety of devoting Sabbath forenoon or afternoon to

for examina.
2w36

This institution offers the accumulated advang
ages of over 50 ) ears of successful operation,
Every facility is provided for a thorough ¢ ourse of

the Author, has beén clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very

Notice.

copy

SEMINARY.

FEMALE

TROY

"This little book has been revised by

Dover, Aug. 29. 1870. ™

is receiving a

warm welcome everywhere.
Try it in
your school and family.
Published by

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.

WELLING Q. M. will hold its next session at the
meeting house on Lord’4 hill, in Athens.
Business
Conference at school-house on Stcikney
Ridge.
A
full delegation is desired.
JOM.

the Bushnell church, and a good time was enNotice was given
joyed, the Lord being present.
that at the next session there would be amove
the QQ M.,
holding
of
times
mude to change the
Voted to raise
one month esrlier. at each term.
money to buy Bro, Moffatt a horse, that he may
be able to travel in this Q. M., the coming win
the 2d Evergreen
session wih
ter.. Next
church, the first K'riday in Oct her,
G. W. Morrarr, Clerk.

and Hymn Book,
o |Music
.
BY

D. R. WHITTEMORE, Gen. Agent.
Providence, R. I.

Meeting of said Corporation will be held at their office in Dover, on Wednesday, Sept 21, at 11 o’clock,
A. M.; at which time and place the business of the
Establishment will be transacted.
‘I.D. STEWART, Secretary.

pecially

The New Sunday - School

3 |

ap-

They

-

1y48

Boston, Mass.

The only perPERISTALTIC

Any who have failed to receive a copy of
Laws, will be supplied on application.

)

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON
MACHINES. The best machinein the world. Stitch
WITHOUT MONEY,
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE
THE WILSON SEWFor further particulars address
CO., No. 656 Washington street,
ING MACH

| misgion money.

Baptist Printing
that the Annual

Anti.

LLD.

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPSENES
SEWING

If not accepted, the money will be promptly returne2. Those who have sent applications to me
without the money, and have received no reply, have
been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad

Establishment.

Creation.

B. D.,,

RR. BURLINGAME,
DOVER, N. H.

36

at

TIONS.

Notices and Appointments.

of Man’s

Price, $1. ' Will be sen: prepaid by

L

5 P. M.

application for admission

F. B. Mutual Benefit
gend their admission

6w3b

The Corporators of the Freewill
Establishment are hereby notified

with

Special

Brethren mdking

account

THOMPSON,

post, on receipt of price, by

Outward

strike at the cause.

P.

Josepn

By

pleasant, nor, like all pills,
do they require increase
of dose. They are exactly suited to obviate
costiveness—the cause of ill health. Foreale at No. 1
Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON
&
Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists.
Mailed for
60 cents,
2m34.

head of hair and a refined complexion are the great=

twenty.
Both
very pleasant.

They

Biblical

One vol., 12mo,

a

plications are money thrown away.
manent cure is DR. HARRISON’S

Publisher,

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or,

-

What Mid Xt ?—Lyon’s Kathairon made my
hair soft, luxuriant and thick, and Hagan’s Magno-

.

26 E. Ninth Street, N. XY.

tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and

"a

PILES! PILES! PILES!

sub-

$E.25.

THEO. E. PERKINS,
2w36

and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P. M.

PILES!

SMITH.
much vexed

The Door will open September 15, 70.

For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.55 A.M., 5.05
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.40.

. Leave Boston for Dover

the

—

N

Friday

;

3m37

COMMUNION.

Ella F.

and

Samples sent free.

Batty,

RAILROAD,

Wednesday

ject of

CLOSE

In

Notices.

AND

Bostou.

HOME! 40 entirely

J. HYATT
.

Buxton, Me., Aug. 25, by Rev. J. M. Bailey, Mr.
Elmer H. Marble, of Paris, aud Miss Ella M. Smith,
of B.

‘Special

Soap in

Alfred, Me.

The great Narrative Work on

Wade, both of North Scituate,
In Wilton, by Rev.
E. Fisk, of New Hampton, Mr. D, M. Fisk, of New
Hampton, and Miss Alma H. Moore of W.
In West

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

Scratches,

OPEN Doon.

13th,
Mr. John Nava, of Bremen,
Miss Ann M. Vickery of Pawtucket.

Aug. 29th, Mr. Walter H. Mowry and

AT

new articles for Agents,

;

Rosetta

D

Rot,

washing

34 Merchant's Row,

"A DAY MADE

Addresg, H. B. SHAW,

R.

of Barton,

Brown,
Mr.

Foot

the best

ORE
'WHITTEMORE, BELCHER & CO..

$2

Bickford, of Compton. In Richmond, Me., Sept. 4th,
by Rev. N. Preble, Mr. Wm. C. Alexander,
of R.
and Miss Philena W. Dawes.of New York. Tn Baldwin, July 24th, by Rev. W.

cure,

It makes

the world.” Warranted to wash in hard water and
free from adulterations.
AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE
AND
SEED

Le ReT

Miss

Soaps

and Sores of any kind and will kill Lice and Ticks on

. 0.C, HILLS, Agent,

of

Carbolic

Disenfecting Compounds.

J
u
In Eaton, P. Q., Aug. 13, by Rev. Seth W, Perkins,
Myr. Charles W.

Claremont,, N. H,

Prepared for and will

Marrizd

R.V

A pamphlet sent free:

in the

AND

13,00

:

of the

action

Wanted.

|

Buchan’s

.

action
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1.00"
1,00
1,60
5,00
10,00
1,00
2,00
10,00
5,00
5,00
11,67
5,00
20,00
13,00
100,00
5,00

a

the

their

Address, TRACY, CHASE & CO.,

6,00

Dexter
A Friend
Dea C Rose
Frank Brown
R W Jones
R Barnes
J Bennet
C A Harding
B 8 Bowen
John Lewis
Jackson ch, col,
Deerfield ch col,
Leroy Gleason
O David
M B Moulton
Dea H Hall
Col. Greenfield ch,

war;

organization. of the several

“portraits alone are worth the price of the book.

4,00
2,00

. F. B. M. SOCIETY, CASH REC'D,
Robbins

the

the

Re, iments and

War, from April, 1861, to April, 1868,
It is illustrated with eleven steel portraits of New Hampshire Officers, and three’ fine wood engravings.
The steel

SILAS CURTIS; Tréasurer.

H.

bh

Hampshire

field, with biographical sketches of many of the men
who were prominent in and -during
the
great Civil

For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P.M

NEW

Tn

\

of

State; histories of

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 645 P. M. =

& LICKING Q. M,—Held its sumRICHLAND
mer term , Aug. 20, with the First Freewill Bap:
A large congregation
tist chureh of Johnstown.
was in attendance to witness and listen 10 the
different exercises of the first Freewill Baptist
Q. M. ever held in Johnstown. We were favored
with the presence of Bro. R. F. Higgins, from
Bros. Higgins, O. J. Moon
the Harmony Q. M.
and I. 8S. Parsons preached five’sermons to great
The social meetings were conductacceptance.
ed with a good degree of Christian zeal and spirit, Next session with the Concord church, Con:
cord, Licking Co., Ohio, Nov. 19.
G. D. PARSONS, Clerk.

MONTCALM

and concise history

5,00
2,00
2,00
4,10

a
:

For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.

Mendota, I11., re-

its July term

5

8.12 P. M.

Quarterly Meetings.

Q, M.—Held

:

Mrs A J Gould, Skowhegan, Me.

5.45 p.v., and

Dedication.
The Greenfield church, Pa., have just dedicated their new and beautiful church edifice, in
connegtion with a session of the Gibson Q. M.
An indebtedness of six hundred dollars was provided for on the occasion, in pledges,a fair percentage of which was paid down. Great credit is
due to their pastor, Rev. H. H. Clauncey, for the
energy with which he has prosecuted this enter0. C. H.
}
prise.

Resolved, 1. That it should be used as a
text book in every institution of léarning,
eepreially in our common schools.

-

i

This is a book of great value and unusual interest
to every New Hampshire man, and especially
to
every New
Hampshire soldier.
It contains a brief

8,00

MISSION.

Summer Arrangements. August 6, 1870
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 2.40 and

in phe west,and an intention to return to pastoral labor in New England at an early day.

ore,

1.44

244,07

BOSTON

of the services of a pastor.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
Resolved, 1st. "That we welcome the TheoState ; that we
logical
School to our

FREEDMEN’S

|

BY MAJOR OTIS F. R., WAITE.

quity.

won a reputation as a school, and is porting a restoration to health during his sojourn

a noble service, and whereas, it has

“

Revs W Rogers, J L Joy, C E Handy
&Bro 0J Canney, $1 each,
“TOR DBYEFICIARIES.

L Dis

Rev. D. P. Chase, of North Danville, Vt., is
prepared to correspond with any church in need
Rev. F. Reed writes us from

7,63

10,39
3,50
9,20
3.36

EDUCATION SOCIETY.

Requires immediate attention;as neg

(9

5,00

4

ACOUGH, COLD, ORSORE THROAT

ing the first week nearly all the rooms: in the
building were engaged by students from abroad,
and the prospects for the year’s classes are quite
T.
flattering.

and whereas,

in Maine,

of

4,00

50,00

;

=

& CO,,New York.

GREAT REBELLION.

3,00

Fullonton,

C.H. DITSON

IN THE

9,50
:
94,00

J H Herrick, Canterbury, N H,
Mrs A J Gould, Skowneffas. Me,
Rev R Dean, Chestnut
Ridge, N Y,
Canton ch, Me, per DAllen,

Within

back

per J

Sidney & Watervillé ch, Me *

CLOTHES
WRINGERS,—The
Universal
Clothes
Wringer 1s believed to be the bests cog-wheel machines
as the gears are broad, and will not entirely separate
when the clothes are passing through,
Tnis latter is a
most valuable feature, for the cogs in other wringers
(whether they are on one or both ends of the shaft,) may
be thrown apart, and be practically without cogs, when
most needed for the large articles.— Boston Culiivator.

The Fall Term of Lapham Institute, at North
Scituate, R. 1., has opened encouragingly. Dur-

Institute is

and

1,50

West Derby eh, Vt, per T P Moulton
boli

Sent by mail on receipt of sixty cents. Address

The congregation of Rev. J. N. Rich, at CaroHine Mills, R. I., recently made him a donation of
a fine chamber set, and other furniture, in honor
Com.
of his “Wooden wedding” day.

The Y. M. is4n a healthy condition ; pow the only school of its grade that our

York,

in the

‘Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N. Y.
So d by druggists.

next,

paid

New

nH

NEW HAMPSHIRE

20,45

Cleaveland ch, Ohio, per A K Moulton

question

tion

1w35

Col Ware Q M, N H per L P Lamprey
.' Col Wentworth Q M, N H, per L b Jeffers
Col Waterville Q M, Me, per H H Ellis
Sidney ch, Me
i
a

*

5

>
Musr

OLIVER DITSON & CO, Boston.

i

Hampton, N H,

Q M,

Catarrh in its worst form and stages.
It is pleasant
to use and contains no poisonous or caustic drugs.

Ministers and Churches.

INSTITUTE,

the

ah

Auburn ch, Ohio, per O Blake

4h.

Church Music!
all the time-honored .Saered

wh

Mission,

A Friend, per J L Sinclair,

are common to Cataarh, yet all of them are not present in every case.
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy cures

*
»3 MAINE

Col Rockingham

head, occasional chilly sensations, cold feet, and a
feeling of lassitude and debility are symptoms which

We se-

and

Place,

pain over the eyes, and at times

va

past year.

ed:

the 1st Rutland
church, Aug. 12-14.
Opened with prayer by Rev. B. V. Tewksbury. Elected Rev. I. Z. Haning Mode-

and

reported reviv-

A collection was taken for Home and
Foreign Missions, amounting to $46,70.
The following Resolutions were adopt

The 87th annual session was held with

Q.M.

Several of the Q. Ms.
within their limits the

M.
als

Of late,

~*

O Pitts, Wiscasset,
Me.
E Harding, Ellsworth, Me,
8 Cushman, Bath, Me.
8 W. Cowell, E Orange, Vt.
T Cook, Providence, RI,

Mrs M D Perkins, New

AG~ A profuse and many times excessively offensive discharge from the nose, with ‘stopping up” o
the nose at times, impairment of the sense of smell
and taste, watering or.-weak eyes impaired hearing,
irregular appetite, occasional nausea, pressure
and

due in six and twelve months, one of which
This religious body held its session for has been paid. As a church,we are poor in
unite with us. 1870 with the church at East Pittsfield, as- this world’s goods, but are endeavoring to
" simply Baptists, may
This opens the way for the Yearly Meet- sembling in the chapel of the Maine Cen- do all we can to complete the enterprise.
ings in Pennsylvania, and any Baptist tral Institute. The weather was fine, and Wehave appealed to other denominations
churches that may desire to comeinto the the attendance very large, probably about in Boston, and have received generous reliberty which we enjoy. Moreover, by one seven hundred. Our hearts were gladden- sponses. We have also sclicited aid from
name we bear testimony against the assump- ed by the presence of delegates from other our own churches outside of Boston and in
tion of close Baptists that when a church gimilar bodies, viz.: Rev. W. F. Eaton different states, and they have greeted us
In my atbecomes open communion, it ceases to be from the Maine Western; C. F. Penney, cordially with material aid.
Maine Central ; E. H.Prescott,N. H., and G. sence in collecting money. ‘we ifs had our
Baptist.
;
:
our own
There was considerable discussion and G. Winslow, E. Me. Methodist Conference. own pulpit kindly supplied by
feeling upon the paper question, which Sermons were delivered during the session and other ministers, some of them as gifts
by Revs. John Stevens, D. M. Graham, D. towards meeting our debt. Interest on
may bear fruit, or amount to nothing
but talk. The conviction that the proper D., C. S. Perkins, C. F. Penney and J. S. loan, and other notes and insurance, with
The preaching was of a high living expenses, make it an eventful year
development and prosperity of our cause, Burgess.
can only be secured by a metropolitan pa-. type, and was listened to by attentive and with us; but prayer is being made, and
Sister Annie S. we gratefully acknowledge providential inper, has grown stronger rather than weak- appreciative audiences.
er, and the serious imquiry is still urged, Dudley was present. She gave a descrip- terposition in our behalf. ,. The next note,
tion of the work now being done by our dae in March, will be our hardest point to
How can it be fully realized?
An executive committee of nine was ap- Mission in the Shenandoah valley, and took double; but if timely responses from other
pointed to direct missionary and other up a collection of $60,00 for that Mission. churches and friends be made, so as to
matters in the state during the year, under The necessities of the Maine Central Insti- meet it, the experiment will end in success,
instruction to act with vigor and liberality. tute were brought before the meeting, and and bring joy and pleasure to the strugWe bope that it may not prove to be a life- $7300,00 were subscribed towards liquidat- gling mission. Shall we have them ? Occupying a humble place we
would
less and useless committee, allowing the ing its’ debts. Rev. G. W. Bean was apyear to pass with no earnest endeavor and pointed General and Finacial Agent by the give all the praise to the God of Missions.
~T. D. CLEMENTS.
no manifest accomplishment.
There is Trustees of the Institution, which appointY.
the
by
in
d
Boston,
Sept.
5,
1870.
concurre
heartily
was
ment
work to be done, and if chosen leaders do

the churches

return.

(2

Containing

;

Miss

By

Ch Byron,
NY,"
4
nid
. Executor of tne estate of John P Drew
late of North! Hampton, N H,

The introduction of SEA M0SS FARINE as a

of the State, whether Freewill, Free, Open
Communion,
General,
Siz Principle, or

their duty,

to

tral depot at 53 Park

a mort-

March

collected

Christian Advocate, Aug.

Columbug,

Mrs A J Gould, Skowhegan, Me, |

twelve months they have established a business of
immense magnitude and importance.

of the day,seemed to add

one year, ending the

Ac-

Y.

’

Barrett, Rutland, Meigs Co., Ohio.
EXPRESS;

Home

bles, it has no equal, The SEA Moss FARINE Co.,
who own the patent for the article, have their cen-

: gage of the property for five years, and
ages of the denomination,
Next session with the Little Scioto Q. M. paid it in, and engaged to pay $4,000 in

-ctation of Baptists, to be composed of delegates from all the Yearly Meetings in the

Hudson,

desideratum of Popular, Social and

The great

Hallowell ch, Me, per J F' Nason

from it are ‘fit for Juno when she banquets;”? and as
a clarifier for refining cider and other fomented pota-

Christ,

cured a loan of $6,000, by giving

Us-

Rev
Rev
Joh
Rev
Wm

delicious fare be obtained for the same cost. The
custards, Charlottes, jellies, puddings, &e., made

its benedictions to the scene. It has been
about fifteen months since the church was
organized, and this is the tenth baptism we
have had ; and there have been in all ninety-three members gathered in church fellowship. Love and union prevail, and the
spirit of revival is still with the mission.
During the winter, we purchased a con-

Christ has

Rev 8 H

uational food staple, solves that problem.
From no |
other article under the sun can the same amount of" Jin

thought that,
to

Mills, An,

Humphries and

John E Rand, Steep Falls, Me.

how to obtain the largest amount of wholesome, palatable nourishment at the lowest possible price, has
been earnestly discussed in thousands of American

also of other

souls

N,

by, perhaps never

though he leaves them, he will labor in another field, where they fully believe he will

DOCTRINE.

.

y

NH.

Rev A Moulton, Derby Line, Vt,
are

A Question in many Homes. The fine times
when we could all live on the fat of the land have gone

has

esteem

N Y.

Sharon, Iowa,
© Northwood,

Eld nis Gore, Suamord

constantly in¢reasing.
We are informed that the
proprietors are now behind their orders to the ex| tent ot over four hundred. Orr own commendation
of these organs will be remembered, and need not be
repeated here.
el

Bro. S., from the commenteto

on the Apalachin Creek, Oct.
G. W. MaxuaEW, Clerk.

have already been sold, and #h¢'demand for them is

either by

tion, and sanctification, the resurrection
and judgment of all men, the entire salvation of saints and final condemnation of
sinners should be fully preached.
en- venient church edifice for $10,000.
4, That we disapprove as a

~ ™ ‘heartily took the name of The Central Asso-

sociations, or churches,

church,

his pastorate

ture,in the beauty

that through

objected

‘State, and any other Yearly Meetings.

half years.
ment of

made sufficient atonement for all men,

Bap-

so we

of the raising,

nation of its choice is free; that

to Freewill,
some to Free, but all claimed

pe . the family

favor

°

a

ot

number

letter.

baptism or letter, since Bro. S. has been
pastor of the church. With this day’s labor closed a pastorate of nearly five oi a

3. That we re-affirm our belief that regeneration is the prerequisite for church meme human mind in the determibership ; that

Baptists

Some

©

truth,

membership.

Communion

by

R Woodcock, Conklingville,

Rev M 8 Hubbell,
Miss Addie Hoyt,

.'

that, as a result,a large sale .in that direction has

Resolved, 1. That we as a denomination and advarcing the cause of the Redeemer.
are prepared to adopt the system of ChrisCou.
tian faith as set forth in the Treatise published by order of the last General Conference.
So. BosTtoN. The church here enjoyed a
2. That baptismal regeneration, the sleep precious day, yesterday. Five converts
of the soul after death, and the final salvation of all men are dangerous heresies, and were baptized, and seven received the
ought to be rejected by all seekers for hand df fellowship to the church, while ra-

There was a little perplexity felt in regard
to the name of our organization, as we did
not wish to confine the organization to
New York, and are made up of Free* will, Free and

united

have been added to the

of a

and forward his name to the parent society for appointment.

State, which may choose to unite with u¥,
acceptable

who

to obtain a Home Missionary for this Y. M.,

" Associations, or churches, in or out of the
proving

to fifty-seven

who

chuarch,°

The American Tune Book.

Books Forwarded.
'
BY MAIL,
Rev J Goodwin, Durand, Ill.

sprung up, and many orders from that country have
been received, some of them calling for from twenty.
five to fifty at a time.
Over twenty-eight. thousand

sympathy than they have heretofore ob- churches, and citizens generally in the
The church and society deeptained, and we still exhort our brethren to community.
ly regret the departure from them of one
greater liberality in these directions.
2. That we select a committee of three whom they so deeply love and respect.

plant churches, and it

other

disapprove

Freedmen’s Missions deserve more

occupy new

gates from all the Yearly Meetings of the
State

five

Resolved, 1. That the Home,Foreign and

is high time that ‘we redouble
our diligenceto accomplish our task.
This was
the chief topic of discussion and interest in
the Convention,
A permanent Association was organized
to meet annually, to be composed of dele-

a

persons,

The

MISSIONS.

large number of cities and villages invitand

we

parts

GREAT BALE OF AMBRICAN ORGANS.—Messrs
8. DD. & H. W. Smith, the enterprising manufacture:s
of American Organs, nave just
ed ‘another sto
to their large and very completé
ufaetory in Boston, This will enable them to turn out 100° organs
per week, insteadof eighty, as herétofore.
During
the late visit of Mr, Philip Phillips to ‘England, he
used, in his ‘Evenings of Song,” in extended tours
these organs, and they were received with such favo

ed, and also to the wife of one of the candi-

manufacture and. use, of tobacco.

fields inspire
nfinisters and churches to attempt greater things in the future. We occupy a large and important field, with a
ing us to enter

in favor

an for the Legislature who is not in
by
prohibition.

The reports

sections of the state were

the

four

dates,

make up the

1. That we are

sisters aame up from various

Rev J M Crandall, Ames, NY.

" Com,

mention-

prohibitory liquor law, and will vote for no

fall and winter, was strong and general.
strengthen

wego
21-28d.

encouraged

fellowship was given to the four

.

TEMPERANCE.

-iant gervice for the Master, the coming
The

x

ty.

and hope character-

the purpose

much

Rev, A. A. Smith, baptized

8. That in order to accomplish this we
cooperate with the Home Mission Socie-

All the Y, Meetings in the State, and two
in Pennsylvania were represented, and re-

and

and Brother Burrell baptized two at Shep-

all heads of families and substantial citizens
fields, organize churches, and extend our
of the place. In the afternoon the hand of

We had a large and interesting meeting.

encouraging,

brethren and

;
steps

shall be to hold protracted meetings with
worthy but’ weak churches, occupy new

Attica.

ized those who were present.

The good ' work

ToesaaM,
ME. Sunday, Avg. 21, wasa
2. That this Conference take
to
immediately send out an evangelist to happy day for this church, though minOn this day our pastor,
travel through this Y. M., whose duty it gled with sadness,

borders.,

several

of pros-

ordinary ' sub-- great want of material help.

and our treasuries will be full.
:
G. H. Barr, Cor. Sec.

from the

abundant

SHENANDOAH VALLEY,

the’Q. M., all aglow in the love of God. and
still prospers in the Valley. Bro. Dunjee of
were ready for ‘the work. The preaching was
recently baptized three disciples, and re- , with power and to the point. Sinners were made 4
to see the wantof a Saviour; and two fouhd | ®
ceived ten into the church at Winchester; Jouce
to their souls. Next
session
with the

perity that has attended tke efforts of our herdstown, and feels
people in theé*Ohio River Y. M., notwith- with his work there.
standing in some parts of it there is a

every member of our families to give something every Sabbath morning to missions,

markable zeal, unity

‘have

we

cause to thank God for the degree

scriptions. Get the children at work; get

The

Ty

STATE OF THE Y, M.
Resolved,

with any other system of collections, and
end amount to miore’ than

14, 1870.

mn

Jection, and the contents of ‘the Boxes re-

will gather up the pennies,

MORNING STAR:SEPTEMBER

*

:

vas

hold

nts in a new busi.
ovelty Co., Saco, Me,
’

ANTED—AGENTSR. (20
or day) to sell
the celebrated HOME SHUTILE SEWING
MACHINI..
Has the under-ford, makes the
lock stitch” (alilce on both sides, and is fully
licensed.

The bestand cheapest fumily Sew-

{rg machine in the market.

Address

JOHN-

SON, CLARK & CO., 80ston,
Muasn,, Pitts.
burgh, Pa., Chicago, Ill. .or 8t. Louis, Mo.
“Death

|

not Life.”—A

copy of this valuable

Book

gout free to any ddress on receiptof Fi ty Cents.
It ia a Book which will interest all, Rracy Family
should possess a copy.
PA. MCMOORE,
Fort Ann, N.Y,

Ca
“

ow

nN

MORNING STAR: SEPTEMBER 14, 1870.

THE

Ree ers

eS
sx
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© Poetry. : ;
I Doubt

It.

Old Money Grub has piles of wealth,
Greed steels his heart and saps his health,
But longer grows the figure.
He says religion is a lie,
?

And men can do without it ;—

Will this pay when he comes to die?
Perhaps.
so, but I doubt it.

And while old Grub hoards up his gold,
Young Grub makes haste to spend it,

Resolved to sin till he is old,
Then change his life and menilit.
But when age bids him right the wrong,
Do you think he’ll set about it?
Will young indulgence make him strong?
Perhaps so, but I doubt it.
=

great

mule

(

3

* Since she rose with the sun from her bed?”
*

And I climbed up upon grandpapa’s knee,

And I’s jes as tired as tired can be.”
Lower and lower the little head pressed,
Until it had dropped upon grandpapa’s breast ;
Dear little Golden-hair, sweet be thy rest.
‘We are but children ; things that we do"
Areas sports of a babe to the Infinite view,
That marks all our weakness
and pitiesit too.
God grant that as night o’ershadows our way,
And we shall be called to account for our day,
He shall find us as guileless as Golden-hair’s lay *
And oh, when aweary, may we be so blest,
And sink like the innocent child to our rest,
And feel ourselves clasped to the Infinite breast.

Te Family Circle,
the Children.

RAMSEY.

——i ——

TENTH EVENING. .
¢¢ Now, mamma,” said Henry, ‘¢ please
let us learn something more about these
wonderful mountains which inclose this
:
- beautiful valley of Quito.”
“ You may well say, the wonderful
the

earth

is there such a display of terrific grandeur. ‘ Twenty volcanoes, presided over
by the princely Chimborazo and Cotopaxi,
rise out of a sublime congregation of mountains surrounding the famous valley of
Quito.’ Twenty-two summits wear their
crowns of perpetual snow under the vertical
sun.”’
¢ But why does not somebody ascend
these mountains and tell us more particularly about them P” said Laura.
‘A great
many people climb the Alps and write
avalanches,

and

Alpine ttorrents, till I feel as if 1had seen
them.” ™
¢ As I told you, my dear, the highest of
these mountains are,no doubt, inaccessible.

The great Humboldt made the attempt to
' ‘ascend Chimborazb sixty-eight years ago,
but he gave up in despair four thousand feet
below the summit.
The intrepid Bolivar,
who gave hisname to the state of Bolivia,
went somewhat higher, but he, too, return-

ago

a

Frenchman named Boussingault, after pro-

the

elevation

hundred

of

feet,—the

highest point ever trodden by the foot of
man,—but the dome, in its inapproachable

gloey, still lay hearly

two

thousand

feet

above him.”
« Are there glaciers and avalanches here,

as in the Alps?” asked Henry.
|
““ Neither are found here. Humboldt
aseribes their absenceto the steepness of
the mountains, and to the ‘dryness of the
aif.

The great Chimpurazu,

or the snowy

ajountain, as the word means—* sits motiotless, in calm serenity and unbroken
silenco—a silence which is absolute and
aofually oppressive ; but there was a

time

«ghey
thas cold silvery dome gleamed with
“soloanie fires, and the mountain, now so
stil), yooked and

Toiling

base

of

in the

up-

the

be-

«I

mule

rocks, and here and there a delicate

flower

can try to imagine

The
ing pleased

Toithe east

_rowo, and rent them with chasms so dark
and
that they seem to lead to the conAud orp thatthe world.” This is the mon-

‘train of ambitious
vd

His

ringlets

you
which

aroumd

he
what

he beholds a [rightful opening in the

him to be!

earth

was
a

his

neck.

in

What a lively,

we chilAnd so

so pleasant
wonderful

and

man

friendly.

we

thought

said

es, marching

about in single

Old

Jack’s

file, and end

Knife.

“a

¢« And did you make jt all with that knife ?
Why my brother Tommy has a much better
knife,

with

ever

so

many

blades,

and

a

corkscrew, and a—and a—I don’t: know
what besides, in his; and his boat that he
made isn’t half so nice as that one.”

« Bless your little heart, why I wouldn't
change this "ere knife for one as had a hundred blades, if there was such a thing, nor
for a
and
Why,
know

whole box of tools, carpenter’ s bench
glue-pot thrown into the bargain.
I've had him ever since I was I don’t
how young ; and he’s been round the

I've used him at meals, at fishing, at work,
on sea, on land, in fair weather and foul,

like
my
ed.
and
old
and

a razor still. Once he saved me and
mates, from perishing when shipyreckWe were thrown on a desert shore,
shivering to death with cold, when my
knife'and a flint stone struck a light,
lit some dried grass, and we made a

fire, and warmed

ourselves, and

clothes, and cooked

¢« This is the description Prof. Orton gave
of it three years ago. At that time the

volcano was in a state of rest.

Two

centu-

ries had elapsed since the last eruption,
which covered Quito three feet deep with
ashes and stones, and furrowed the mountain side with torrents of bitumen and boil-

ing water.

Since the great earthquake two

years ago, Pichincha has

shown

signs

of

activity, sending forth dense clouds of black
smoke, and so much sand that it is impossible to reach the crater.”
* O mamma,” said Laura, ‘ what has
become of the poor little flowers, then P”

* They have no doubt perished with
every other living thing, leaving the horrid
pit utterly desolate. It seemed strange to

find such sweet and beautiful things in sach
a place. "

‘‘ But

after

all, mamma,

the Andes.

The mountains
are very grand, the

climate

the juggler entraps
of whichhe

them

in a

shuts down.

But

as he is again cautiously lifting the lid, to
take a peep at his captives, they slip out,
and the flight and pursuit are once more
begun.
At length he manages to grasp
both butterflies in his hand, and comes
forward

with

an

airof

triumph,

to

show

them to the audience. Batlo! when he
opens his haapd, all that comes. from it, is
a light cloud of golden dust.
This feat, performed asit’is by a skillful
use of the fan, is one which the Japanese
public applaud more than they do any -other. They think that it is the most wonderful their jogglers perform.
Among the jugglers who go about the
streets of Japan amusing the little children,
from Corea, a country which lies in the
west of Japan, and.is joined on to China.

air, 1

think I shall not settle among

suddenly

‘box, the lid

there are frequently seen some who come

And waste their sweetness on the sulphurous

said Henry.

Both mount up in the air, flutter about,
descend, rise up again, and then circle
around, as if in chase of one another, till

1

These jugglers seem to have a great deal
of patience, At least,I should think it would
need more
of it than I have, to learn to do

of Dr.

Prepared

both for

Literary Review.

dried

our

some food, and kep-

the fire in all the time

we

were

there,

taken off by the ship's boat that got

till

safely

Laura,

smoke, and sulphurous gas.’

that study

This work

the uuse of students as a text-book and as a volunié for the more private use of preachers, it
avoids the extreme of scientific methods. on the
one hand and the looseness of mere generalities

1870.

12mo. pp. 479.

rp
We

Plain

Talk

to

I

Your everyday toilette is a part of your
character, A girl who looks like a. ‘‘fury”
ora ‘‘sloven” in the morning is not to be
trusted, however finely she may look in the
evening. No matter how humble your
room may be, there are eight things it
should contain, viz.: a mirror, washstand,
soap, towel, comb, hair,
brushes,
Those are just

nail and tooth
as essential as

widely

from eachother, they

both

thodoxy.

He has written and published several

iraying

and

that give prominence

for

which they

timely protest against a skeptical generation
that perverts the terms, ‘reason and science,”
in an attempt to make them testify against the
gospel ‘and to quarrel with the highest words of

Christ.

For this service

Dr. Newman

interesting,

deserves

but

is not |

likely to prove very satisfactory,—especially to
those for whom it is ostensibly meant.
He has
just become a Catholic, and so he must needs tell
his old Protestant friends how it all came about,
try to justify his new position, urge others to
share it with him, and prove to his new allies
how ready he is to draw the sword in behalf of
the dogmas with which he formerly quarreled.
Dr. Stone is a man of some learning and ability,
whose honesty of intention and excellences of
character nobody questions.
But his book will
prove both a surprise and an amusement.
The
story of his conversion is a umique piece of
psychological biography; his hasty, not to say
headlong, zeal is suchas one finds only in connection with young converts, and not often anywhere else than among young people; his implied charges that Protestants are Protestants only
because they are afraid to look candidly atevidence,—as he declares he has been all his life,—is
rather a remarkable instance of simplicity and
pharisaism; and the extravagant way in which
he goes in for the defense of everything which
the Romish church bas said and done, chulleng-

fellowship

purity, and the

1851;
or, The Coup
PARIS IN
DECEMBER,
-d’Etat of Napoleon III.
By Eugene Tenot.
Editor of the Siecle, ete.
Translated from the
“Shift
|French edition, with many original
"notes
W, Adams and A. H. Brandon.

New odin

pp. 360.

Hurd &

Houghton.

1870.

12mo.

Sold
by E. J. Lane.

‘There is a peculiar and almost a ludicrous interesiyin reading this volume at the present
time.
The Coup d’Etat suggested the’ culmina-

tion of Louis

Napoleon’s

selfish ambition

and

embodied his tyrannical audacity.
He cheated
and terrified France, and betrayed and struck
down the men to whom he owed his elevation to
the Presidency, and so went up to imperial power. Tenot tells the story plainly, ca.mly and
faithfully allowing the facts to be their own comment.
Itis a clear, vivid, skillful, manly

narrative, and nobody can read

it without

prej-

udice, and yet wholly smother

his indignation,or

keep down the wish that such

wickedness

be openly and sternly

rebuked.

And

buke has come in capture and exile.

the

may
re-

Retribution

follows the iniquity, and one will all the more
appreciate the retribution after reading this intensely interesting account of the iniquity.
ONLY A FIDDLER.
A Danish Romance.
By
Haus Christian Andersen.
Author’s edition.
Same Publishers, ete.
1870. 12mo. pp. 300.

Sold by E. J. Lane.

:

Ey

to

Andersen’s power, as a story-teller hardly
needs a word in its praise.
He isa prince in
this literary realm, as hosts of admirers have
long testified. But weare glad to call attention

smile at his enthusiasm and receive his discretion
at a pretty large discount.

to the admirable edition of his works which
Messrs, Hurd and Houghton are publishing, and

ing every doubter to the lists, will

remind the

reader of the Spanish knight who ran a tilt at the

windmill, and

compel

even Father

Hecker

He says he had been a fighting Protestant all his
life; but adds, that

he

“had

studied

simply

to

combat and refute.”
He supposed himself an
impregnable Episcopalian.
But he heard the
voice of the Pope inviting the Protestant wanderers to return to the true church; he ‘“recalled the

image of the apostolic Pleader;”

in imagination

he ‘saw the beautiful, benignant face again,”
which he actually saw as a boy in Rome; he ‘‘beheld the outstretched hand, extended then in
blessing, now in gracious invitation and entreaty,” and,—~well, it was of no use to resist
longer, This is what followed: ‘There was a
quick misgiving;”
“I felt my heart growing
faint at a whisper;” “my feet had been led to an
unseen brink; . . . Iwas early aware of (he

sudden terror with

which

I found

myself slip-

ping and going, and the darkness which suc
ceeded the swift plunge;” “but now divine compassion has led me to the feet of my true Mother,
who, through all my railing, stood patiently and
‘with true love awaiting my return.”
We think
all will agree that this confession and experienc
may be properly described as something at oxrce
curious and remarkable ;—just about as cur
and remarkable as the implication that
funs

and remarkable as his charges, such as that ‘the
history of Protestant nifssions is a scandal and a

farce,” or as his assumption, that, “if men
up the Catholic church they must
inevitably to paganism.”

go

back.

give
.

Ah, well! We do not know how seriously his
prelatical brethren may take this loss of B sincere but self-complacent and wordy ecclesiastic,

but we think his feeble logic,

spasmodic

senti-

mentalism, abounding
credulity and doughty
zeal as a disputant, have gravitated at length to
their natural sphere.
Protestants can endure
as Dr. Stone, quite

as well

and amiable man
as

Catholicism can

entertaining
*

but

imA

TREATISE

ON

THE

PREPARATION

AND Dx-

LIVERY, or SrRMoNs, By John A. Broadus,
daily life to ‘‘dress up” for the afternoon.
. D., Professor in the Southern i
Your dress may, or .need not be, anything
tist hegiogc i Seminary,
Phila.: Smi
English
&
12mo. pp. 514. $2.
better than calico; but with a ribbon, or
flower, or some bit of ornament, you can. . The interest taken in the subject of Homilethave an air of self-respect and satisfaction fcs is both cheering and promising. It shows
that the question, How shall preaching be made
that invariably comes with being well dress- truly effective? is occupying the attention of
ed. A girl with fine sensibilities can got many able thinkers, and that young men who are
preparing for the ministry

are

to 'be supplied

°

arrangement of the little work shows both skill
‘and religious earnesness,
It ought to have been
printed on better and whiter paper.
That would
have helped to impress the itlea of purity.

:

Dr. Stone’s volume is

inward

throughout to the idea of inward

the thanks of Christendom, and even the Tubingen critics will find it impossible to sneer at him,
and a most unenviable
task to answer his ar-

gument.

to an

with God, her writings are peculiarly grateful,
suggestive and quickening.
Itisa type of religious life whose culture is especially called for
in this intensely outward age; and Mrs. Upham
has done a good service in giving these letters
to the public.
The little volume of “Helps” is. arranged very
much on the same plan as the “Daily Food,"—
having a sentiment or petition, a verse of Scripture and a few lines of poetry arranged for each
day in the year.
Special prominence is given

indi-

It is a strong and

Publisher.

since by Prof. Upham,will readily apprehend the
qualities of these Letters.
She was a womsh of
great spiritual elevation, devout, meditative, and
having her conversation in heaven.
To souls

* cated by an allusion, an assumption, an avowal,
or a specimen of phraseology such as none but
Catholics employ, but in almost all respects it is

may well thank the author.

Same

Those who have read the ‘‘Life and Experience of Madame Guyon,” prepared some years.

Natural Religion, require the acceptance of all
the great central truths of Christianity as taught
in the New Testament. It is a strong argument,
fairly, skillfully and admirably put; and to those
who are willing to think and capable of assimilating strong intellectual meat, the careful study
of this volume will prove a most healthful and
valuable exercise. It will quicken thought and
supply its materials, and at once justify faith and
buttress it up into added stability.
Here and

properly claim an interest,

;

on Purity.
By A. C.Rose.
1870. 32mo. pp. 200.

on

a work in which all evangelical Protestants may

literary

HELPS T0 EVERY-DAY HOLINESS,
and Thoughts

precisely the sameas those which are concerned
in the thorough acceptange
of the great doctrines

there the Romish attitude of the author is

Free alike from

LETTERS OF MADAME GUYON:
Being selections of her religious thoughts and experiénces, translated and rearranged from her private
Correspondence; including her correspondence
with
Fenelon, abridged.
- By Mrs.
P. L..
+C. Pa mer, r
Upham.
New York:
1870.
16mo. pp. 216.

an as-

acted

the subject.

ed affection for a dear friend.

purely logical in method and form, while its
great motive and end are thoroughly religious.
It really belongs to the literature of the Evidences, and aims to show that the very mental proand

Neale, originally delivhe Newton Theologi-

reverence for godliness, and throbs with chasten-

partly metaphysical in its lines of thought, often

received

18mo,

ambition and unbecoming panegyric,- it is full of

toward God and

in inducing

1870.

cal Institution, afterwar
‘epeated at Tremont
Temple, and now put into the beautiful little vol.
ume before us, is a fitting tribute to the virtues
and labors of a true and eminent Christian minister, worthy of the author and admirably por-

having a sweeet charity and a true sympathy
for men,—he never writes but with a high purpose, and a rhetorical skill that is really artistic.
This last volume is perhaps his ablest.
It is

bear the burden of this very
most equivocal book.

help feeling embarrassed and ayfkward in a

' This discourse of Dr.
ered at the anniversar

significant

to a cultivated and wholesome taste, full of earnest convictions, dignified in spirit, calm in a

Boston: .Gould & Lincoln.

pp. 96.

ness and vigor, master of a style which is a con-

not only make a great mistake, but commit
a sin of omission.
Look tidy in the morn-

Make it a rule of your

THE PASTOR AND PREACHER} A Mewori I of
the late Rev. Baron Stow, D, A
By Rollin H,
Neale, pastor of the First Baptist church, Bose

ton.

stant stimulus to the intelieet and a perpetual joy

the loss of evén such a sincere

ing, and after the dinner work is over,

will be found to possess a real and somewhat pe-

Thinking with rare clear-

sent to the propositions

modera-

ouliap exvellence.

the narrow strip of ecclesiastical territory which
separates the Anglican from the Komish church.

cesses which are concerned

general

are offered to the student and preacher, the work

Agsent would win regard by

tried and settled faith, reverent

the

challenge at-

the fact of its ile. 4 , alone.
Dr. Newman
is recognized as one of the most prominent of all
the well-known men ‘who have stepped across

volumes before this.

in

tion and wholesomeriess of the suggestions which

Each deserves a few specitic words.

The Grammar of

read-

Differing

tention and will secure it, On both the literary
and the theological sides, they present strong
claimsto the attention of those who are influenced by strong thought and have a real care for the
interests of religious truth and ecclesiastical or-

your breakfast, before which you should
make good use of them. Parents who fail to
provide their children with such appliances,

prove your toilette.

what is essential to convey its ideas to the

er and stimulating him to further thought and
careful application, and

have here two noticeable Books;

through the book, that Protestants generally are
as prejudiced, one-sided and illogical as he ,eonfesges that he has been ;—just about as curious

Girls.

licity of its arrangement of topics, in the wise
economy of words, in the soundness of judgment
which is maintained ‘throughout, in saying just

.

THE INVITATION HEEDED: Reasons for a return to Catholic Unity. By James Kent Stone,
late President of Kenyon College, Ohio, &c.
Fousth edition. Same Publishers.
1870. 12mo.

of Christianity ; and toshow that the very principles which underlie the accepted doctrines of

was,

hung

can. afford.

punched in a small‘ piece of money. You
can easily imagine how hard it must: have
been to learn to do this. Another wil]
on the other, It is less thorough and critical
than some other works which aim at the exhausshow you a dozen tortoises all trained to
tive treatment of special departments of rhetoric.
march about like soldiers. To make them |
It has less of the philosophical element than the
mind him, he sings a sort of a song to them,
trgatisesof Shedd and Hoppin, and in its freshkeeping time by beating on a small gong,
ness and power of suggestion is greatly inferior
or metal drum called a tum-tum. His sol- AN ESSAY IN AID OF A GRAMMAR OF ASSENT. to the work of 'Vinet. ~ But in the breadth of the
By John Henry Newman, D. D., of the Orato- field which it covers, in the Raturalness and fe
diers go through & variety of performancIn New
Yeork: Catholic ‘Publication House.

ness, the Signor can not come up to the to shore some miles away.”
jugglers of Japan. Many of their tricks,
“0 my!
whata wonderful knife! I
¢ that
we read Richardson’s description of to be sure, the best of our own jugglers wish I had it. I'd rather have it than Tomthe Yo Semite valley. I thought then that sometimes perform. But then our magi- my’s,now.”
:
that was the
most wonderful place in the cians or wizards, as we call them, make
‘¢Ah! my pretty, dear, tisn’t the knife
world.
He said he was perfectly over- such a show of doing wonderful things, altogether; neither-’twouldn’t have served
whelmed when he looked down into the that people are not half so surprised when me as he has if IT hadn’t a cared for him
great gulf, but it seems to me that it is all is done, as they thought they would be. like, and ’twouldn’t have been much use to
If a man was to tell us he was going to | me when we were wrecked, if I hadn't took
nothing to this.”
¢“ That wonderful valley must awake ‘trawl into a bottle, and make a great pre- care
to have him with me. I valued him
very different emotions from this place. It tense of getting ready to do it, we would very high, and so I was careful of him ; and
likely to he surprised
if he
‘is as deep as this crater; but the eye looks be more
seeing he was so good, I turned him to all
down on a scene of quiet beauty, enclosed didn’t do it than if he did. The Japanese manner
of accounts. Now, my pretty
about his per- dears, just you take a lesson from me and
by those gigantic walls. Here everything juggler, howevér, goes
is awful as well as grand. The black, rug- formance so quietly, and with such seem- my knife. You've many useful gifts givged rocks which surround the great basin ing carelessness, asif he did not expect en you when you were born; that you'll
seem like a fitting wall to the infernal re- to surprise you at all, that his tricks ap- find out soon. Now, when you find out
gion. No sign of animal or vegetable life pear to be truly wonderful.
any of these gifts, make up your mind to use
In their sleight-of-hand tricks, the jug- ‘em well; see how many ways you can
exists here. Not an insect moves his wing,
not a lichen clings to the scathed and beet- glers of Japan wske a great use of the fan. turn ’em to account, like my knife; always
ling crags. The silence is broken alone by One of them, for instance, will show to the have ’em about you, ready to use when
the low muttering of the smouldering fires, spectators a large fan. Next, he balances it wanted. There's many a good thing left
and the hissing and bubbling of boiling wa- on his right hand, 2nd then gives it a toss undone, cause folks don’t think of doing
ter in the great caldron beneath, or the aw- into the air, 'catching it as it falls, in his left ‘em at the right time ; they don’t keep their
ful thunderings of ‘the neighboring volca- hand. Then he sits down, fans himself, and gifts handy like. . Look at this bit of a
noes.
The snowy peaks, miles above the turning the side of his face to the audience, blade, most wore out, but sharp and bright,
clouds, which surround the spot like sleep- blows out from his mouth, the image of a what there's left of him. Well, use will
less sentinels, add to the solemn magnifi- horse in full gallop. Still keeping his fan in keep your gifts sharp and bright so long as
cence and help to produce the most pro- motion, he then shakes from his right sleeve you last.
a swarm of little doll-like figures that pass
found impressions.
“If this knife had feelings, don’t you
«1 told you that Humboldt pronounced out of sight, dancing and bowing to the think he's a deal happier than that fine polNext the juggler stoops down, ished sword you saw dangling tween that
the bottom of the crater inaccessible, but spectators.
several persons have proved that he was shuts up the fan, and holds it with both officer’s legs. Bless you, my knife wouldhands.
Whilst he is doing this, his head
mistaken.”
n't change places with e'er a one in Bar«« Has any one ever really been down in- seems to vanish, but it is seen againin a mouth ; not if twas the carving-knife at
to this crater?” said Henry. ‘I thought moment, looking as big as a giant's. The the squire’s table. Why? cause he’s hapthe bottom of a crater was full of fire, hot next instant it again appears of the usual pier in knowing he’s been o'so much servA sort of pitcher with two handles
lava, and smoking sulphur.
How can any size.
ice all his life.
and & long narrow neck is now placed
person live there?”
« Ah! that's it; being useful keeps us
““ Your ideas of a crater are not quite before the juggler, and in a moment hé" “bright and makes us happy. Now, you
correct. They differ greatly in different seems to crawl out of it, and disappear in know, my dears, who's a using of you,
mountaing, and you must not imagine that the clouds hanging from the ceiling.
don’t you? Yes, God; to be sure. You're
In this trick the juggler seems to cheat His little blades, and He's set you in finer
the description of this one will apply exactly to any other. This is a monstrous your eyes, rather than to make a great use handles than some of His other blades;
funnel-shaped basin. The traveler enters of sleight-of-hand. But there is another may be, He’s finer work for you to do.
it on the southern side, which is the least feat in which the fan is used, that certainly Well, let Him use you as He likes ; you're
precipitous, and, amid rolling stones and shows wonderful skill and quickness of ia His hand, and He'll make you useful, for
treacherous sands, in imminent peril of band. The performer takes a small bit of He has a work for all His blades to do.
life and limbs, he slides and tumbles paper and gives it a twistin the center, so Then, if you let Him use you as He likes—
downward.
When he has reached the ,A8 to make it look something like the body for you can prevent Him if you will—you'd
bottom he finds a deeply furrowed plain and wings of a butterfly. This seems to get brighter, and happier, the usefuller
strewn with rugged rocks, containing a few escape from his hands like a real butterfly, you'd become. And just asl was never so
patches of vegetation and half a dozen and, driven by his fan, flutters around his fond of my old knife, as I be now, so the
species of flowers.
In the center is an ir- head. He tries to catch it, butthe insect ap- longer you serve God, the more He'll love
regular heap of stones, two hundred and pears to defy his efforts. It even alights on you, till, at last, you’ll get no more notchsixty feet high by eight hundred in diame- the edge of the fan, with which he threat- ing nor blunting] you'll want no more
ter. This is the cone of eruption, its dides ens to beat iffdown. At last it takes shel- sharpening or setting, but will be with
and summit covered with one imposing ter on a bouquet of flowers standing near, him perfect forever. Now, don’t forget
group of vents seventy in number, all lin- but a moment afterwards, is in flight again, my knife; it’s the first time that he’s
ed with sulphur and exhaling steam, black with a second butterfly as a companion. ever preached a sarmen."—Kind Words.
mamma,”

Broadus deserves attention.

self-respect should demand the

my friends.
This old knife, always true as
steel, has never failed me; and now that
he’s worn down to what you see, he'll cut

so white,

Yet, cléver though he was, and is yet, as
some of my little readers can bear wit-

sulphurous

over, your

and experience

‘in the ordinary thought and spheres of life, are

did our fathers and mothérs too, for that
matter, and our grandfathers and grandmothers as well.
Everybody used to like

gigantic

with the best suggestions ‘and helps

by night and day. aud ye never once disThe Signor was a young, J appointed me. I can’t
say that for many of

hair, now

wr

ragged, dirty dress, with her hair ukemi,
if a stranger or neighbor comes in. -Moredecent appareling of your body.
You
should make it a point to look as well as
you can, even if you know nobody wii see
you but Jourself. — Household.

world with me more than once. If this ‘ere
old friend of mine could write a book—he’s
sharp enough—he could tell a fine tale.

much, as to be taken to

fanny little. man he was! How
dren used to laugh at his tricks!

its

him,

of

me so

then.

‘And

cloud

when

at that time, as black ascoal, and

stairs, and are lost/ in a white sea of
cloud that covers
the coast ;—and at his feet

a

them, and

When I was a little boy, there was noth-

man

rolls

de-

Jugglers of Japan.

the words,

Ather, like

any

travelers have written about them.”

see Signor Blitz.

the

oil, pouring the liquid by means of a ladle,
in & thin, thread-like stream,through a hole

were

terrible

have opportunity, read the volumes.

reeled in’ the awful con- . ¢ ¢ They certainly wel born to blush unseen,

vulsone which plowed its sides with fur-

have not time tgpive you

and dangers are forgotten. As he gazes
around him, he learns the full meaning of

from

villages

scription of Cotopaxiand other magnificent
mountains
which surround Quito.
You

rises out of the volcanic dust. The work
is hard, requiring strength of purpose and

“sublimely awful.”

and

Andes appear near, and I feel how
it was.”
ar

cone,

of the

“ Youremember,

¢ And then I comed home and eated my tea,

six

grass.

the

covered

clefts

of which
smoke.”

“1 afterward readed in mye picture book,
And Bell'and I we went to look
For smooth little stones by the side of the brook.

reached

region

nearly a mile wide and a half mile deep,out

¢ And then I jumped with my little jump-rope,
And I made out of some water and soap
Bootiful worlds, mamma’s castles of hope.

labor,

dreary

drop one behind

Grandpapa toyed with the curls on her head,
¢ What has my darling been doing,” he said,

digious

then entering the

smoking cone, sends him a salute like the
peal of a thousand cannon. To the west,
the parallel ridges of the mountain chains

Out with the birds and butterflies bright,
Skipping about till the coming of night.

nineteen thousand

mountain paths.’ He passes through a
dense forest that belts the volcano, up to
the hight of 12,000 feet, emerging gradually into a thicket of stunted bushes, and

in a sea of clouds,’ and Cotopaxi,

years

awful minute ten cities

laid in utter ruin, and fifty thousand persons perished.
Do you remember that we
read about it in the newspapers P”
¢ Oh yes,” replied Laura; ¢¢ but I did not
think much about it. It seemed a great
way off, I hardly knew where.
Now the

are the snowy peaks of the eastern Cordillera, which look ¢ like icebergs floating

Up in the morning as soon as ’twas light,

A few

mountain
horse or

strength of mascle, but when it is accéomplished, and hestands on the summit, toil

‘All the day busy as busy eould be.

‘ed, a defeated man.

the

that has been trained to the perilous

ward he finds snow

Dear little Golden-hair tired was she,

and

of

the bot-

comes so steep that he must leave his

“Pity much,” answered the sweet little one,
¢ I can not tell,so much things F have done,
Played with my dolly and feeded my bun.

said Lau-

what some of them do. One of them, for
instance, will take a bottle and fill it with

bymounting, without any human help, on
to the top of a low table. The largest one
of the obedient creatures makes a kind
when the twilight comes on. Thirty miles of a bridge of himself, from the ground to
the top of the table, and the smaller ones
‘north of Quito is the province of Imbabura
Once on the table, they
which was made desolate by .the earth- climb over him.
quakeof 1868. In the -early morning: of arrange themselves in two or three piles,
the 16th of August, while the people slept, one on top of the other, the smallest above,
unconscious of the impending doom, there as you have seen the grocer pile up his
was one tremendous shock, lasting, it is weights on the counter.—Children's Hour.
°
said, not more than a minute; but in that

and try it with hands and feet. The cone
is covered with cinders and sand, which
slip beneath the feet. As he creeps jip-

Golden-hair.

glaciers,

rim

where vegetation ceases, and the path

Golden-hair climbed upon grandpapa’s knee ;

about the

the’

pronounced

wards, he reaches

‘When Heaven wills that we should bear
Misfortune, can we rout it?
And is it wisdom to despair?
Perhaps so, but I doubt it.
|

mountains, for no where else on

and

only with a stiff, wiry

Will harsh words curé resentment?

G.

crater,

. *¢ The traveler who visits this
secures an Indian guide, and a

‘Will riches bring contentment?
‘Will vice, by free indulgence, cease?

V.

« Henry is growing sensible,”

tom inaccessible from its great depth and
precipitous descent. This 1s ‘the deepest
crater on the globe,—at least,it is the deep-

‘Will strife and anger lead to peace?

BY

ra; *‘ I supposed he would want to know
just how an earthquake would feel.”
¢ Henry is generally sensible,” said the

est which has been seen by human eyes.

And young Miss Grub, so.full of airs,
And so devoid of candor,
So fond of shirking household cares,
So very prone to slander;
Will Heaven her petition hear,
However loud she shout it?
‘Will she rejoice when she draws near?
Perhaps so, but I doubt it.

Evenings With

this mountain fell in, and torrents of mud
and water, containing multitudes of fishes,

later, Humboldt stood on

And Mrs. Grub, the miser’s wife,
‘Who prates of Mrs. Grundy,
And leads a very worldly life
On every day but Sunday;
Will riches her the power give To conquer death or fight it?
Can she, by wishing, longer live?
Perhaps so, but I doubt it.

Little

delightful, and the fruifs Selipious; ; yet it
can not be pleasant to live in fear of being
swallowed up by an earthquake or buried
by a volcano.”

flowed out.
«Ve have not time to notice all these mother, laughing. ** Perhaps he would like
mountains, but we will give a little atten- to know how a snow-capped mountain
tion to Pichincha, whose smoking crater is’ looks just on the equator. ' There is but one
within six miles of the city of Quito.
This such spot on the earth, and that is the
mountain,is considered a little one among mountain Cayambi, nineteen thousand five
the Andes; and itssummit not difficult of hundred feet high: Itstands in full view
| access, though itis nearly a thousand feet from Quito, glotiously magnificent when
higher than Mont Blanc. Some French illuminated by the sun, and looking like
scholars ascended it in 1742, and sixty years ‘a gigantic ghost .in sepulchral sheets’

Yet toils like any digger;

°

peaks in the western Cordillera. Next to
him, and separated only by a deep and narrow valley, is Caraguairaza, which the
Indians call the wife of Chimborazo. A
hundred and seventy years ago, the top of

into which they

put the mechanical “excellences

which have made the Riverside Press so famous,
both at home and abroad.
This is the sixth
volume, and the books are an ornament
library: Sel ves:
:

to

any

The same Publishers send us SMITH'S BIBLE
DICTIONARY, PART
XXX., taking us to the
word Valley, and exhibiting the marked thoroughness which leaves this work beyond all
rivalry.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
Tar NorTH BrITiSA REVIEW ,(L. Scott & Co.,
New York)has seven solid articles in the issue for
July, including a review of Lothair, which gets
both compliments and cuffs, and a very able and
appreciative discussion of Dr. Newman’s Grammar of Assent.
This Quarterly represents the

solidity, vigor and vitality of the Free church of
Britain,

and

is a credit to our higher

literature.

OLD AND NEW has failed of notice, but its
variety, literary merits, zest and breeziness gain

steadily, and it has

become already a significant

fact and a recognized power.
Brothers,

Boston:

Roberts
.

S———

THE LIVING

AGE (Boston:

one of the thoroughly good

Littell

&

Gay) is

things that calls for

no panegyric.
Itisby far the best epitome of
foreign literature extant, and defies rivalry.
The issue for Sept. 8 is full of solid value and

interesting

selections, and, in this respect,

like most of its predecessors.

is

Its successive vol-

umes make a rare library.
en

THE AMERICAN

SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKER

{is

a good monthly, helpful to teachers, parents, and
to workers in the Sunday school sphere

general-

ly. It is ably edited, its selections are made witF™
good judgment and taste, and {ts lessons are
well wrought out. St. Louis: J, W. McIntyre.
The Publishers of EVERY SATURDAY have res
cently been laying themselves out in issuing
snch choice

numbers

of that” work

as

equally

gratify and surprise its readers. ' In the richness
of the tinted paper, the number and excellence

of its illustrations, the practical interest of its editorials, and the attractiveness of its general
make-up, it has compelled admiration and testified to the rare enterprise that lies behind it.
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.

)
Ty

NH

‘THE MORNING

»

AN

LITERARY MISCELLANY,

and twenty dollars.

nit

prepare press.

it for the first crop, besides the fencing.
But the first crop, ordinarily, will more

nt

The Beddhins of Sinai, by their own reck-

Couldn’t

‘than pay the entire outlay for ground; fenconing,number about four thousand males; ing, and plowing. Five years hence the
for an Arab never counts the females or land will be worth fifteen or twenty dollars

younger boys in a census of the tribe. They

* country, but came over from Arabia proper
with the Mohammedan conquests. They
are a hardy, well-made race, and the men,

though clad in the most wretched tatters,
have often a certain air of dignity about
them. Their dress consists of a white shirt
with long open sleeves (which serve as

receptacles

for their smaller

valuables),

fastened round the waist with a leathern
girdle, and covered with a long robe of

oat’s or camel's hair, called an abayeh.
hey seldom wear the kufiyeh or siriped

handkerchief, with which we are familiar in

ictures of the Bedouin, but prefer the tur-

an and the fez cap. Sandals made of fishskin, obtained from the Red Sea near
Sherm, and apparently—from the description given by the Arabs—the hide of a spe-

cies of dugong, are also worn by the men.

The women are all closely veiled, wearing
what Thackeray has aptly and Bapbically
described as a ‘‘nose bag.”
They tattoo
their chins, and the married women plait
their hair into a kind of knot, or horn, in

front, sometimes surmounted by a red bead,
and seldom if ever untied. The unmarried
girls dress their hair in short curls over the
orehead,across which they tie an ornament

of red cloth, with
pendants of mother-bfpéarl\called a shebeikeh.The children are for

especially

children,

with

and

aged

persons

intermittent

and

fever,

ague,

asthma and neuralgia are by no means un-

common Songs; them. The Towara are
also occasionally visited by an epidemic,
probably the plague, which they call ‘‘the
yellow pest,” It comes with the hot wind,
and strikes men down suddenly in the
midst of their occupations. Itis said never
to attack the ‘‘country

of our Lord

nesota.

’

Daniel Webster

This

fact,

which would scarcely

be credited on

any

other testimony than

his own, was record-

Think of it young men, you who are rubbing along from year to year with no great
hopes for the future. Can you hold a
Plow? Can you drive a span of horses?
an you #ecept for a while the solitude of

The

Waste
BR

—r

Sa

is a

breech-loader,

open

at

both

Moses,

where grow the shiah and the myrrh ;” that
is, the elevated granite region about Jebel
Musa.
oe
A somewhat erroneous impression exists
with regard to the features of Bedouin life,
and they are generally described as wandering incessantly from place to place. They

without

comfort in the hope of a reunion with the

N. Wright, of Waupun.

Smithfield, Me., in Oct. 1868, aged

its lace cover, and would certainly

he a sort of bombon for.such a delicate
throat—that and one of those bijoux of
shells, which it really seems a sin to fire
away. Look at this longitudinal section of
one of them, and just copsider the amount
of ingenuity and labor expended on their
manufacture. This delicate apparatus is

words,

you

the

was

lihood

are scanty

but their

and

means of

inadquate.

camels are their chief support,

live-

Their

and a more

destitute condition can scarcely be imagin‘ed than an Arab who does not possess one.
The conveyance of travelers, pilgrims,
stores, &o.,

to the convent

is an important

item in the traffic of the Peninsula; but
this is uncertain and confined to the few
tribes who are the ghufara, or protectors.
A small trade is also carried on with Suez
and Cairo,
millstones,

the Arabs taking
ibex-horns,
m

in charcoal,
arabic,
and

turquoise, and selling
them to purchase
corn and tobacco. Some few who live in the
more fertile

districts,

such as Feiran,

pos-

sess small pieces of ground, in which they
grow tobacco, and sell or barter to their
neighbors.
The date-bearing palms in
Feiran and elsewhere are each the property
of individuals, and their fruit forms an important article of food with the Towara.
‘Those who possess flocks of sheep and
goats make use of the hairand wool, and
in springtime of their milk; they seldom
slaughter them, except for the purpose of
sacrifice, Another article of commerce
with them is the ‘‘manna,” a gummy, saccharine substance which exudes fromthe
tarfah or tamarisk tree. Except in name,
the manna of Sinai bears no resemblance to
the miraculous food described in Exodus.
peculiarly
The Bedouins of Sinai are of a
cheerful and contented disposition, notwithstanding all their privations and sufferings.— Good Words.

A Word to Young Men.

master, mathmatical master, French master
and German master,to store his mind; and

defendant

harder.
“I ask you again,” said Jeffrey,
still with his clear English enunciation, ‘‘do

practice he
of the constant training and
voluntarily goes through. He shows signs
of considerable ability, and his relatives go
wild with delight, esteeming him a prodigy.
Then come anxious consultations upon the
choice of a profession; and the army is
finally selected. His commission is purchased, and a new training commenced.
Slowly, day by day, he becomes initiated
the mysteries of drill, and the more dif-

in

ficult matters of regimental disipline and
interior economy. At last he is even disEven then,
missed from the riding school.
his education is not completed, for he wish-

es to rise in his profession, and gets sent
to the staff college. Here he masters the
higher branches of mathematics, reads law,
and becomes a proficient in a variety of
the arts and sciences. Having passed a terrible examination, this highly finished piece
of human machinery, which it has taken
thirty years, thousands of pounds, and an
immense

amount of laborto perfect, is sent

into the field and mown down like a thistle
by one of those shells that is not wasted.
But man is mortal, and death will blot out
the cultivated mind and athletic frame sooner or later under any circumstances. True;

ladies in a city store, I would

give

such a

jump over the counter that my feet’ would
touch groundin the center of a great prairied

I would

have a

homestead

out

here.

True, there would be hard fare at first.

, The

cabin would be of logs. There would be
short commons for a year or two. But
with my saltpork I would haye pickerel,
prairie chickens, moose and deer.

I should

star actors ‘to see,

miss the

have calloused hands and the back ache at
times; but'my sleep would be sweet. I
should have no theater to visit nightly, no
and

should

tramp of the great multitude of the city—
the ever-hurrying throng. The first year
might be lonely;
possibly, I should have

(the blues now an
then ; but, ‘possessin
my soul with patience a twelvemonth, §

should have
would come.
place

neighbors.
The rail-road
The little log hut would give

to a mansion.~Boses would

in the garden,

and

morning-glories

expanse would

wave

their blue bells by the doorway.
Tnrift and plenty,

a

-

and

with

bloom

The

golden

open

vast

grain.

civilization with all

its comforts and luxuries would be mine.
"Ard the colors of the

Remember that in 1849

picture too

Minnesota had less

than five thousand inhabitants,

pi

she

bright?

has nearly five

and that to-

hundred thou-

surplus products;

but, as they

had but small use for money, they preferred taking of the miners instead something
which they could either eat, drink, or wear,

and not procurable at home. As they increased in numbers and means,merchants established

themselves among

them,

thus

en-

abling them to use their small stores of
money in the purchase of needed supplies.
Their

great

distance from market, and the

small proportion of their crops which would
bear

transportation,

have,

however, at all

times made money extremely scarce, and
have led to the perpetration of a complicated and often amusing system of barter.
Hundreds of farmers, living in reasonably
comfortable circumstances,and having large

has

no wood,

but

the

matron

is

Commemoration

day

at Oxford Univer-

is rather a wild sort of affair, if we may

sity.

judge by apparently impartial accounts
The ceremonies take place in
given of it.
a

capable

theater

of seating:4,000 people.

e undergraduates comOf this audiencthe
pose

about

1,000.

These

young

men are

another

with

a white vest, were obliged to

retire and adjust their
tastes of these rulers.

toilets to suit the
Cheers and hisses

were alternately given, as the names of
Dr.
Bright, Disraeli,
John
Gladstone,
Pusey, and others were called ; with a de-

preponderance of hisses when any
cided
member of the Liberal government was
referred to. Goldwin Smith was hissed
terrifically. And although the Princess of
Wales was unanimously and enthusiastically
cheered,

the

Prince of Wales, educated at

Seven

a fact

which

Mother

Wood

CENTER

by

i

was

and

Academies,
HILLSDALE

N.

MARSTON,

OF

of

BATES

Tuition,

3.50
io
4.50
5,00

Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and German langhages.

15Boxes,1.00

13

Board feom $2.25 to $3.00. Rooms can be had for
those who wish to board themselves,
WARREN Foss, Sec.

FOR YOUNG

Wednesday, the 31st day Of August
building is unsurpassed for its so
hensive, embracing both

next. The new
and The course

revised, and

the

solid

Water

and

ornamental

T=

Bowels and A. L. & W. G. Brown, Whitefield, N. H.,
Hersey & Emerson,
Ames & Clough, Ashland N. H,

er

HE

FALL

MAINE

Hampton,

N.

G. B. FILES,

PARSONSFIELD

CoM.

some of the

ing; Miss

J. B. Stanley,

Board,

$3,00 per week.

I am writing to Yous men who have the |
whole scope of life before them. You are
a clerk in a store, with a salary of five
hundred dollars, perhaps seven hundred.
By stinting here and there ypu can just
bring the year round. Itis a long, a
look ahead, and your brightest day-dream
He peacefully passed away A A hope to
of the future is not very
bright.
not the ‘example of republicanism and gociaighem.
with Jesus.
v HILL.
Now take
a look in this direction.. You equaling, the absence of caste, or anythingS
oan get a hundred and sixty acres of land of that kind, that makes these younguats
Bro. L. Musser died in Oakfield, Wis., July
for two hundred dollars. If you obtain the champion blackguards of the
ng- 81, of consumption, aged 79 years. He was born

Wood

Professor

of Ancient

Teacher of Primary DepartTeacher

of Instru-

FEMALE

15

a

HE SUMMER TERM commences Sept. 7.
Tuition,~common branches and incidentals—
$7.00; extra branches, each, $0.75.
Boarding and room rent at terms
dents.
:

to

favor

stu-

Term, 12 weeks ; vacation thsough holidays.
0. E. BAKER,

a very

Supt.

INSTITUTE.

ery,

,

b

MOUNTAIN

SEMINARY.

RM of this Institution will
and continue eleven weeks,

significant:

fact, that

comFor

C. A. MOOERS,A, B., Prin.
Waterbury Center, Vt., July 28,70,
~~

YEARS

notwithstanding

that the “Pain

and at no previous time

hasthe

demand

for it

been 80 great, or the: quantity made been so large,
as it is at this day. ¥t is because people have
found it to be all that it was claimed to be; and hence
it is popular and always will be.
WANTED

FOR

IN HISTORY.
theme, and the grandest

GOD

book of

medern

A grand
point.
times, All History analyzed from a new stand
BIBLE in
God rules among the nations. An OPEN
by
d
Approve
No other book like it. .
every land.

papers.
over 100 Divines and all the leading
The best terms to Agents ever before given.

new plan insures a sale in every family:

Ny,

L. BR. BURLINGAME,

Dover, N. H.
Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order

of L. R. Burlingame,

in

Post Office

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them.

A

Large

Premium,

To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s sub-

jon, or open Communion?
An experience and an Argument,”—and will also
send a copy of the same work to the
Or, if it is preferred,
new subscriber.
we will send any unbound volume of

the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

the same terms. The postage—whic's
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
who order the books.

1m36

Sold by all Druggists.
AGENTS

G. H. RICKER, Principal.

North Scituate, R. I.,July 12, 1870.

‘Address,

scription in advance from a new subscriber, we will send a copy of Mr.
Kennedy’s volume,—¢Close Commun-

13teow

Killer” has been before the world it' has never lost
one whit of its popularity, but on the contrary, the
call for it has steadily increased from its first discov-

a

mence Sept. 1

Proprietors,

7

Itis

HE FALL TERM will commence on MONDAY, Aug. 22, 1870. Complete courses of study

particulars address

skeptical,

120 Hanover Street, Boston.
Sold by all Druggists.

the long period of THIRTY

WILTON SEMINARY,
WILTON, TowA.

T

most

MASS.

CHAS, W. CUSHING.

FALL

BOSTON, May 12, 1869.
sufferer will try your

SEMINARY.

[1249

TEE

books of other publishers,and will be furnishedto
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

Remedies, but obtained
I would say to all who

& DEMERRITT,

Ten miles west of Boston.
Instruction thorough,
careful, complete.
Advantages for Musie, PaiatingFrench and German, unsurpassed.
Particular atten,
tion paid to common and solid branches.
Teachers
chosen with great care.
(Combines the advantages
and cemforts of a school and home.)
Number limited to 40, Next year begins September 15.

Address

Child Life.cccccoesses

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with th

years, lt effectually cured me. A, F. NETTLETON,
:
Superintendent City Prison, Court'Square.
«J have been afflicted with that loathsome disease,
Catarrh, for nine years, One package has ‘éntirely
DANIEL STONE,
cured me.
Proprietor of Union House, Cawbridgeport, Mass
ONE PACKAGE
(two bottles) Price $1.25,
will satisfy the

55

1,25
+ 490
90
,90

Sybil’s Way ceeeos es Tvev
riumph over Midian+-*
; Rescued from Egypt.
Olaudigeesesesesene

M. D., Sec. of Trus.

are troubled with this disease, try it and you will be
N. 8. LILLIE,
satisfied. _
Employed for 16 years by the American Express Ce.

CARRUTHERS

1,50
1,00
1,75
1,60
125
.1,00
. Bb
05

When we were Young:

and lights extra.

6, and ends August 18.

AT AUBURNDALE,

GREEN

nstrumental

«One of our well known citizens,a sufferer for years,
{ has been cured by using this Remedy.”—|Cambridge

tember 6, and ends November 25.
Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.

4

Draw-

“It has proved itself a cure.”—[Boston Traveller.

every

.1,50

Anecdotes of Animals....

Bloomfield eeeseeaseees
Glencoe Parsonage ..eess.
Early Choice cceeseseces
Strawberry Hill.......
Overcoming coeeevsee
Perfect Man...coeeese
Willie Maitland......
‘Who is my Neighbor

SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following ex.
tracts, and judge for yourselyes if here is not a
CURE FOR YOU!

hope

HID

JMiscellaneous.

North American Catarrh Remedy!

Gentlemen,—I

Series. .

Brother and SiSter..eeeeescecssccnnes sone 310

per-

that dread disease, the Catarrh, for upwards of seven

SUMPTION,

for both sexes,

will

the

YES! IT IS A FACT!

1870.

Series.

Stories...eesicescess csssssasses

Starlight

formed for the purpose}

Press.
Gents,—I have used many
no help until I tried yours,

Day

Bright Days,cececcecccsscccecassscsecessl,

Starlight

and

of

Teacher

M. E. SWEAT,
Parsonsfield, June 27,70.

Pres.

Bright

40

Pompeii and Herculaneum,«esessescecsss1,25
Archibald Hamilton,..ececocescvesccsedl,2d

Music, Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W. Titcomb, TeachSystem” of Penmanship; Miss
er of * Spencerian
Department.
Abbie Mabry, Primary
Common Kuglish, $3,00; Higher English,
Tuition:
$4,00; Languages, $6,00; Music, $5,00; Use of In$2,00; Drawing, &c., $3,00 to $5,00; Penstrument,
manship, $1,50.
i

Sec-

Heavel,:ceeeeeescecsenccacccascee

Sunny Skies,seeeseseseccascascscccsccesdl,db

A.

Trust.

Remedy, as it costs but a trifie, and will prove a
blessing, as it didin my case, having been subject to

Miss JOR1E

LAPHAM

Good Little Mittie,ceeeesseccesseccscscse

assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
Nataral Sciences and Voeal Music; Miss M.A. Pike,
Teacher of Modern

4

Series.

Making Something,ceececccseccsccccssese

Boy’s

Institution

Painting

Child’s

Jamie and Jeannie,.eeess ceccsssasccscces 410

Principal,

Languages,

Series.

The ChristChild,esesscccssssssssecsesee

SEMINARY.

MapisoN K. MABRY,

Calendar for 1820-71.—Fall term begins Sep-

Mary
July 6,

Sec.

or Rev,

Sec’y.

commence on Tuesday, Aug. 23, under
sonal supervision of

on

28,

KED, Professor of Mathemat cs.

LASELL

JMrs.

Precepiress,

of this

TERM

FALL

Tas

COLLEGE.

Sumber term begins June

Special at-

the Principal,

Day

A Rainy Day at School,ecee-ceccrccccecs
Birth Day Present,cccccececcscccscsccsce
New Year.ceeee.sase sees sess seccsssssces
Fireside Angel.ccees. essssseccsscsscnsee
Rainy Day at HOME ceeéereserercrcacces

Principal,

N. F. WEYMOUTH,
:
Pittsfield, July 27, 1870.

ment.

Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
gingle square can well be afforded to any single
Verfes are inadmissible.
obituary.

Rainy

V.

§

address

particulars

For

L. GERRISH.

:

Aug.

Shining HOUIS,essesesccscscssscscancsesel,Bl
Sabrina Hackett, sceeesecocescsascseeessl,B0
Aunt Mattie ceeescsssesccccnsascecsseseesl bl
1.50
Light from the Cross.ssssscscescesssess
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

CATARRH CAN BE CURED
BY USING DEMERITT’S

;

‘Prize Series.
Andy Luttrell, ceeeceesessesseecessonsesed50
Master and Pupil,secessccessencseccsecs.1,50
May Bell.cocosrenssessacsasaseccessenee.l,50

Ins. Music, $10,00

B.,

A. B.

E. E, WADE,

A.M.\President.

ADKINSON,

A.

are now ready for sale

nd delivery.

will commence Sept. 1.

TERM

Books

These

ishment.

INSTITUTE.

A Teacher's Class will be

WILLIAM

MARY
J. E.
mental "Music,

A,

Books

of New Sunday School

Catalogue

Higher English, $5,00
Primary, $4,00.

* Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON,

H., July 20.

A. M.,

Miss

of Ss, S.

published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab-

and six othe; teachers will constitute the Board of
Instruction.
The Normal department will be under the care of

INSTITUTION.

RIDGEVILLE

Music;

CENTRAL

FALL

THF

REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A. M, Principal,
with eight assistants.
Apply to Principal or to E. C. LEWIS, Sec, Trus.
New

Vocal

& Co.

TO

| Superintendents

of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
Especial attention paid those
the coming winter.
students preparing for College.

f

begins

AND

to board themselves.
Rooms for those desiring
Books furnished by the Principal at Portland prices.

TUTTLE, M.D,

TERM

and

B.J.CoLg

Ld

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

will

tention given to those fitting for College.
JOHN H., SHAPLEIGH,

SEMINARY.

HAMPTON

Academy

Good boarding Places can be obtained.

&c.

Northwood, N. H., August 8, 1870,
NEW

of Penmanship

Penmanship, (12 lessons) $1,50.

L.P, REYNOLDS, Sec.

THOMAS

Lebanon

& Village, June 10, 1870.
0!

TUITION.

and thus
she found
a glorious
to mourn

Sec.

TASKER,

of

Languages, $6,00.
Common English, $4,50.

the

Principal, with suitable assistants.
For further pa: ticulars see eatalogue.
Apply to the President,
S.

L

ACADEMY.

Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.

The Fall Term will commence Tuesday, Aug. 30,
aud continue I3 weeks.
ALBERT R. SAVAGE, of Dartmouth College,

E.

Gilmanton Iron Works, N. H. or Ipswich Hosery
Mills, Ipswich, Mass. Please send for Circular,

E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Stacy, teach-

3w33

NORTHWOOD

TERM

this, wheel,recom-

as superior to any
kind used. References;

Ranlett Car Co., Laconia,N.H,

commence on Tuesday,
Aug. 37, and
continue
eleven weeks under the following
instructors: G.
H.
Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi-s
M. H. Fernald, Preceptress, and teacher of Instrumental Music; Mrs.

COLLEGE.

JANES CALDER, Pres.

FALL

mendin
other

™
Gilmanton
Hosiery
ills,
Belmont N. H., Fast Tilton, Excelsior Mills, N. H.,
&
Kenney
Parks and Dickey, East Haverhill, N. H.

STATE

LEBANON

those using

&

SON, Deincipal, Bradford, Mass., or REV. RUFUS
ANDERSON,
L. L. D., Boston, Mass,
|- Bradiond, July 20, , JOHN D. KINGSBURY, Sec,

WEST

wheel,

We are prepared to furnish
the above wheel of any size,
We receive testimonials
frem

is compre-

branches.
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It is sold 4 all dealers in drugs and medicines.

Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.
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over taxes

the organs free from irritation, and never

or excites the nervous system. In all diseaees of the
skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kidneys;,—of chil.
dren, and in many difticulties peculiar to women, it
drings prompt relief and certain cure. The best ph .
beians recommend and prescribe it; and no hn
siho once usés this, will voluntarily return to
the use
w any other cathartic.
ofSent by mail, on receipt of price and postage.
‘Box, $023
«
ov.»
. Postage, 6 cents,
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o Primary,
Common En lish,
Higher English,
Languages.
,
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Tuesday, September 6th, 1870.
Catalogues will be sent on applicatidn to the
.
retary.

MRS.

and

A.

N. H,

Mgs. SARAH BE. MONTGOMERY, Assistant,

D. I. QUINT.

Obituaries.

RHODA M., daughter of Albert F.

, Ce
©,
C
8
the bes
Cathartic remedy et discovered, and at once relieves
_and invigorates all the vital functions without: caunsing injury to any of them. The most complete success
has long attended its use in mang logalities; and
is now offered to the general public with the.convietion that it can never fail to accomplish allthat is
claimed for it. It produces little or no pain; leaves . .

of 11 weeks, will com:
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others,
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in ‘Smithfield, some

sought

REV. IL D. ADKINSON,
Lan, ages

BELECTA, wife of Hiram Tillotson, died in Sher
papers have since said is ‘*very painful to burne, N. Y., Aug 21st, aged 72. Sister T.Shewaswasa
of the Saviour from early life.
the queen,” Even ladies among the audi- follower unassuin
g Christian. faithful and conquiet,
ence were singled out. because of some asclentious
to her
in the discharge of duty, kind
peculianty of form or feature, or in conse- friends and affectionate towards her husband and
quence of weatiig an article of costume children. A stroke of paralysis delivered her
of seor decoration which these rising barbarians from the toils of earth, after eight R. weeks
H. TOZER.
.
disliked or fancied. Some of these ladies vere suffering.
, Aug"
Others
JONATHAN BALLOU died in Deerf
were called out by cognomen.
8 bap,
H
73 years and 8 months.
were singled out by shouting the name of 30th, aged
tized and united to the church by Elder Dyer
apparel
their
of
portions
distinctive
the
For many years he was
thirty-eight years ago.
Not unfrequently “derisive laughter would a faithful disciple, attentive to the ordinances of
the
female
te
be visited upon seme unfortuna
God’s house, regular in his attendance at
as man
sincere, as far
whose appearance did not suit. An Amer- monthly meeting,his and
Durprofession of religion.
judge, in
ican gentleman who was present, states could
lly
ing the last five years he was almost continua
Bishthe
for
called
being
which
cheers
that, upon
confined to his room by sickness; during
his
and:
cheérs
no
great,
present,
very
op of Oxford, who was
time his sufferings were
cherish’ the
were given, but cries of ‘nobody knows mind was disordered. His family
toward
manifoges
him,” and ‘put him out.” Of course it is love which he so shundaniy

venom;

Leach

discourse

REV. J. L. COLLIER,

Oxford, and for many years a great favor- A. Wentworth, died of typhoid fever,
:
ite, was for the first time hissed witha aged 8 years.
special

several

Saviour many years ago, but backslid
lived for some time.
In her last hours
peace and passed away in the hope of
immortality.
She leaves many friends
their loss. Services by the writer.

Territory conducted. And even now,in the
| more remote settlements, a majority of all
trdnsactions are of this character.
The
merchants purchasing their goods in New
York or San Francisco, must, of course,
have money to pay for the same; but they
sell their goods for cattle, flour, dairy products, which are then markéted for cash in
adjoining mining Territories.—Overiand

uproarous, not to say brutal. At the latest
occasion of this sort an individual in a light Monthly.
coat attracted the attention of the underraduates, and they yelled—'‘Light coat!
urn him out Another gentleman wearing » modest, small green neck-tie.and still

attended

ANNA Woop died in Ossipee, Aug. 30,

ears.

road, was nine-tenths of the business of the

Bl

The funeral

sells a calf

shod.

| ke

AUSTIN ACADEMY,

ABBIE, wife of Moses Brown, died in Ossipee,
Aug. 18, aged 57 years.
Sister Brown gave her
heart to God some thirty years since; was baptized by Rev. J. Chick, and united with the
Fourth church in Ossipee, with which she remained a worthy member until removed by
death, Stster B. possessed an amicable disposition, such as few share, always patient, though
confined to her room for twenty-four years.
The
¢ earthly house” had become so prostrate that
for fourteen years, she was unable to turn herself in bed, yet no murmur escaped her lips.
She had for years previous to her illness been a
member of the choir, but she now sings in glory
May the Lord sustain the lonely husband
and
daughter in this hour.
A sermon was preached
by the writer from Numbers 23: 10.
MRS. SCRIBNER died in Ossipee, Aug. 21, aged
77 years. Hers was a life of sad privation, having been bereft of the sense of vision for years.
But we hope she beholds the beauties of heaven,
though her eyes were closed to those of earth.
MARTHA SMITH died in Ossipee, Aug. 24,
aged 34 years.
Long since, she indulged a hope
in Christ, but for some time previous to her
death she had been in a low religious state.
When death approached, she sought refuge in
God, and we hope found a full pardon.
She
leaves a husband and two little children, one
about two years and the other two days old.
They have lost a kind wife and mother.
May
heaven bless them.
3

for a quantity of adobes, the adobes for an
order on the merchant payable in goods,
and the ‘order for a load of wood, and
straightway

-

In

from Ps. 103:15, 16, * As for man, his
days are
as grass, as a flower of the field so he flourisheth.
For the wind passeth over it and itis gone, and
the place thereof shall know it no more.”

mer wishes to purchase a pair of shoes for
his wife. He consults the shoemaker, who
agrees to furnish the same for one load of
He

dear mother and

baptized by Rev. Henry

the fold.

families to clothe and educate, will not see
a dollar of money for years.
Such a far-

wood.

]

Ta

Wik such other assistance as may he required.

other friends

Funeral

i

Principal,

ELLA N., wife of Wm. W. Wetherell, died in MILITARY & OOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
Attleboro’, Aug. 17th, aged 256 years and 2 REED’S FERRY, N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R.
months.
Consumption, which had for severab
Rev. S:N., HOWELL,
PRINCIPAL.
Advantages :— Retired locati®h,
yet easy of access ;
years been wasting her frame, at last loosed
the bonds of soul and body. In the prime of No Saloons, or places of idle resort; Full corps of
teachers;
Thorough
instruction,
&c.
ova
womanhood, she had doubtless cherished any
Prplis Jeceived at any time. Send for Clbular.
hopes for the future ; but He to whom belenged
the disposing of the lot saw best that they should
not be realized.
Besides
a husband and daughWHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
ter, she leaves a large circle of friends to mourn
HE
FALL TERM
is institution will open
their loss. A tender wife, a fond parent,a loving
Aug. 23. Its course
study are as follows: In
associate, she has gone to her reward.
While Female Department—Collegiate, English, Musical,
with a mother’s heart she yearned over her only Painting.
In Male Department—Classical,
English
and Scientific, Commercial. Superior facilities are
child, she still felt she could trust it in the hands
for College. Its’
of God.
She said that she *“ loved Jesus,” and furnished to Young Men Fitting
has left her most intimate friends that which is Commercial Department is one of the Most Success- in the state. Terms moderate.
For full inforalways the greatest consolation of the bereaved, ful
mation, send for Catalogue.
:
the belief that she is ‘‘ asleep in Jesus.”
J. 8. GARDNER, Prin.
she awake to find her loved ones with her inside
Whitestown, N. Y., July 22, ’70.

watermelons purchase a ticket of admission
to the theater. He
pays for the tuition of
his children seventy-five cabbages per quarand it is also true that time will destroy ter. The dressmaker receives for her serviethe choicest work of art. But we do not es four squashes per day. Hesettles his
set our Turners up for targets. A delicate church dues in sorghum molasses. Two
piece of China is safe to be broken event- loads of pumpkins pay his annual subseripually; but what would you say of a boy tion to the newspaper. He buys a ‘Treatise
who made a cockshy of itP—Once 4 Week. on Celestial Marriage” for a load of gravel,
and a bottle of soothing-syrup for the baby
with a bushel of string beans.
In this
primitive method. until the advent of the railOxford University.

———

I would not make the farmers of New
England discontented. I would not advise
all to put up their farms at auction, or any
well-to-do farmer of Massachusetts or Vermont to leave his old home and rush out
here without first coming to survey the
country; but if I were a young man selling
corsets and hoop-skirts to simpering young

for their

WORTHEN,

E. MASON, Preceptress.

Mg. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial Deand of Plain and Ornamental Penmunship.
Miss LUELLA I. MEIGS, Teacher of Music,

thirty-five years ago.
During her confinement
to a sick room I have often visited her, and ever
found her ready to speak of her hope in Christ.
Her good advice to me will not soon be forgotten. Her last sickness was severe, and she prayed for reconciling
grace. She felt that to die
would be gain, and often longed to depart and be
with Christ. The night before her death, I
talked and prayed with her, and in the morning
she passed peacefully away.
MRS. LYDIA WADE died at the residence of
her son, in Smithfield, April 26, 1869, aged 76
years, She was a good neighbor and a wellwisher
to all. She never made
a public profession of religion, but her daily life has been consistent with the Christian course, and no one
has
a right to say that she was not a child of
God.
She told me about a year before her.
death, that she obtained a hope many years ago,
and had ever desired to live just right and die in
peace with God and all mankind.
Funeral service by I. N. Bates.
J. 8. MERRILL.

capable of managing his own. affairs?”
Still in vain; the witness only stared the

et

loss.

the First F'. Baptist church

You consider the man perfectly rational?”
0 answer yet, the witness only staring vacantly at the little figure of his interrogato explode the shell directly it touches any tor, and exclaiming, “Eh?” “Let me take
object; this is the bursting charge; these him,” said Cockburn. Then assuming the
layers of polished steel dominoes which line
the interior will become detached and will broadest Scotch tone, and turning to the
obtuse witness, ‘‘Hae ye your mull wi’ye ?”
live in tents, it is true, but no peo
are carry, death thiough a considerable space “Ow, ay,” said the man, stretching out his
more attached to their native place than the upon/ the explosion, if any one can have the snuff-box. ¢‘Noo, hoo lang have ye kent
Arabs, or less inclined to wander, in the heart to explode what ought to remain under Jam Sampson?” said Cockburn, taking a
Then the
sense in which we understand the word. They aglass case in a drawing-room.
pinch, “Ever since he was a babby.”
have their summer and winter camping cost of these pretty toys; the hard cash as “And d’ye think noo atween you and me,
well
as
the
time
and
trouble
spent
upon
grounds, but except to remove from one to
that there's anything intil the cratur?”
the other, as occasion requires, they seldom them! A man can live in comfort who ¢1 would na lippen (trust) him.wi’ a bull
change their residence. When traveling earns per week what every shell fired by calf,” was the instant and brilliant rejoinder.
And they fire
they never make use of theif tents, but some of these guns costs.
Cockburn could certainly use the tools needsleep in the open air, merely wrapping them as fast as they can; and the major- ed ina Scotch jury trial better than Lord
ity
are
wasted
out
and
out,
for
they
hit
their cloaks around them. Their encampJeffrey, though inferior to him as a lawyer
ments are not unlike those of the
gypsies no one; and when they do—well; that is or advocate.—Lppincot’s Magazine.
:
here, only the inhabitants are more wild and anofher consideration.
What a fuss is made about the newpicturesque. The women wrapped in their
dark-blae mantles, grinding corn in prim- born baby; how proud his mother is;
The Mormon Currency.
itive hand-mills, or weaving the materials how vain his father. Think of the pains
taken
to
keep
his
limbs
straight
;
the
hopes,
of which the tents are compésed ; the chilThe Mormons reached Salt Lake Valley
dren, dogs, and goats playing about with the fears, the watchings during his infantin
an utterly impoverished condition.
The
him
teaching
of
trouble
the
of
maladies;
ile
lazily
men
the
;
fleas
of
community
py
a ha
drinking coffee and smoking, form a scene to read; of the anxious thoughts and care cash capital of the entire community would
in selecting a school for him; of the pains | not probably have exceeded $1,000. The
at once picturesque and amusing.
taken again by the Latin master, Greek California migration furnished them a markThe men are, of course, the bread-winners of the tribe,

their

band, my own

Ee

think

mourn

CO.

partment,

ANNIE, step-mother of the above
and widow
of Dea, Abraham Leander, died
Smithfield,
July 16, 1870, aed 72 years,
She, with her hus-

Jeffrey repeated it, uttering

“Do

W.

Miss SARAH

to

wilderment at the questioner, but gave no
answer.
It was clear he did not understand
‘the

MR. GEORGE

MR.

Brother I. N. Bates.

&

38 & 40 Cornhill,

4.

mence Tuesday, Aug. 30, under the instruction

‘Is the defendant, in your opinion,

the question.

Nov.

:

08 August 23; ends

early life she sought Christ and became a member of the First F'. Baptist church, where she remained in good standing till called away
by
death. She leaves a husband, a stepson and two

daughters, and three brothers and

«Prices,

D. LOTHROP

Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.
Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14, 1871,
Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871.
The 1nstitution will be under the charge of

in

49 years.

And Religious Publications,
The most Complete Assortment and Lowest

at Lyndon, Center,

CALENDAR. — Fall term

BOSTON,

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRAIES

Vermont, on TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for
the Academy yéar 1870-71.
y

loved

died

IN

LYNDON LITERARY
AND BIB.
LICAL INSTITUTION
ILL open igs First Term

A. H, ANNI1s.

CYNTHA, wife of Daniel8, Witham,

perfectly sane ?” said Jeffrey, interrogating
one of the witnesses, a plain, stupid-looking
countryman.
The witness gazed in be-

to let us see the delicate rifling. Does it
not seem a thogsand pities to soil it with
use? But it must be loaded with one of
those neat bags of powder, which you
might take for a lady's toilet pin-cushion

and
and

one. The writer preached a discourse from 2d
Timothy,
4: 6-8."
!
GEORGE A. SWAN, son of A. A. and Esther
Swan, died in Oakfield, Wis., of dysentery, Aug.
9th, aged 11 years.
He suffered extremely, and
displayed more than the patience of childhood.
We hope to meet his happy spirit among the
redeemed in glory.
Funeral service by Rev. E.

were engaged as barristers,a question arose
as to the sanity of one of the parties concerned.

THE

to

orm with Bro. Messer was most agreeable
profitable. We always found him
patient,

In a case in which Jeffrey and Cockburn

ends,

Wis. in
Oakfield

writer was privileged

FREE BAPTIST BOOK ‘STORE

4

Aug. 30, continuing 12
ks,
Tuition from $5,560 to $7,60. =
Board, $3,00,
For further particulars address the Principal,
.
REV. G.S. BRADLEY, Prin.
Evansville, Wis., July 21, 1870,
3

full of hope and confidence of a blissful rest with
Jesus.
He leaves a dear companion for a little
while, and a son and daughter.
May they
find

Jeffrey and Cockburn.

of War.

Just walk through one of Bellona's museums; look at that beautiful steel gun;
what an exquisitely finished work of art!
It

uaintance which.the

SEMINARY.

HF FALL TERM of this Institution will ‘open

church whers he faithfully exemplified the religion which he so long enjoyed, -The short ac-

could not, when a‘boy,

a school declamation,

EVANSVILLE

in Methuen, Mass., ‘baptized by Rev. Timothy
Morse in Newbury, N. H., over fifty years
y
and united with the F'. Baptist church in He
Holly, Vt., in 1832, He was chosen Deacon,
filling that office until he removed to
1866, when he became a member of the

a Piece.”
&

It is make
iy

“Speak

ed by him in his autobiography with perfeet frankness, and with his usual precision,
and it is therefore to be accepted just as he
states it:
:
;
“I believe I made tolerable progress in
nature, and have a few hard knocks fer a
most branches wltich I attended to while in
ear or two? Can you lay aside paper col- this
school; but there was one thing I could
ars and kid gloves, and wear a blue blouse not
do—I could not make a declamation.’
and blister your hands with work?
Can I could
speak before the school. The
you possess your soul in patience, and hold kind andnotexcellent
sought eson your way with a firm purpese? If you pecially to persuade Buckminster
me to perform the excan, there is a beautiful home for you out ercise of declamation like other boys, but
here. = Prosperity, freedom, independence, I could not do it. Many a piece did I commanhood in its highest sense, peace of mit to memory, and recite and’ rehearse in
mind, and all the comfort and luxuries of my own room, over and over again, yet,
life, are awaiting you.
when the day came when the school colThere ia no medicine for a wearied mind lected to hear declamations, when my name
or jed body, equal to life on the prairies. was called, and I saw all eyes turned to my
When our party left the east, every member seat, I could not raise myself from it.
Some
|, of it was worn down by hard work.
Sometimes . the instructors
frowned,
of us were dyspeptic, some nervous, while |sometimes they
smiled. Mr. Buckminster
others had tired brains. It is the mis- always pressed and entreated, most winfortune of Americans to be ever working dingly, that I would venture, but I could
as if they.were in the iron-mills, or, as if never . command
sufficient
resolution.
the . Philistines had them in the prison- When the occasion was over, I went home
house !—Carleton.
.
and wept bitter tears of mortification.”

the most part, without clothing of any kind,
though in the cold weather they are some~times furnished with a pie: of goat's skin,
or a tattered ch from a worn-out abayeh,
and turned whichever
ay the wind blows.
‘The scanty food
Constagt exposure produces, as might be expected, many diseas-

es,

This. is no fancy sketch.

simply a statement as to what has been the
experienceof thousands of people in Min-

of the

inhabitants

aboriginal

are not the

per acre.

herself over and

It will cost three dol- above the refinements of education.—ZEz-

lars an acre to plow the ground and

The Bedouins of Sinai.

=

!

STAR: SEPTEMBER 14, 1870.

It must be nature asserting

it near arail-road, it will cost three hundred

me

Cc

Our

Address, at

D & CO,
W. GOODSPEE
Lake street, Chicago,

87 Park Row, N. Y., or 148
26120

‘

Books in New

York.

All of our own books,

and

a gen-

eral assortment of carefully selected
Sunday school books,
and Sunday
school maps, cards, and singing books ;

and

Theological,

and

miscellaneous -

books, can be had at wholesale

rates,

by sending orders to Rev. G. H. Ball,
No. 80 Vesey street N. York.
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forgotten

the

tastes of their

adds zest to the sport is the

boyhood.

fact

that

two-thirds

and fully nine-tenths of the indi-

viduals are venomous. ‘About 80
described ‘and figured in a work on

leave no doubt of his intention to seek death.

Snakes,”by Mr. Krefft, curator of the

Tuileries, which,

with

the

the

palace

garden

declared national property.
The troops available for the

of the

attached,

,
defense

ig

of Paris

are mutinous, badly ‘armed, and demoralized

their strength has been greatly exaggerated, and
from present appearances the ¢ity will capitulate

without bloodshed.

:

The French prisoners in German hands are |
enthusiastic at the Emperor’s deposition.
attention, and every

courtesy

is shown

Every
to

the

Emperor, who 18 at Wilhelmshohe, near Cassel,
London expects to have 4,750,000 population
next year.
h

A’ diamond from the Cape of Good Hope,
Intely broughtto England, weighed 186 grains
after cutting.

?

;

Sebastopol,

NOW

Gen, Trochu left the calf of one of his legs at
acquires symmetry

gfter

What

lian Museum,
Dr. Parkes; of ‘London, has

species are
‘ Australian

Austra.

been experiment-

ingon a healthy soldier
to find the effects of alchohol. He had him first take no alcohol for
six days; then for

six

days

he

took, in divided

doses, from one to eight ounces of pure alcohol;
then water for six days; and then for three days
twelve ounces of fine brandy, containing48 percent. of alcohol.
The effectin modifying weight

wis quite inappreciable.

Alcohol produced lit-

tle effect on the temperature of the system,
thongh slightly raising 1t. The pulse was materially affected, rising from 77.5 before alcohol

to 94.7 after the

largest doses.

Estimating

normal daily work of the ventricles

the

of the heart

as equivalent to the lifting of 122 fons a foot, it
was found

that

during

the alcoholic

period the

heart was compelled to lift an excess of 15.8 tons,
and during the last two days, of 24 tons, Their

conclusion was that it was utterly

useless in

health, and positively injurious, in larger quantities than two ounces daily. There seemed to

the manver oF tags brvioution
beindieated an advantage in its use if employed
- Pere Hyacinthe, who
enlisted as a privatein in rousing a feeble appetite, exciting a feeble

oneof the volunteer

regiments for the defense

of Paris, has been promoted to.a sergeantship,
«

héart, and accelerating a languid capillary circulation,

before the glut in | far better when not more than two inches wide,
| Country do..16 00 g19 00
decline in prices that usubeing less liable to warp and crack;
BUTTER.

and the

ally occurs early in the winter,
if I bavea given

amount

hogs, I prefer decidedly

of grain

to feed my

to divide it, and feed a

portion during the summer in preference to givjog it all at fatting time, as I think I not only get
more pounds of pork to the bushel of grain, but
I'have heavier and better fattened hogs.
Some farmers object to summer feeding on
account of their hogs’ squealing around for feed,
and not eating grass.
Bat I have experienced
no such difficulties.
There is nothing hogs like
better than grass, and it does not seem reasonsble to me that they will refuse to eat grass because they are partly fed on grain.
The hog

likes 8 variety of food at all seasons of the year,
and it ix wellto pander to his

spect.

wants

in

this re-

;

Buckling sows and small pigs should be supplied with a choice pasture, and all the grain
they can eat, and a house to run into, out of the
hot sun, and out of storms.
And their grain

should not bz corn

only; they

need a variety to

keep. up, their appetites.
Oats are one of the
best grainy T'Haye ever tried, to make sows give
milk and to make pigs grow.
But the hull is so

hard and thick, it needs to be mixed

with

corn

and ground, and then
soaked or cooked; soft
cooking without grinding would
perhaps answer, though Ihave mot sufficiently tried it to
gpeak positively.

Hogs of all classes should at all timed have,

in addition to grain and grass, a supply of stone
coal, or charcoal and salt. A portion of sulphur

seems. to be beneficial, but should be fed with
care to sows that are with pigs, as it will,4f fed
in large

quantities, cause abortion. The coal and

salt ave the

best; place within

their reach, and

let them eat as they require, nature being the |
best

gnide

as to the

amount

required.—
V7.

Chronicle.

Fattening

Cattle.

The main object of the farmer is to-get the
most out of fodder. It does not pay to feed grain
to a poor creature, one that does not take on
flesh. rapidly. Farmers will do better to dispose

Orange

The present method of making a hole for the
post. inthe earth with a bar, and then driving

with a heavy maul, is fir preferable to the old
way of digging a hole and tramping the dirt
about the post. Many say that it is not so ‘well,
and when you ask for their reasons, answer,
“‘because itis done so quick,”
Judgment tells
us that a post driven firmly into the solid earth
by the force of .a heavy maul in the hands of a
strong man, is more fixed than another set by
the old-fashioned method of digging.
We have sometimes experienced a little difficalty in satisfying our minds on dry land, but
Mr, Ira G. Smith, of this town, informs us that
he has discovered a way that works well.
He
makes’a hole with a bar as in any case, puts in
the post which” fits the hole as near as may be,
and then turns about it a quartor two of water,

which softens the ground

RN,

ONTONS. ® ©

|

w

NT

witich it cured nearly covery ease and in this

country Physicians are daily ordéring and com.
mending it to their Patients. It has made some
astonishing cures,
One Bottle will prove its
cZizacy. Sold at $1.00 per Bottle, or Six for
£3.00. Sent by Express (0 any address.

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COV/DER,
Arch

Street,

Philadelphia,

Nathan E. Bedell, Agent for New Eogland.
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Live Chickens. ..26@..
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80

DressedTurkeysi6 @ . 3)
do Chickens, 26 @ . 28

GEO.

H.

This BRAVE PURE

THE

°
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LIFE OF
A N:
en

NAPHEYS,
Book

M.

D.

is the

sucess of the
year, 4,006 have already been sold. greatIt still
sells with w
rapidity quite unprecedented.
Agents all agree that
they 4 make money
money faster.
gelling & it than any y other. Much
first-class Terrd
still o
Send at once for phamp ”

GEO,

MACLEAN,

PURLISHER,
i
PHILADELHHEIA, NEW YORK
& BOSTON.

i
Ay
KIDDERMINSTER CARPETS AN

:

such as are selling at $1,25 1]
'
JOHN
B#10,000
yards each

.

wool, 90 ots

, 90 ots pe per yard

yard,
J, PEASLEY

Washinatan

New

& CO.

47 Washington St., Boston,

yards Sarpeting in remnants of from 10 to 30
for sale at less than market rates,
« JOHNJ PEASLEY & Co,
Et., Boston.

Fall designs.- Don't be induced to buy

an old

style until you have scew tim vw ucelgns in Brussels
and Tapestry now being opened b:
J
4
5 JOHN J. PEASLEY & CO.
47 Washington 8t., Boston
37 4t
.
.

A'so the National 8, 8. Teacherat the puplishers Chi- »
cago rrices,

BEBEN BHUTE, N, E. Agent Am. 8. 8. Union
8t 9711
t

BRIGHTON

CATTLE

WORKING OXEN—$150 to 8275 per
to their value as Beef,

ng

LOH

G

I ordinary,
owishout$30 calves,
and
to $50.

fh
as may be agreed; farrow
i00 two year old, $17 to

26; three years old, $00 to $00.

FAT HOGS—11 % to 10%,
SHOTES—Wholesale, 11
HIDES Brighton Tto 750;to 12¢; retail 12 to 140.
lots, 63%
a dow~ Gto 7 3) Sounte y Country
lots 6% to Te,
ELTS—with
wool
§,0;

5

a $125,

CALF

1 $02to

SKINS—17al8e,

100 VOLS, FROM
$16 TO $80.

Our $40 Library of 100 Vols. equals

20,000 Pages of 700 letters each,

pai

Handy Steors #10 AeA,
to § 60; extra good, $65 to § a

COWS~$30

4) Winter 8t. Boston

IN

SUNDAY SCHOOL
LIBRARIES,

MARKET,

Sept 12, 1870,
BEEF—Extra $18,00 to $13,50. first quality $12,00
$13 0 2d quality $10,60 to $il,7¢g; 84 Juality $ 7,00t0to
9,00, per cwt., on total weight of hi
e, farrow, and
dressed beef,

STores—Yearling $00 to §

has boen tested by Prof, Trosseau, in (wo
thousand cases, in (he Hospitals of Paris, in

@ 26 50

FLOUR,
Ex Stat¥?bar .6 00 @ 5 45 Flax per bu., 0 00 @ 0 00
State sup..... 500 @445
TALLOW,
Ex Southern..0 00 .g00 00 PrimeCakes....183% @ 14
hio & West..8 0.80 00 Barrels........ 12 @., 18
anada...... 000 @ 0 0)
WHEAT.
HOPS
White,¥# bush 0 00 @
00
New York...... 200.25
Vermont....... 22 @ . 25
WOOL.
Old and dam. . 5
@ . 8 (New York¥ Ri6% @ 62%
LARD.
Oh
. 43
T Kegs........ 00 @ 00
Tierces.......000w @ 16

+ GONSUMPTION POSITIVELY CURED.

v.18,

...26 00

Hams, salted 17 00 @ 18
Hams smok’d17 00 @18 00
POTATOES,
Mercers....
000 @ 0 00
Peach Itlows..8.0) @ 8 25
POULTRY.
Live Turkeysih¥00g..

Western, in i 10591 10
= "SEEDS.

and the post is easily

Does ture Bronchitis, Consumption, all Lung
Liselss, and Spitting of Blood, and strengthen
cud hadi up the system to a healthy condlic:,

P
.
Mess # bbl. 26 00 @26 50

fist

) |Timothy,..... 725 @ 7 £0
Clover Ji... .1.. 14 @ 00

Times.

602

e 14
13%
16%

White West'rn0 87 @ 0 90
Follow. si 0 18 120

driven “home.”
E
Fence that is built in this way will last upon
dry ground until the posts are rotted off, and
upon molst ground until the action of the elements and atmosphere have worn out the boards,
if a little attention be given each spring to righting up any post that may be inclined by snow
drifts or heavy winds.—5S¢, Johnsbury, Vi.,
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The Prussian Moniteur8ays that the Emperor
so exposed himself in the battle of Sedan as to

center, has beén hoisted over
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For |
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Bee 8, that there is no season of the year
Spikes should be heated in the fire. and turned
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BOSTON,

40 Winter St.

Agt. Am, 8, 8. Union,

Also. Singing Books, Question

Hooks, Bible Maps of all

kinds and a variety of exercises for
to 7¢

$ ,76 each; country

lot
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SCHOOL

A printed list of helps
on applioatiorfo
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CONCERTS.

for the 8. 8. Cowcert
;

Will
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EBEN SHUTE, N. E. Agt. Am. 8. 8, Union.
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LAMB KNITTING MACHINES
In
uge, sold on their merits, with little ad-

vertfsing.
The only machine that(knits circular, flat and”
seamed work, narrowing an
idening on each, EvFamily should have one.
end for SAMPLE BTOOKING and\eireplar showing

Us B, 5-208 0F 1808.00 00uerererreaseesnnenrenses
110
whaorein the Lamb Machine is supdrior in all points,
l U.B. Ten-Forties....coossssssssunnnnnssnssansss
than any other.
1068 | 974LAM
Chea KNITTING
MACHINE "MFG CO,,
U.

8,

Coupons

Sixes,
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1105
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818 Washington street, Boston, Mass,
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